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Experimental and theoretical results on the optical and magnetooptical~MO! spectral properties
of a series of Co/Cu, Co/Pd, Co/Pt and Fe/Au multilayers are reviewed. Diagonal and off-
diagonal components of the optical conductivity tensor have been determined in the photon energy
range 0.8-5.5 eV from the polar and longitudinal Kerr rotation as well as ellipticity and
ellipsometry measurements. The conductivity tensor has been evaluated on the basis of self-
consistent spin-polarized relativistic linear muffin-tin orbital~LMTO! band-structure calculations
within the local spin-density approximation. The role of the spin polarization and the
spin–orbit interaction in the formation of the magnetooptical Kerr effect~MOKE! spectra as
inferred from first-principles calculations is examined and discussed. The high sensitivity of the
MO properties to the interface structure is studied byab initio modeling of the effects of
the interfacial alloying, substitutional disorder, and the roughness at the interfaces. It is shown
that the MOKE spectra of the multilayered structures~MLS! calculated using the LMTO
method reproduce the experimental spectra only moderately well if ideal MLS with sharp
interfaces are assumed. It is shown that the MOKE spectra of the MLS can be adequately
reproduced only by taking into account their real interface microstructure. The magnetooptical
anisotropy~MOA! is studied both experimentally and theoretically for a series of Fen /Aun

superlattices prepared by molecular beam epitaxy withn51,2,3 Fe and Au atomic planes of~001!
orientation. The results of the LMTO calculations show that the microscopic origin of the
large MOA is the interplay of the strong spin-orbit coupling on Au sites and the large exchange
splitting on Fe sites via Aud– Fed hybridization of the electronic states at the interfaces.
The orientation anisotropy of thed orbital moment is calculated from first principles and analyzed
on the basis ofd orbital symmetry considerations. The relationship between the orbital
moment anisotropy and the MOA is discussed. The reviewed results imply that the magnetooptical
properties of multilayers with various compositions and structures can be quantitatively
predicted from first-principles band-structure calculations. Such a possibility is important for
basic research as well as applications. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It was first discovered in 1845 by Faraday1 that the po-
larization vector of linearly polarized light is rotated upo
transmission through a sample that is exposed to a mag
field parallel to the propagation direction of the light. Abo
30 years later, Kerr2 observed that when linearly polarize
light is reflected from a magnetic solid, its plane of polariz
tion also becomes rotated by a small angle with respec
that of the incident light. This discovery has become kno
as the magnetooptical~MO! Kerr effect. Since then, man
other magnetooptical effects, e.g., the Zeeman, Voigt,
Cotton-Mouton effects,3 have been found. These effects a
have in common that they are due to a different interaction
left and right circularly polarized light with a magnetic soli
4251063-777X/2001/27(6)/38/$20.00
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The Kerr effect has now been known for more than a c
tury, but it is only in recent times that it has become t
subject of intensive investigations. The reason for this rec
development is twofold: first, the Kerr effect gained cons
erable in interest due to modern data storage technol
because it can be used to ‘‘read’’ suitably stored magn
information in an optical manner,4 and second, the Kerr ef
fect has rapidly developed into an appealing spectrosco
tool in materials research. The technological research on
Kerr effect was initially motivated by the search for goo
magnetooptical materials that could be used as informa
storage media. In the course of this research, the Kerr spe
of many ferromagnetic materials were investigated. Over
years the Kerr spectra of many ferromagnetic materials h
been obtained. An overview of the experimental data c
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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lected on the Kerr effect can be found in the review artic
by Buschow,5 Reim and Schoenes,6 Schoenes,7 Ebert,8 and
Antonov et al.9

The quantum-mechanical understanding of the Kerr
fect began as early as 1932, when Hulme10 proposed that the
Kerr effect could be attributed to spin-orbit~SO! coupling
~see also Kittel11!. The symmetry between left and right ci
cularly polarized light is broken due to the SO coupling in
magnetic solid. This leads to different refractive indices
the two kinds of circularly polarized light, so that linear
polarized incident light is reflected with elliptical polariza
tion, and the major elliptical axis is rotated by the so-cal
Kerr angle from the original axis of linear polarization. Th
first systematic study of the frequency-dependent Kerr
Faraday effects was developed by Argyres,12 and later Coo-
per presented a more general theory using some simplif
assumptions.13 The very powerful linear response techniqu
of Kubo14 gave general formulas for the conductivity tens
which are now widely used. A general theory of th
frequency-dependent conductivity of ferromagnetic~FM!
metals over a wide range of frequencies and temperat
was developed in 1968 by Kondorsky and Vediaev.15

The first ab initio calculation of MO properties wa
made by Callaway and co-workers in the mid-1970s.16 They
calculated the absorption parts of the conductivity tensor
ementssxx andsxy for pure Fe and Ni and obtained rath
good agreement with experiment. After these pioneer
studies, there was a lull in MO calculations until MO effec
were found to be important for magnetic recording and
computational resources had advanced. Different reliable
merical schemes for the calculation of optical matrix e
ments and the integration over the Brillouin zone have b
implemented, giving essentially identical results.17 Prototype
studies have been performed using modern methods of b
theory for Fe, Co, and Ni. Following the calculations for t
elemental 3d ferromagnets, a number of groups have eva
ated the MO spectra for more interesting compounds~see
Refs. 8, 9, and references therein!.

In recent years, artificial layered structures composed
magnetic transition metals separated by nonmagnetic m
have been studied intensively due to the fundamental
search interest in these systems and also because of
potential for applications. Oscillatory interlayer exchan
coupling,18 giant magnetoresistance,19 and the induced mag
netic polarization effect in nonmagnetic layers~see, e.g., Ref.
20 and references therein! have become the most discuss
phenomena in layered magnetic structures.

In particular, Co/Pt and Co/Pd multilayered structur
~MLS! have attracted a lot of attention because these sys
exhibit simultaneously a large magnetooptical Ke
rotation21,22 and perpendicular anisotropy,23 which in combi-
nation make these materials applicable for a new genera
of storage devices.24

The aim of this paper is a review of recent achieveme
in both the experimental and theoretical investigations of
electronic structure, optical, and MO properties of transitio
metal multilayered structures. We considered the most
portant from scientific and technological points of view: C
Pt, Co/Pd, Co/Cu, and Fe/Au MLS. In these MLS, t
nonmagnetic sites~Pt, Pd, Cu, and Au! exhibit an induced
s
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magnetic moment due to the hybridization with th
transition-metal spin-polarized 3d states. The polarization is
strong at Pt and Pd sites and weak at noble-metal sites du
the completely occupiedd bands in the later case. Also o
interest is how the spin-orbit interaction of nonmagne
metal~increasing in the sequence Cu, Pd, Pt, Au! influences
the MO response of the MLS. From the standpoint of app
cations a very important question is how the imperfection
the interface affects the physical properties of layered str
tures, including the MO properties.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.1. the th
retical background of theab initio calculations of the band
structure and the optical conductivity tensor are review
The experimental details are described in Sec. 2.2. Sect
3, 4, and 5 present the experimental and theoretical res
for the MO properties of Co/Pd, Co/Pt, and Co/Cu ML
respectively. Section 6 is devoted to the electronic struct
and anisotropy of the MO properties in Fe/Au MLS. Final
the results are summarized in Sec. 7.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

2.1. Computational details

Phenomenologically, magnetooptical effects at opti
frequencies are treated by means of a dielectric tensor.
the polar Kerr magnetization geometry and a crystal of
least threefold rotational symmetry, where both the symm
try axis and the magnetization direction are perpendicula
the sample surface and thez axis is chosen parallel to them
the dielectric tensor is composed of the diagonal compon
«xx and«zz and the off-diagonal component«xy in the form

«5S «xx «xy 0

2«xy «xx 0

0 0 «szz

D . ~1!

At normal light incidence the relation between the comp
polar Kerr angle and the dielectric tensor components
given by6

uPK1 ihPK5
2«xy

~«xx21!A«xx

, ~2!

whereuPK andhPK are the polar Kerr rotation and the ellip
ticity, respectively.

Here and henceforth, the following definitions have be
adopted. We choose the time dependence of the electric
ase2 ivt. Hence, all the complex quantities are expressed
their real and imaginary parts as follows:«ab5«ab

(1)1 i«ab
(2) ,

where a, b[x, y, z, «xx5(n1 ik)2, and n and k are the
refractive index and extinction coefficient, respectively. T
optical conductivity tensorsab5sab

(1)1 isab
(2) is related to the

dielectric tensor«ab through the equation

«ab~v!5dab1
4p i

v
sab~v!. ~3!

For the longitudinal Kerr magnetization geometry, whe
the magnetization lies in the sample plane and they axis is
chosen parallel to both the magnetization direction and
plane of incidence, the dielectric tensor takes the form
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«5S «xx 0 2«xz

0 «xx 0

«xz 0 «zz

D . ~4!

The formula for the complex longitudinal Kerr angle
it has been derived from general formulas for the Kerr eff
with arbitrary dielectric tensor25 is given by

us,p
LK1 ihs,p

LK52
2«xz sinw coswA«xx

D
~5!

with

D5~A«xx~«zz2sin2 w!1A«zz~«xx2sin2 w!!

3~A«xx2sin2w6cosw!~A«xx«zzcosw

7A«zz2sin2 w!,

wherew is the angle of incidence of the light, and the upp
and lower signs correspond to light ofp ands polarizations,
parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, resp
tively.

In the case when the assumption«zz'«xx is justified,
formula ~5! simplifies to26

us,p
LK1 ihs,p

LK52
«xz sinw~A«xx2sin2 w6sinw tanw!

~«xx21!~«xx2tan2 w!A«xx2sin2 w
.

~6!

On straightforward symmetry considerations it can
shown that all MO phenomena are caused by the symm
reduction, in comparison to the paramagnetic state, cau
by magnetic ordering.27 Concerning optical properties thi
symmetry reduction has consequences only when the
coupling is also taken into consideration. To calculate M
properties one therefore has to take into account the ma
tism and SO coupling at the same time when dealing with
electronic structure of the material considered. In the co
sponding band structure calculations it is normally suffici
to treat the SO coupling in a perturbative way. A more r
orous scheme, however, is obtained by starting from
Dirac equation set up in the framework of relativistic sp
density functional theory:28

@ca•p1bmc21IV1Vspbsz#cnk5enkcnk ~7!

with Vsp(r ) being the spin-polarized part of the exchang
correlation potential corresponding to thez quantization axis.
All other parts of the potential are contained inV(r ). The
434 matricesa, b, andI are defined by

a5S 0 s

s 0 D , b5S 1 0

0 21D , I5S 1 0

0 1D , ~8!

wheres are the standard Pauli matrices, and1 is the 232
unit matrix.

There are quite a few band structure methods availa
now that are based on the above Dirac equation.29 In one of
the schemes the basis functions are derived from the pr
solution of the Dirac equation for the spin-dependent sing
site potentials.30,31 In another approach, the basis functio
are obtained initially by solving the Dirac equation witho
the spin-dependent term32,33 and then this term is taken int
account in the variational step.30,34 In spite of this approxi-
t
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mation, the latter scheme gives results in close agreem
with the former,29 while being simpler to implement. We
should also mention the widely used technique in which
SO coupling is added variationally32 after the scalar relativ-
istic magnetic Hamiltonian has been constructed. In t
case, the Pauli equation with the SO coupling is solved
stead of the Dirac equation. We should emphasize tha
three techniques yield similar results.

The optical conductivity tensor or, equivalently, the d
electric tensor is the basic spectral quantity needed for ev
ation of the Kerr effect.7 The optical conductivity can be
computed from the energy band structure by means of
Kubo–Greenwood linear-response expression:14,16

sab~v!5
2 ie2

m2\Vuc

3(
k

(
nn8

f ~enk!2 f ~en8k!

vnn8~k!

Pn8n
a

~k!Pnn8
b

~k!

v2vnn8~k!1 ig
,

~9!

where f (enk) is the Fermi function,\vnn8(k)[enk2en8k is
the energy difference of the Kohn–Sham energiesenk , andg
is the lifetime parameter, which is included to describe
finite lifetime of excited Bloch electron states. ThePnn8

a are
the dipole optical transition matrix elements, which in a fu
relativistic description are given by35

Pnn8~k!5m^cnkucaucn8k& ~10!

with cnk being the four-component Bloch electron wa
functions.

Equation~9! for the conductivity contains a double su
over all energy bands, which naturally separates into the
called interband contribution, i.e.,nÞn8, and the intraband
contribution,n5n8. The intraband contribution to the diag
onal components ofs may be rewritten for zero temperatur
as

saa~v![
vp,a

2

4p

i

v1 igD
, ~11!

where vp,a are the components of the plasma frequen
which are given by

vp,a
2 [

4pe2

m2Vuc
(
nk

d~enk2EF!uPnn
a u2, ~12!

EF is the Fermi energy, andgD51/tD , where tD is the
phenomenological Drude electron relaxation time. The int
band relaxation time parametergD may be different from the
interband relaxation time parameterg. The latter can be fre-
quency dependent,36 and, because excited states always ha
a finite lifetime, will be nonzero, whereasgD will approach
zero for very pure materials. The contribution of intraba
transitions to the off-diagonal conductivity is usually n
considered. Also, the influence of local field effects on t
MO properties has not been studied. We mention, lastly,
the Kramers–Kronig transformation was used to calcul
the dispersive parts of the optical conductivity from the a
sorptive parts.

The electronic structure of the MLS was calculated se
consistently on the basis of the local spin dens
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approximation37 to the density functional theory, using th
fully relativistic spin-polarized LMTO method32–34 in the
atomic-sphere approximation, including the combined c
rection (ASA1CC).32,38Core-charge densities were recalc
lated at every iteration of the self-consistency loop. The s
polarization was included in the variational step.30 The com-
bined correction terms were also taken into account in
optical matrix element calculations.35 The basis consisted o
s, p, d, and f LMTOs. The k-space integrations were pe
formed with the improved tetrahedron method.39

2.2. Experimental procedure

The polar Kerr rotation (uK) and ellipticity (hK) spectra
were measured with a MO spectrometer based on the p
ization modulation technique40 in the photon energy rang
0.8–5.5 eV. Light from a super-quiet Xe arc lamp orD2

lamp used in the UV region is focused by a condenser on
entrance slit of the monochromator~SPEX 500M!, equipped
with self-interchangeable gratings for measurements of
ferent parts of the spectrum. The outcoming light beam
filtered by an appropriate filter to attenuate higher ord
from the monochromator. After passing through the polari
and photoelastic modulator~Hinds PEM-90 CaF2! the light
beam is focused by a quartz lens on the surface of the sa
mounted on a sample holder with the temperature stabil
in the range 290–800 K inside the 1.8 T water-cooled el
tromagnets. The amplitude of the retardation of the ligh
periodically modulated at a frequency of 57 kHz by t
modulator, oriented with its strain axis at 45° with respect
the polarizer axis. The angle of incidence of the light on
sample surface is set at 2 and 75 deg in the polar and lo
tudinal Kerr geometry, respectively. After reflection the lig
beam passes through the analyzer, oriented parallel or
pendicular to the modulator strain axis, and is detected b
low-noise photomultiplier in the energy range 1.4,hn
,5.5 eV and by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge photodiode
0.8,hn,1.4 eV. The detector output signal from the cu
rent preamplifier is measured by lock-in amplifiers. The p
lar Kerr rotation and ellipticity, after appropriate calibratio
with the use of a driven Babinet–Soleil compensator,
derived from the ratio of total light intensity, corrected f
zero offset with the use of a controlled light beam shut
and the intensity of the first and second harmonics. The s
setup is used to measureuK andhK hysteresis loops at fixed
light wavelength. The setup is fully automated and compu
controlled via a data acquisition system~Keithley 500 A!.
The sensitivity of the Kerr spectrometer is of the order
1024 deg.

The optical properties—refractive indexn and extinction
coefficient k—have been measured by spectroscopic el
sometry using the rotating analyzer method41 in the spectral
range 0.8–5.5 eV. The sample is mounted on a five-a
precision goniometer in a subset of the above described
system. The ellipsometric anglesC andD were derived from
the real-time digital harmonic analysis of the detected sig
modulated by a rotating analyzer. The MgF2 Rochon ana-
lyzer rotates with an angular frequency of 12 s21 inside a
rotary encoder with 4096 lines per revolution. The sign
from the detectors is synchronously digitized at 20ms inter-
vals by the Keithley 500 A system and evaluated in real-ti
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using the Hadamard transform. The angle of incidence w
set at 67°, optimized as the averaged principal angle of in
dence for the measured samples and the spectral range
The accuracy of setting the angle of incidence is 0.005°
the average error in the determination ofn andk values is of
the order of 0.003.

3. MAGNETO-OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Co-Pd SYSTEMS

3.1. CoÕPd multilayers

A detailed experimental and theoretical study of the el
tronic structure and MO properties of Co/Pd MLS usi
MOKE spectroscopy and first-principles band-structure c
culations was done in Ref. 42. The Co/Pd multilayers un
consideration were prepared on water-cooled glass subst
using the dc magnetically enhanced face-to-face sputte
system described in Ref. 83. The chemical compositions
the films were determined by x-ray fluorescence analy
from the peak intensities of the characteristic fluoresce
radiation. Structural studies were performed by conventio
x-ray diffractometry. Formation of multilayer structures w
confirmed by low angle x-ray diffraction, and the modulatio
period was deduced from the position of the Bragg pea
The periods determined from the x-ray measurements a
with those evaluated from the fluorescence analysis.
films were found to be of fcc~111!-textured structure. The
parameters of the samples studied are given in Table I.

3.1.1. Experimental results

The polar Kerr rotation (uK) and ellipticity (hK) spectra
of the Co/Pd MLS measured under saturation conditions
shown in Fig. 1a and 1b. For comparison, the spectra o
2000 Å thick fcc Co film, multiplied by a factor of 0.7, ar
also plotted in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the MLS Ke
spectra never exceed in magnitude those of the fcc Co o
the whole spectral range. The prominent features of theuK

spectra are a broad negative peak at;3 eV and a shoulder a
;4.3 eV, followed by auK slope varying as a function of th
Co layer thickness. TheuK peak, centered at 1.5 eV, chara
teristic of fcc Co, is strongly reduced with decreasing ML
Co sublayer thickness, and the prominent minima at;3 eV
in uK and at;5 eV in hK diminish in amplitude. The shift of
the zero-crossing ofhK up to ;3 eV with decrease of the
amount of Co present is accompanied by the formation o
positive two-peak structure. Similar spectral features of
Co/Pd MLS, although within smaller spectral ranges and
other sublayer thicknesses, were observed in Refs. 22,
and 44. Inspection of theuK and hK spectra of the MLS
leads one to the conclusion that there is a MO contribut

TABLE I. The parameters of the Co/Pd MLS studied. The sample numb
are given, together withNlayers, the number of bilayers, andtCo andtPd, the
measured thicknesses of the Co and the Pd sublayers.42

No. Nlayers tCo , Å tPd, Å

1 52 3.5 18.3
2 47 5.2 17.6
3 43 6.4 18.2
4 40 8.4 18.5
5 33 13.8 19.8
6 28 17.4 20.6
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independent of, or weakly dependent on, the cobalt subla
thickness. These effects that are independent of the Co
tent may arise from Pd spin polarization induced by
proximity of Co layers and/or from the polarization caus
by roughness and limited alloying at the Co-Pd interface

To study the mechanism responsible for the MOKE
the Co/Pd MLS and to enable us to discuss the magnet
tical response of the films in terms of separate contributi
of the Co and Pd sublattices, the data should, in principle
analyzed using the off-diagonal optical conductivity tens
componentssxy , which are directly related to the magn
tooptical transitions between the spin-polarized electro
states. From the measureduK andhK data and the diagona
tensor componentsxx , the off-diagonal componentsxy can

FIG. 1. Experimental polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra of
Co/Pd MLS and fcc Co film. The Co and Pd sublayer thicknesses are g
in the keys in units of Å.42
er
n-

e

p-
s
e
r

ic

be evaluated according to Eq.~2!. The values ofsxx for the
fcc Co and Pd films and the Co/Pd MLS under considerat
were obtained by an ellipsometric method for the range 0
5.5 eV. It was found that thesxx spectra of the multilayers
are close to each other and do not exhibit fine structu
except for a small broad peak at about 4–5 eV.

For all of the Co/Pd MLS studied, it was found that th
denominator in Eq.~2! evaluated from the optical data is
monotonic and structureless function over the whole ene
range and depends weakly on the film composition. Con
quently, all of the peaks in the polar Kerr rotation and elli
ticity spectra originate from the corresponding features of
absorptive and dispersive parts ofsxy(v), respectively. The
energy dependence of the denominator in equation~2! only
changes the relative amplitudes of the UV and IR peaks
the spectra, without producing any additional spectral f
tures. It can be concluded that in the Co/Pd MLS the MOK
is governed by the off-diagonal part of the optical condu
tivity tensor.

3.1.2. Multilayers with perfect interfaces

In an attempt to reproduce and to explain the experim
tal MOKE spectra, band-structure calculations of the M
properties of some model MLS were performed. As the
fluence of the structure of the Co-Pd interface on the MO
spectra is the subject of this study, in the first step an ide
ized model with a sharp interface was adopted in the ca
lations. The numbersn of Co andm of Pd atomic planes in
the modelnCo/mPd MLS were chosen as close as possi
to the experimentally measured ones. For all the MLS,
abcstacking sequence of close-packed Co and Pd planes
assumed. In Ref. 45 it was shown that for Co sublayers
are not very thick~less than 30 Å, with the Pd sublaye
thickness being 12 Å!, the in-plane lattice spacing in Co/P
MLS is almost independent of the Co sublayer thickness
only ;2% less than the lattice spacing in fcc Pd. Therefo
the lattice constanta52.694 Å of the hexagonal lattice wa
chosen. The interplane spacings in the Co and Pd subla
and at the interface were chosen to be equal and corresp
ing to the idealc/a ratio ~c/a5qA2/3, whereq5n1m is
the number of close-packed atomic planes!. The sphere radii
of Co and Pd were both taken as equal to the averageSWS

value of 1.49 Å.
The distributions of the spin magnetic moments in t

Co and Pd atomic spheres derived from the band-struc
calculations are given in Table II. For all the MLS studie
the dependence of the magnetic moments on the dista
from the interface is the same. The Co magnetic momen
enhanced at the interface and already approaches the

en
er of
TABLE II. Calculated Co and Pd spin magnetic moments (mB /atom) in the Co/Pd MLS. The number after the chemical symbol denotes the numb
corresponding atomic planes starting from the Co-Pd interface. For fcc Co with SWS set at the same value as for the MLS, the value of 1.72mB /atom was
obtained.42

MLS Co2 Co1 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3

1Co/8Pd 1.94 0.26 0.12 0.04
2Co/7Pd 1.84 0.23 0.10 0.03
4Co/8Pd 1.72 1.83 0.23 0.11 0.04
6Co/9Pd 1.72 1.83 0.23 0.12 0.04
9Co/9Pd 1.72 1.83 0.23 0.12 0.04
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value of 1.72mB /atom in the second plane. The same va
of the Co moment (1.72mB /atom) was obtained from th
calculations for fcc Co with the lattice constant expanded
that the value ofSWS was equal to that for the MLS. Th
value of the magnetic moment induced in Pd rapidly d
creases with distance from the interface. In the MLS with
Pd sublayer consisting of more than six Pd atomic planes
magnetic moments induced in the middle of the Pd subla
are smaller than 0.015mB /atom and are not shown in Tab
II. The rapid decrease of the Pd magnetic moment with
crease of the distance from the interface can be easily un
stood if one recalls that the moment is mainly due
Co 3d– Pd 4d hybridization. A Pd atom even in only the se
ond atomic plane from the interface has no Co atoms am
even its second-nearest neighbors, and it interacts with
exchange-split Co 3d states only indirectly.

The calculated MOKE spectra of the Co/Pd MLS a
shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, spectra of fcc Co~calcu-
lated with the same value ofSWS as the MLS!, multiplied by
a factor of 0.7, are also shown. From a comparison with
experimental spectra, it is seen that in the UV range
shoulder at;5 eV, which is a characteristic feature of th
experimentally measured polar Kerr rotation spectra of

FIG. 2. Calculated polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra for the
modelnCo/mPd MLS with sharp interfaces~n andm are the numbers of Co
and Pd atomic planes, respectively!. For comparison, spectra of fcc C
~calculated with the same value ofSWS as the MLS!, multiplied by a factor
of 0.7, are also shown.42
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MLS, manifests itself only in the spectra of the 1Co/8P
MLS and, to a lesser extent, those of the 2Co/7Pd MLS.
the MLS with larger numbers of Co atomic planes, the ma
nitude of the Kerr rotation spectra in the UV range increa
with increase of the Co sublayer thickness, whereas
shape of the spectra changes only slightly. As can be see
Fig. 2b, the features of the Kerr ellipticity spectra, corr
sponding to the peaks at 1.0 and 4.3 eV in the fcc Co sp
trum, become more pronounced as the number of ato
planes of Co increases.

Such a dependence of the calculated MOKE spectra
the MLS on the Co sublayer thickness is explicable. As
magnetic moment induced in the Pd atoms located far fr
the interface is very small, one can expect these atom
give only a small contribution to the off-diagonal optic
conductivity. Consequently, if the model with a sharp inte
face is adopted, the MO properties of the MLS are de
mined by the Co sublayer and one, or perhaps two, adja
Pd atomic planes. Also, from the calculated DOS curves
Co magnetic moments it follows that only the electron
states in the two Co atomic planes nearest to the interface
modified strongly by the hybridization with the Pd state
Hence, as the Co sublayer thickness increases, the MO
spectra of the MLS should become closer to that of pure
This is exactly what can be seen in Fig. 2. As the numbe
Co atomic planes increases, the relative contribution of
interfacial layer to the spectra becomes smaller, and a sh
der appears in the spectra at 1.5 eV which is evidently rela
to the corresponding peak in the fcc Co spectrum.

A comparison with the experimental spectra of the ML
~Fig. 1! shows that the calculations reproduce only mod
ately well the main peculiarities of the MOKE spectra of t
MLS and the tendencies in the modification of the ML
spectra with variation of the Co sublayer thickness, and
quantitative agreement is not satisfactory.

The calculated spectra are of smaller magnitude; the
crease of the magnitude for the MLS with a small number
Co atomic planes is larger than in the experiment. The f
ture at 1.5 eV in the calculated spectra of the MLS with
thin Co sublayer disappears completely, and the magnit
of the spectra goes almost to zero in this energy range.
loss of amplitude at this energy, although observed exp
mentally, is not so drastic. Also, the calculations predic
rapid decrease of the Kerr rotation amplitude of the shoul
at 5 eV with respect to that of the main minimum as t
number of Co atomic planes increases, while the shoulde
observable in the experimental spectra.

It is worth recalling that the spectra of fcc Co shown
Fig. 2 were calculated with the enlarged lattice constant u
for the model MLS and, consequently, they should not
compared directly to the experimental Co spectra~see Fig.
1!. The position of the UV minimum in the polar Kerr rota
tion spectrum of Co, calculated using the experimental
Co lattice constant~i.e., for SWS51.395 Å!, is shifted to
higher energies by;1 eV ~see Ref. 74!. Thus, the shift of
;0.7 eV in the energy position of the UV minimum ob
served in the experimental MLS spectra with respect to t
for the fcc Co film is reproduced—although it i
overestimated—by the calculations.

There are several possible sources of these discre
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cies. First of all, the peaks in the polar Kerr rotation spec
calculated for either fcc or hcp Co are shifted to higher
ergies with respect to the measured ones, and the magn
of the minimum at 1.5 eV is too small. This discrepancy
apparently due to a failure of the LDA-based calculations
predict correctly the MOKE spectra of the ferromagneticd
metals; this failure has recently been extensively discusse
the literature.74,85,86A plausible cause for this lies in the ap
proximate description of the exchange and correlation
rather localized 3d electrons. If the calculated magnitude
the IR peak of fcc Co were larger, it would bring the the
retical MOKE spectra of the MLS into closer agreement w
the experimental ones for the energy range below 2 eV
the UV range, however, a shift of the Co Kerr rotation pe
to lower energies would hardly improve the agreement
tween the theory and experiment at all.

The shift of the calculated peak positions may also
caused by the difference between the experimental in
atomic distances and those used in the calculations. Dete
nation of the in-plane and interplane distances in an in
vidual sublayer of the MLS or overlayered structures in
onerous task, and the experimental data available for Co
MLS differ significantly.34–36 To estimate the sizes of th
possible effects of the interplane relaxation, test calculati
using the unmodified in-plane interatomic distance bu
smallerc/a ratio were performed for Co~with a hexagonal
supercell! and 4Co/5Pd MLS. It was found that the theore
ical MOKE spectra are rather insensitive to the interpla
distance. A decrease of thec/a ratio by 5% results in a smal
increase in amplitude of the polar Kerr rotation spectra,
the peak positions remain unchanged. Thus, although a
traction of interplane distances in the Co sublayer has b
derived from structural investigations,46,47 it is unlikely to be
responsible for the discrepancies between the theoretica
experimental MOKE spectra of the Co/Pd MLS. An in-pla
relaxation in a thick Co sublayer might affect the calcula
MOKE spectra strongly, but performing such a calculation
beyond the capability of our facilities. Moreover, there is
experimental evidence that relaxation really occurs in
MLS studied.

The idea of enhanced spin polarization in the Pd pla
adjacent to the Co has also been considered. For some o
MLS studied, test calculations were performed in which
additional exchange splitting was introduced for one or t
of the Pd atomic layers nearest to the interface. As a resu
the additional spin polarization of the Pd atoms, the inten
of the calculated polar Kerr rotation spectra in the UV ran
increases. However, the strong positive rotation at low p
ton energies worsens the agreement with the experimen
this energy range.

It can be concluded that the main cause of the diff
ences between the theory and experiment lies in the choic
a model with a sharp interface as a basis for the calculati
An intermixing at the interface, even within just one or tw
atomic layers, can appreciably change the shape and ma
tude of the MOKE spectra of the MLS, especially those w
small Co sublayer thicknesses. The next part of this Sec
is devoted to a quantitative study of this problem.
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3.1.3. Multilayers with imperfect interfaces

From the discussion above, it follows that interfacial i
termixing should be taken into account if one is to descr
the MO properties of real Co/Pd MLS systems. A first im
provement that takes us closer to describing ‘‘real’’ syste
is that of considering an ordered compound at the interfa
To examine the consequences of interfacial intermixing
Co/Pd MLS MOKE spectra and their relation to the chemi
nature of the interface, a model of multilayer supercells w
alloyed interfaces was considered. The study was perform
with the use of the above-described formalism ofab initio
band-structure calculations. As the LMTO method require
crystal lattice with specified translational and point symm
try, special model supercells of the multilayered structu
with alloyed interfaces and fcc~111! texture were con-
structed. In the@111# direction, for all model MLS anabc
stacking sequence of close-packed atomic Co and Pd pl
was assumed. As an interface between the neighboring
and Pd layers, one or two Co-Pd mixed atomic planes w
introduced. To satisfy the requirement of overallD3d

3 lattice
symmetry of the supercells and to minimize their volum
the unit cell was doubled in the basal plane. As a con
quence, interfacial planes in these supercells can consis
mixed atomic planes composed of an ordered Co-Pd c
pound with 1:3 and 3:1 stoichiometry and threefold ro
tional symmetry. Three types of MLS with different interfa
cial atomic planes were considered. The structures of
nCo/A/mPd andnCo/B/mPd types contain Pd-rich Co1Pd3

~A! and Co-rich Co3Pd1 ~B! ordered interfacial planar alloys
respectively. The structure nCo/C/mPd with
C5Co3Pd1/Co1Pd3 has a two-layer interfacial ordered allo
composed of consecutiveB- andA-type planes.

To understand the relationship between the interfa
structures and the MOKE spectra, a systematic study
performed for Co/Pd MLS with a period of six atomic layer
Calculations for larger supercells are extremely time c
suming and were performed only for some selected case
was found that the calculations performed are sufficien
representative and illustrate the main trends in the modifi
tion of the MO spectra with interface imperfection. In all o
the calculations, the same lattice constant as for the id
model MLS was assumed.

The calculated polar Kerr rotation spectra for the Co/
MLS, where the Co and Pd layers are separated by th
types of interfacial alloy layer~A, B, and C!, are shown in
Fig. 3a–c. For comparison, the spectrum of fcc Co calcula
with the same value ofSWS and the spectra of ideal 1Co/5P
2Co/4Pd, and 3Co/3Pd MLS are also included. The spe
calculated for the supercell structures in which the Pd lay
are separated by alloy layers only are presented in Fig.
The supercells 0Co/A/4Pd and 0Co/B/4Pd consist of a tw
atomic-layer thickness of alloy, of either Co1Pd3 or Co3Pd1

composition, separated by a four-atomic-layer thickn
of Pd spacer. The supercell 0Co/C/2Pd consists of rep
ed sequences of four alloy atomic plane
Co1Pd3/Co3Pd1/Co3Pd1/Co1Pd3, separated by two Pd
atomic planes. These structures can be regarded as lim
cases, where Co atoms are present in alloy planes only.

As is seen from Fig. 3a, in the UV range the main fe
tures of the 0Co/A/4Pd spectrum are very similar in shape
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those of the 1Co/5Pd MLS with the sharp interface. It
interesting that the amplitude of the 0Co/A/4Pd spectrum
about 70% higher than the amplitude of the 1Co/5Pd sp
trum, despite the higher Co content in the latter. However

FIG. 3. Calculated polar Kerr rotation spectra for the modelnCo/X/mPd
multilayered structures with imperfect interfaces,n andm are the numbers
of Co and Pd atomic planes, respectively. X5A, B, C denotes the interfacia
planar ordered alloys Co1Pd3, Co3Pd1, and Co3Pd1 /Co1Pd3, respectively.
For a comparison, the corresponding MLS spectra for the ideal m
nCo/mPd and the spectrum of fcc Co with the same value ofSWS as for the
MLS are also shown.42
is
c-
n

the energy range below;2 eV positive rotation is observe
for the 0Co/A/4Pd MLS. It should be noted that the over
shape of the 0Co/A/4Pd Kerr rotation spectrum is very clo
to that calculated for homogeneous diluted Co-Pd alloy48

Thus, the conclusions are that the Kerr rotation spectrum
the 0Co/A/4Pd structure is determined to a great extent
the MO properties of spin-polarized Pd. The spectrum
0Co/B/4Pd, in which the interface region is formed by t
Co-rich alloy, differs significantly from both the 0Co/A/4P
and the 1Co/5Pd spectra. The two-peak UV structure tra
forms into a broad minimum centered at 4.2 eV, and in the
region the rotation becomes negative. The structure wit
C-type interfacial layer is particularly interesting, as it can
obtained from the ideal 2Co/4Pd multilayer structure sim
by interchanging the positions of every fourth Co and
atom in the neighboring interfacial Co and Pd layers. As
result, Co-rich Co3Pd1 and Pd-rich Co1Pd3 planar alloy lay-
ers appear around the border. The composition of the 0C
2Pd MLS corresponds to that of 2Co/4Pd; however, it sho
be pointed out that the change of the interface microstruc
leads to very large changes in the shape and magnitude o
MO spectra, as can be seen from the comparison of the 0
C/2Pd and 2Co/4Pd Kerr rotation spectra in Figs. 3a and
respectively.

The Kerr rotation spectra are modified appreciably up
addition of one~see Fig. 3b! or two ~see Fig. 3c! Co atomic
planes to an MLS with an imperfect interface. In the sup
cells, the Co and Pd planes are separated byA-, B-, and
C-type interfacial layers. The essential points as regards
modification of the spectra can be summarized as follow

i! The amplitude of the spectra increases as the amo
of Co increases. In the IR spectral range, the character
features of the Co spectrum become more pronounced.

ii ! For the supercells containing one planar alloy
Co1Pd3 composition treated as an interface region, t
change of the relative amplitudes of the characteristic pe
in the UV region upon addition of two Co atomic planes
clearly visible.

iii ! For the supercells containing as an interface regio
single Co3Pd1 atomic plane or two Co3Pd1/Co1Pd3 atomic
planes, the main effect of increasing the number of
atomic planes is a shift of the UV peak position to low
energy. This effect is accompanied by a narrowing of
bandwidth.

iv! The amplitudes of the spectra in the energy ran
above 4 eV are up to 100% higher than those of the id
2Co/4Pd and 3Co/3Pd MLS.

From the band-structure calculation results it follow
that the Co and Pd electronic states in the alloy interf
layers are strongly modified by the hybridization. As the v
ume in which the hybridization occurs is significantly larg
in a MLS with an imperfect interface, the contribution o
these hybridized states to the MO spectra increases comp
to that for a MLS with an ideal interface. Hence, the sim
larity between thenCo/A/mPd MLS spectra and the spect
of Pd-rich CoPd alloys48 becomes closer, especially for th
MLS with a small Co sublayer thickness. Another effect
interfacial alloy formation is stronger—compared to that f
the ideal MLS—spin polarization of the whole Pd spac
The averaged magnetic moment per Pd atom calculated

el
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the different structures approaches values up to 80% la
than those for the ideal MLS models. One can expect tha
a result of the increased magnetic moment induced on th
atoms, they will make larger contributions to the MO spe
tra. This can be clearly seen in the energy range below 2
where the Kerr rotation spectra are very sensitive to the
contribution. As was established earlier,48,49 the interband
magnetooptical transitions in spin-polarized Pd give a po
tive Kerr rotation in the IR energy range, whereas the tr
sitions between the electronic states with a large degre
admixture of Co 3d states result in a negative contribution
the Kerr rotation in this range, even when the Co states
considerably modified by the hybridization with Pd states.
a result of the two compensating contributions, the amplitu
of the Kerr rotation spectra of the MLS is suppressed in
IR energy range and the rotation becomes positive in the
of 0Co/A/4Pd MLS ~see Fig. 3a!. As the number of Co
atomic planes increases, their relative contribution to
MOKE spectra becomes higher and the Kerr rotation in
IR range becomes negative, which brings the spectra cl
to the fcc Co spectrum, as can be seen in Fig. 3. A p
appearing at 1.5 eV in the MLS spectra is evidently related
the corresponding peak in the fcc Co spectrum.

As is seen in Fig. 3a, in the UV spectral range the c
tribution to the MLS spectra coming from the interfacial a
loy region and strongly polarized Pd atomic planes is a
rather large, contrary to the case for the ideal model of
MLS, and controls the spectral shape in that energy ran
The observed overall increase of the rotation amplitu
along the sequence 0Co/A/4Pd, 0Co/B/4Pd, and 0Co/C/
is related to an increase of the relative Co content in
structures, which changes from 8% in 0Co/A/4Pd up to 3
in 0Co/C/2Pd. If one or two Co atomic planes are included
the structures, the relative contribution of Co to the total K
spectra increases. Hence, the shape of the spectra bec
closer to that of the fcc Co spectra, and the enhancemen
the Kerr rotation peak amplitude in the UV range can be s
in Fig. 3b, c. It is worth pointing out, however, that th
MOKE spectra are not simple superpositions of the con
butions arising from the constituent sublayers.

It was found that of all the model MLS considered, t
models in which the interfacial alloy layer is a Pd-rich allo
reproduce better the main spectral features of the experim
tally studied Co/Pd MLS and the tendencies in the modifi
tion of the spectra as the thickness of the Co sublayer
creases. In Fig. 4, the MOKE spectra calculated for the id
2Co/7Pd MLS and the 2Co/~Co1Pd3!/5Pd model structure ar
directly compared to the experimental spectra of the 3.5
Co/18.3 Å Pd MLS with sublayer thicknesses closest to
model structure. It is clearly seen that, if the interfacial
loying is taken into account, the characteristic shape of
measured spectrum with the shoulder in the UV range
reproduced well by the calculations. Also, the amplitude
the calculated Kerr rotation is close to the experimenta
studied one, unlike the case of the ideal model 2Co/7Pd M
with the same period, for which the amplitude is 50
smaller. The enhancement of the calculated amplitude
better agreement with the experiment can be observed
for the Kerr ellipticity spectra.

To study the effect of total interlayer intermixing on th
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MOKE spectra and as a final test of the assumed interf
model, the 3.5 Å Co/18.3 Å Pd MLS film was anneale
under high vacuum at 800 K for 5 h. At such high tempe
tures the diffusion processes are very intensive and the w
layered structure is uniformly homogenized, becoming a d
ordered fcc alloy film of effective composition Co0.2Pd0.8, as
was controlled by our structural study. The huge change
the MOKE spectra after annealing can be seen from Fig
The Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra amplitudes increa
significantly, and the spectral shape become close to th
observed for Co-Pd alloys of comparable composition.48 The
calculated MOKE spectra of disordered Co0.25Pd0.75 alloy
taken from Ref. 48 are also included in Fig. 4 for compa
son. As can be seen, the agreement of the calculated
measured Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra of the alloy
structure is excellent~the systematic shifts of the spectra o
the energy scale are of common nature for LDA-based
culations, as was discussed in Sec. 3.1.2.!. Thus, on the basis
of the results obtained for the Co/Pd MLS, the followin
conclusions have been reached:

i! the MLS studied have relatively sharp interfaces w
a ‘‘chemical thickness’’ of the order of one atomic layer; a

FIG. 4. Comparison of the measured and calculated polar Kerr rotation~a!
and ellipticity ~b! spectra of the as-deposited 3.5 Å Co/18.3 Å Pd MLS fi
and the model 2Co/~Co1Pd3!/5Pd as well as the ideal 2Co/7Pd MLS mode
The spectra of the film annealed at 800 K and calculated for the model o
disordered Co0.25Pd0.75 alloy are included.42
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ii ! they can be well described by a model MLS structu
with an ordered Pd-rich interfacial alloy.

In the real Co/Pd MLS the interface microstructure m
be more complicated, and probably only partial chemical
dering occurs. As was inferred from the x-ray diffractio
data, the Co/Pd MLS studied have well-defined laye
structure. Nevertheless, some intermixing at the interf
during the deposition of the samples is very probable. T
effect leads, in turn, to higher induced spin polarization in
larger volume of Pd and makes the whole volume mag
tooptically active. The results obtained allow us to expla
the origin of the observed MOKE spectra of the MLS and
understand why the thickness of the so-called ‘‘magnetic
terface’’ can be larger than that of the ‘‘crystallographi
one, as was recently reported for other Pd-based multilay
systems.50 The conclusions are also consistent with the
sults derived from the phenomenological multireflection a
proach, not presented here, which indicate that the Pd
polarization extends through a depth of the order of four
atomic layers.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that in the Co-
systems the MOKE is governed by the off-diagonal part
the optical conductivity tensor. It was found that theab initio
calculations performed for model Co/Pd MLS with sha
interfaces reproduced the main peculiarities of the exp
mental Co/Pd MOKE spectra only moderately well. It
shown that the main peculiarities and the tendencies in
modification of the MLS spectra with variation of the C
sublayer thickness are adequately reproduced when th
loying, even limited to one atomic plane, is taken into a
count. The MOKE spectra calculated for the model str
tures with ordered Co1Pd3 interfacial planes reproduce th
measured spectra best. The results obtained demonstrat
interface microstructure plays a crucial role in the format
of the MOKE spectra of the Co/Pd layered structures.

3.2. CoxPd1Àx alloys

In real MLS systems, chemical and structural disord
often occurs at the interface. These effects can be exam
using model disordered alloys.

The description of the magnetooptical properties o
disordered system on a microscopic level and understan
of the effect of chemical order and crystal symmetry on th
properties are of great importance. The most powerful
proach to calculating the electronic structure of random
disordered solids is the coherent potential approxima
~CPA! in connection with the Korringa–Korr–Rostoke
method of band structure calculation~KKR-CPA!.51 Within
this formalism a quantitative description of such phenom
as magnetoresistance52 and x-ray dichroism53 has been ob-
tained. In both cases the central quantity to be calculate
the optical conductivity tensor.8 Unfortunately, techniques
for dealing with that quantity for finite light frequencies
the optical regime have not yet been developed. For
reason the theoretical investigations of the optical and m
netooptical properties of disordered CoxPd12x alloys in Ref.
48 was done using the supercell approximation. To test
theoretical approach, the MOKE spectra for a set
CoxPd12x polycrystalline alloy films withx50.13, 0.22,
0.31, and 0.44 have been also measured.
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To investigate the influence of composition and loc
environment on the MO properties of disordered alloys,ab
initio band-structure calculations forordered Co-Pd alloys
(Co1Pd15, Co1Pd11, Co1Pd7, Co2Pd10, Co4Pd12, Co3Pd9,
Co2Pd6, Co1Pd3, and Co1Pd1! have been performed. Thi
sequence corresponds to a variation of the Co content in
range of 6–50%. For Co1Pd1 and Co1Pd3 alloys the
AuCu (L10) and AuCu3 (L12) structures, respectively, wer
assumed. The supercells for all the other alloys exc
Co1Pd11 consist of two or more adjacent fcc unit cells wi
Co and Pd atoms distributed over nonequivalent atomic
sitions according to the specific alloy composition. For t
Co1Pd7 and Co1Pd15 alloys both cubic and tetragonal supe
cells were constructed, whereas for the Co1Pd11 alloy a hex-
agonal unit cell was used. The lattice constant for all
alloys has been chosen to correspond to the experime
data.54

As was mentioned above, the magnetooptical effects
determined by the dielectric tensor components«ab . This
tensor can be represented as a sum«ab5«ab

s 1«ab
a of two

parts which are symmetric~optical! and antisymmetric~mag-
netooptical! with respect to the magnetization direction. Th
is, the relations«ab

s (M )5«ab
s (2M ) and «ab

a (M )52«ab
s

3(2M ) hold, whereM denotes the magnetization vecto
The antisymmetric part«ab

a can be expressed as«ab
a

5 ieabggg , whereeabg is the antisymmetric pseudo-tens
andgg is a component of the gyration vectorg.55

For most materials the relationugu!deti«ab
s i holds and

expressions for all nonreciprocal magnetooptical effec
measured usually as a difference quantity with respect
reversal of the magnetization, can be decomposed into
product of the complex numbergĝ and some function de
pending on the optical part of the dielectric tensor«ab

s as
well as the light propagation and magnetization directio
~see, e.g., Ref. 25!.

It should be noted that although the optical part of t
dielectric tensor may play a crucial role in the MO spec
formation, as, for example, in CeSb,56 or may exhibit a no-
ticeable anisotropy,57 this is not the case for the Co-Pd com
pounds investigated here. It was found that in the ene
range 0.5,hn,6 eV the calculated components«ab

s are
smooth and exhibit only a very weak dependence on both
chemical ordering and the alloy composition. Moreover,
the uniaxial model structures the optical anisotropy defin
as dA5(«'2« i)/e does not exceed 5%. Here we denot
e51/3(2«'

s 1« i
s), where«'

s and« i
s stand for the main opti-

cal dielectric tensor components corresponding to the li
polarization perpendicular and parallel to then-fold symme-
try axis ~c! of the crystal. Thus, all features of the MO spe
tra of the Co-Pd compounds are determined by the func
g(v).

As was mentioned above, our calculations involved b
cubic and uniaxial models. For the crystal with cubic sy

metry the dependence ofg on the magnetization directionM̂
is negligible,84 whereas for uniaxial crystals it can be notic
able. Uspenskiiet al.58 have shown that, up to the secon
order the in spin-orbit coupling strength, this dependence
be expressed in terms of the gyration vectorsgi andg' cal-

culated for the casesM̂ ic andM̂ 'c, respectively:
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g5M̂ ~gi cos2 u1g' sin2 u!1n̂~gi2g'!sinu cosu,
~13!

wheren̂ stands for the unit vector orthogonal toM̂ and lying
in the same plane asM̂ andc, andu is the angle between th
magnetization vectorM andn-fold symmetry axisc.

Figure 5 presents the calculated Imv2gi(v) and
Im v2g'(v) spectra for a selected set of uniaxial crysta
One can see that for Co1Pd1 and Co2Pd6 the orientation de-
pendence of the gyration vector is rather strong and m
fests itself in changes of the relative magnitude and ene
location of both the IR and UV maxima. The feature at 2
eV in the gi(v) spectra disappears completely forM 'c.
For the more diluted tetragonal Co1Pd7 alloy the orientation
dependence of theg(v) spectra was found to be relative
weak, and it practically disappears for Co1Pd15 ~see Fig. 5!.
The same tendencies were found also for the Rev2g(v)
spectra.

To take into account the effects of random orientation
microcrystals in the alloys studied, we have to average
~13! over different relative orientations of the crystal ax
and magnetization direction, which gives

gav~v!5
1

3
@2g'~v!1gi~v!#. ~14!

The main effect of the averaging~see Fig. 5! on the
Co1Pd1 spectrum is a change of the band shape in the
range as compared to the spectrum calculated with the m
netization directed along thec axis. The position of the main

FIG. 5. Orientation dependence of the Imv2g(v) spectra for the Co1Pd1,
Co2Pd6 and Co1Pd15. All spectra were convoluted with a Lorentzian o
width 0.5 eV.48
.
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UV maximum shifts to lower energy and in Co2Pd6 the band
becomes broader. In both alloys the structure at;1.5 eV
becomes less pronounced.

To study the dependence of the MO spectra on chem
ordering, let us consider the results for alloys with 1:3 s
ichiometry. Calculations were done for the cubicL12 phase
and for the tetragonalD022, D023, Co3Pd9, and second kind
of Co4Pd12 supercells. Tetragonal supercells Co3Pd9 and
Co4Pd12 consisting of one and two more central planes,
spectively, as compared to theD022 structure were used. Al
the alloys have the same nominal composition of Co0.25Pd0.75

but differ in the symmetry and local environment of the C
and Pd sites. While all these structures have identical
neighbor coordination~each Co has 12Pd neighbors and ea
Pd has 8Pd14Co neighbors!, there are differences in th
second atomic shell. For theL12 , D022, andD023 cells each
Co has 6Co, 4Co12Pd, and 5Co11Pd second neighbor
with local site symmetryOh , D4h , and C4v , respectively.
The atomic coordination around Pd in the second shell c
sists of 6Pd for theL12 structure, while there are two in
equivalent Pd sites forD022 ~with 6Pd and 2Co14Pd! and
for D023 ~with 6Pd and 1Co15Pd!. These three structure
will be taken as basic because the other structures stud
like Co3Pd9 and Co4Pd12, are composed of various numbe
of the above described nonequivalent Co and Pd sites.

In Fig. 6 the spectra of the imaginary~a! and real~b!
parts of v2g(v) are shown. For Co2Pd6(D022) and
Co4Pd12(D023) alloys v2gav(v) is presented. As a result o
the change of the atomic arrangement and accompanied
ering of the symmetry of the local sites along the seque

FIG. 6. Effect of the chemical order on the calculatedv2g(v) spectra of
Co0.25Pd0.75 alloy.48
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L122D0222D023, the spectra become less structured a
the peaks broaden, as can be seen, for example, by com
ing the Rev2g(v) spectra in the spectral range up to 3 e
This effect apparently arises from the fact that lowering
the local symmetry of atomic sites generally leads to
appearance of an increasing number of nonequivalent in
band transitions, with their contributions to the MO spec
spread out over a wider energy range. It was found that
resulting v2gav(v) spectra calculated for Co3Pd9 and
Co4Pd12 alloys can be well reproduced by averaging the
sic L12 , D022, and D023 spectra, weighted by the corre
sponding numbers of equivalent sites in these structures

To estimate thev2gav(v) spectrum of the disordere
Co0.25Pd0.75 alloy it is necessary to adopt a procedure of a
eraging the spectra over possible atomic arrangements.
the simplest assumption was made: that the basic cells
pear with equal probabilities and that the contribution
each cell to the spectrum is proportional to its number
atomic sites. On this basis the averaged spectrum was
tained as the weighted average of theL12 , D022, andD023

spectra with weights of 1, 2, and 4, respectively. As a re
of the configuration averaging, the spectrum becomes
structured and is closet to the spectrum of theD023 structure
~see Fig. 6!. It can be concluded that for the alloys studi
the local atomic arrangement and site symmetry control
MO properties.

To discuss the composition dependence of the MO pr
erties of the alloys under consideration, we focus here on
polar Kerr rotation spectra, because they are the quant
measured directly in the experiment. If the optical anisotro
dA is small, the complex Kerr rotation angle, neglecting t
second-order quantities~dA

2, dAg, andg2!, has the form

fK5qK1 ihK5g/@Ae~12e!#. ~15!

Equation~15! is linear with respect tog and this allows
us to use for the uniaxial systemsgav instead ofg. To take
into account finite-lifetime effects the calculated spec
were convoluted with a Lorentzian of width 1.0 eV. Calc
lated polar Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra of Co-Pd
loys of different compositions are shown, together with e
perimentally measured ones, in Fig. 7. To take into acco
the decrease of Curie temperature for diluted alloys, all
perimental spectra have been scaled with the fa
M4.2/M300, whereM4.2 and M300 are the magnetization a
4.2 K and 300 K, respectively. Both experimental and th
retical data exhibit the same features. As the Co conten
minishes, the magnitude of the rotation angle in the ene
range 2.5–4.5 eV decreases. The shoulder at;1.5 eV,
clearly seen in theqK spectrum of Co1Pd1 alloy, disappears
completely in diluted alloys, and the Kerr rotation chang
sign below;2 eV. In the UV range, the peak centered a
eV in Co1Pd1 transforms into a broad two-peak structur
Also, a shift of the Kerr ellipticity zero-crossing to highe
energy with decrease of Co content is observed, as well
diminishing of the amplitude at;5 eV. However, the calcu
lated peak positions of both the Kerr rotation and elliptic
are shifted slightly to higher energies with respect to
experimental ones. The discrepancy is apparently due
drawback of the LDA-based calculations which has recen
been discussed extensively in the literature.74,82
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It is interesting to note that the calculated MOKE spec
of Co2Pd10, Co1Pd7, Co1Pd11, and also Co1Pd15 alloys are
close to each other, although the Co content in the all
decreases from 16.5% to as low as 6%. From this one
conclude that the MOKE spectra of diluted Co-Pd alloys

FIG. 7. Comparison of the calculated and experimental polar Kerr rota
~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra for different compositions of the Co-P
alloys.48
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determined to a great extent by the MO properties of sp
polarized Pd. This is in line with the relatively large avera
Pd magnetic moment obtained from the calculations~e.g.,
0.24mB /atom for Co1Pd15!, which depends weakly on C
content in the Co-Pd alloys.

It should be noted that the theoretical spectra shown
Fig. 7, except for the spectrum of Co0.25Pd0.75, have been
obtained for one specific atomic arrangement. In Fig. 7
theoretical spectrum for Co0.25Pd0.75, obtained as the
weighted average of the spectra forL12 , D022, and D023

structures according to the procedure described above, is
sented. As a result of the averaging over different atom
configurations, the MOKE spectrum of Co0.25Pd0.75 becomes
less structured, and the minimum in the polar Kerr rotat
spectrum, centered at about 4.5 eV in the ordered Co1Pd3

2L12 , transforms into a broad structure like that observ
in the measured spectrum of the disordered Co0.22Pd0.78 alloy
film.

It can be concluded that the MOKE calculations
which the effects of random orientation of microcrysta
and/or chemical disorder are taken into account reprod
well the experimental spectra of the Co-Pd disordered all
and the dependence of the spectra on the composition.
optical part of the dielectric tensor of these compounds
pends very weakly on both the alloy composition and che
cal ordering and does not show noticeable anisotropy for
uniaxial crystals. Moreover, its frequency dependence
structureless, and all features in the magnetooptical spe
are determined by the gyrotropic part of the dielectric tens
which exhibits a considerable orientation anisotropy incre
ing with the Co content.

4. MAGNETOOPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Co ÕPt
MULTILAYERS

4.1. Experimental results

A detailed experimental study of the MO properties
Co/Pt MLS using MOKE spectroscopy has been done in
Ref. 74 for the series of sputter-deposited MLS listed
Table III.

The measured polar Kerr rotation and ellipticity spec
of the Co/Pt MLS studied are shown in Fig. 8. All of th
samples measured possess well-defined MOKE hyste
curves with saturation characteristics, and all of theuK and
hK spectra were measured under saturation conditions.
Kerr rotation spectra display two well-known features. The
is a prominent broad, negative peak in the UV region an
smaller one in the IR part. The IR peak, centered at 1.5 eV
most prominent for a pure Co thick film,59 and for MLS its

TABLE III. The parameters of the Co/Pt MLS studied. No. is the sam
number,Nlayers is the number of bilayers,tCo(tPt) is the measured thicknes
of the Co~Pt! sublayer.74

No. Nlayers tCo , Å tPt , Å

1 50 4.6 13.6
2 47 5.8 15.2
3 43 6.9 12.5
4 40 9.0 14.4
5 33 18.9 14.3
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amplitude continuously diminishes with decreasing MLS
sublayer thickness. The UV peak varies slightly in ene
position from 4.1 eV to 3.9 eV with increasing Co sublay
thickness. The amplitude of the UV peak exceeds that of
peak centered at 3.7 eV of the pure Co film and depe
relatively weakly on the composition of the MLS studied.

The characteristic feature in the Kerr ellipticity spectra
the shift of the zero-crossing from 1.5 eV in the pure Co fi
to 3.7 eV in MLS with decreasing Co sublayer thickness a
the formation of a positive peak around 3 eV. The promin
minimum of the Kerr ellipticity centered at 4.9 eV observe
in the Co film is presumably shifted in position to the phot
energy region\v.5.5 eV, inaccessible in the present e
periment.

The optical properties of the MLS, in the form of th
spectral dependencies of the diagonal component of the
fective optical conductivity tensorsxx , are shown for the
real sxx

(1) and imaginary partsxx
(2) in Figs. 9a and 9b, respec

tively. For clarity the spectra of only three samples a
shown in the pictures; the other MLS spectra lie in betwe
them. As is seen from the results, generally there is li
difference in the absorptive part of the optical conductiv
sxx

(1) for all MLS studied. The magnitudes of the spect
roughly scale with the thickness of Co sublayers. The co
sponding spectra of thick Co and Pt films prepared by
same technique are shown for comparison. It can be
served that thesxx

(1)(v) curves for the MLS do not lie be
tween those for Co and Pt in the energy range 2–5.5
Several reasons can be considered for this difference. A c
mon problem in metal optics is the great sensitivity of t
optical constants to the state of the sample surface.60

Another cause can be the fact that the optical proper
of thick metal films are slightly different from the ones fo

FIG. 8. Experimental polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra of
Co/Pt MLS and fcc Co film. Sublayer thicknesses marked in the pattern
given astCo(Å)/ tPt(Å).74
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the MLS constituent sublayers.61 In other words, for indi-
vidual layer thicknesses of a few atomic monolayers the
fective dielectric constants of the medium differ from t
dielectric constants of the bulk or thick-film material. B
sides, the response of an ultrathin medium to an electrom
netic wave is substantially influenced by the electronic int
action with adjacent layers.

The spectra of the dispersive part of the optical cond
tivity tensor sxx

(2) are also weakly dependent on the ML
composition and lie in between the spectra for thick Co a
Pt films.

To separate the contribution to the MOKE coming fro
the diagonal and off-diagonal conductivity tensor comp
nents the functionF54p@v2(«xx21)A«xx#

21 has been
evaluated from the optical measurements. The real part o
functionF (1) is shown in Fig. 10a. It has been found that f
the compounds under consideration, the product ofF (1) and
vsxy

(2) gives the main contribution~.80%! to the polar Kerr
rotation spectra. It should be noted that this function is nea
flat over the investigated spectral region for all the ML
studied and depends weakly on their composition. On
contrary, the shape and amplitude of theF (1) spectrum
change significantly in the case of the Co film. As a con
quence, the absorptive part of the off-diagonal componen
the conductivity tensor,vsxy

(2) , presented in Fig. 10b for th
MLS studied, is in its overall form unexpectedly similar
that of the polar Kerr rotation, whereas for the case of p
Co the shape of the polar Kerr rotation andvsxy

(2) differ
significantly. Inspection of these curves shows that the p
ence of Pt leads to strong enhancement ofvsxy

(2) in the UV
range. The measured enhancement of the polar Kerr rota
is much smaller because of the corresponding increase o
diagonal part ofs ~see Fig. 10a!.

FIG. 9. The absorptive~a! and dispersive~b! parts of the diagonal compo
nents of the conductivity tensor for Co/Pt MLS and Co and Pt films, de
mined from the ellipsometric measurements.74
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Thus it can be concluded that the peak observed in
IR part of the Co/Pt MLS polar Kerr rotation spectra can
related mainly to the MO activity of Co. On the contrary, th
peak observed in the UV region is for pure Co connec
rather with the peculiarities in the diagonal part of the co
ductivity tensor, while for Co/Pt multilayers it is governed b
the off-diagonal component ofs and originates from the
Co-Pt interaction at the MLS interface.

The multilayer MOKE spectra measured are quali
tively similar to the spectra which have been published
Co/Pt MLS prepared by different techniques and for rand
fcc Co-Pt alloys21,22,24,62–64and all exhibit similar MOKE
enhancement in the UV region.

4.2. Theoretical results and discussions

In order to reproduce the electronic structure of the
terlayer interface, band-structure calculations of some mo
ordered Co-Pt alloys and MLS with various layer thicknes
were performed in Ref. 74. Anabcabcstacking sequence o
close-packed planes corresponding to the fcc-~111!-texture
was assumed for all the MLS structures except for 1Co/
for which theabababstacking was also studied. No attem
has been made to optimize the interlayer spacing, which
taken to be corresponding to the idealc/a ratio. Ordered
CoPt3 and the Co3Pt alloys were calculated in the Cu3Au
crystal structure, while for the CoPt alloy the AuCu structu
was used. For all the compounds the mean volume per a
was chosen to be equal to the average of the atomic volu
of pure fcc Pt and hcp Co, with the experimental latti
constants. The radii of the Co and Pt atomic spheres w
chosen equal to 1.46 Å.

r-
FIG. 10. The contribution to the Kerr rotation spectra from the diagonal p
of the conductivity tensor~see text! ~a! and the absorptive part of the off
diagonal componentvsxy

(2) ~b!, determined from the ellipsometric and th
complex polar Kerr angle measurements for Co/Pt MLS and Co film.74
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The characteristic feature of the electronic structure
Co-Pt multilayers and alloys is the strong hybridization
Co 3d and Pt 5d states, the later being much more deloc
ized. Figure 11 shows the spin- and site-projected dens
of the electronic states~DOS! for Co and Pt site in 2Co/1Pt
1Co/1Pt, and 1Co/2Pt multilayers. The valence band widt
the MLS is mainly governed by Ptd–d hybridization in the
close-packed planes consisting of Pt atoms and varies m
erately with an increase of the Pt sublayer thickness.
strong spin-orbit interaction in the Pt atomic sphere result
splitting of thed3/2 andd5/2 states, with the energy differenc
between their centers being;1.5 eV. Inside the Co atomic
sphere the effect of the spin-orbit coupling is much wea
than the effect of the effective magnetic field. The centers
both Pt d3/2 and d5/2 states lie at lower energies than th
centers of the corresponding Co states. As a result of the
d– Pt d hybridization, the electronic states at the bottom
the valence band are formed mainly by Pt states, while
states in the vicinity of the Fermi level (EF) have predomi-
nantly Cod character with an admixture of Ptd states. The
hybridization with the exchange-split Cod states leads to a
strong polarization of the Ptd states nearEF . The resulting
difference in occupation numbers for Pt states with the
posite spin projections gives rise to a comparatively la
spin magnetic moment at the Pt site.

In the case of the 4Co/2Pt, 2Co/4Pt, and 1Co/5Pt M
the DOS curves for Co and Pt sites at the interface are s
lar to the curves shown in Fig. 11. The DOS projected t
site in the interior of the sublayer is close to that of t
corresponding bulk metal.

Calculated spin- and site-projected DOS curves for
dered Co3Pt, CoPt, and CoPt3 alloys are shown in Fig. 12. As

FIG. 11. Spin- and site-projected densities ofd states@in units of states/
~atom•spin•eV!# for Co and Pt in 1Co/1Pt, 2Co/1Pt, and 1Co/2Pt multila
ers. Full and dotted lines correspond to majority and minority spin sta
respectively; the dashed line marks the Fermi energy.74
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compared to the Co/Pt MLS, the electronic structure of
alloys depends much more strongly on the alloy compo
tion. Variation in the relative positions of the Co and Ptd
bands affects the Cod– Ptd hybridization. The valence ban
width is larger in the Pt-rich alloys because of the larg
number of Pt nearest neighbors surrounding the Pt site.

The calculated spinms and orbitalml magnetic moments
of the Co-Pt multilayers and alloys are summarized in Ta
IV. Both the spin and orbital moments at the Co site in t
MLS are bigger than in bulk hcp Co with the experimen

s,

FIG. 12. Spin- and site-projected densities ofd states ~states/
~atom•spin•eV!! for Co and Pt in Co3Pt, CoPt, and CoPt3 alloys. The solid
and dotted lines correspond to majority and minority spin sta
respectively.74

TABLE IV. Calculated spinms and orbitalml magnetic moments of the
Co-Pt multilayers and alloys. Values in parentheses correspond to the a
in the layer below the interface. The magnetic moments of hcp Co with
experimental lattice constanta52.507 Å are also given.74

System

ms(mB /atom) ml(mB /atom)

Co Pt Co Pt

hcp Co (a52.507Å) 1.559 0.079
hcp Co 1.716 0.130
fcc Co 1.731 0.115

2Co/1Pt 1.776 0.183 0.098 0.019
1Co/1Pt 1.752 0.255 0.089 0.028
1Co/2Pt 1.880 0.207 0.099 0.022
4Co/2Pt 1.810

~1.738!
0.192 0.103

~0.104!
0.018

2Co/4Pt 1.765 0.154
~0.049!

0.095 0.016
~0.001!

1Co/5Pt 1.869 0.175
~0.058!

0.090 0.018
~0.006!

Co3Pt 1.735 0.339 0.087 0.083
CoPT 1.681 0.321 0.090 0.048
CoPt3 1.607 0.199 0.027 0.035
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lattice constant. Nevertheless, from a comparison with
values ofms andml calculated for either hcp or fcc Co wit
the lattice constant used for the MLS it follows that the e
hancement of the moments is mainly due to the lattice
pansion. In contrast to the case of the MLS, the Co and
magnetic moments in the Co-Pt alloys decrease with incr
ing Pt content.

When studying the MO properties of the complex Co
compounds it is natural to consider as a reference point
properties of pure Co.65–67 The calculated energy depen
dence of the polar Kerr rotation angle of fcc Co with t
lattice constanta53.539 Å corresponding to the experime
tal value for hcp Co is shown in Fig. 13~dashed line!. A
comparison with the experimental data21,68 shows that the
calculations reproduce correctly the overall shape of
spectra but the UV peak is shifted by about 1 eV to hig
energies. The discrepancy is similar to that observed in
theoretical Kerr rotation spectra of Ni85,86 and is apparently
due to a failure of the LSDA to describe correctly the wid
and the spin splitting ofd bands in ferromagnetic 3d metals.
Better agreement with the experiments is obtained for
Kerr rotation calculated with a larger lattice constanta
53.734 Å, which is equal to the value chosen for all t
model MLS studied~see the solid line in Fig. 13!. The in-
crease of the lattice constant results in a narrowing of thd
band and, consequently, in an energy scaling of the ca
lated spectrum. The same tendency has been observe
only for pure Co but also for Co-Pt alloys and multilayers

Although the lattice expansion removes the shift of t
peaks, the calculated amplitude of the peak at 2 eV rem
smaller than the experimental one. To elucidate the rea
for the discrepancy in amplitudes, the dependence of
MOKE spectra on the intraband part of the conductivity te
sor was examined.74 It was found that in the case of pure C
the Kerr rotation is rather sensitive to the values ofg andvp

2

for energies up to 5 eV. Variation of the values changes
amplitude and the position of the UV peak as well as of
peak at 2 eV. The sensitive effect of the Drude term on
UV peak is due to the interband contribution tosxx being
small in this energy range. Thus, although the absolute

FIG. 13. Experimental and theoretical polar Kerr rotation spectra of C74

The theoretical Kerr rotation spectra of fcc Co calculated using the exp
mental lattice constant and with the plasma frequency in the Drude
taken from the calculations~dashed curve!, with \vp55 eV ~dotted curve!,
and calculated using the same lattice constant as for the Co/Pt MLS~solid
curve!. Experimental spectra are shown by circles~present work!, squares
~Ref. 68!, and triangles~Ref. 21!.
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ues of the intraband conductivity are small, its relative co
tribution is significant. The calculated plasma frequency
hcp Co with the experimental lattice constant was found
be 7.2 eV, while the experimental value for the hcp Co sin
crystal is;5 eV.57 Such a discrepancy is in agreement w
the previous observation69 that the calculated values ofvp

are, as a rule, 20–50% higher than the experimental val
The polar Kerr rotation calculated with\vp55 eV is shown
by the dotted line in Fig. 13. The use of the smaller value
vp leads to a better agreement with the experiment. Ne
theless, it was not possible to achieve close agreement
experiment in the IR range by varying the Drude consta
over reasonably wide limits. It has been found that for Co
multilayers and alloys the dependence of the MOKE on
intraband contribution is much weaker, and in the followi
we use the calculated values ofvp to evaluate the intraband
conductivity.

Theoretical results for the absorptive part of the cond
tivity tensorsxx

(1) for fcc Co, Pt, and some model Co-Pt mu
tilayers and alloys are shown in Fig. 14. For energies hig
than 1.5 eV thesxx

(1) curves of the MLS and the alloys hav
similar energy dependence and fall within the range betw

ri-
m

FIG. 14. Theoreticalsxx
(1) spectra of the Co-Pt multilayers~a, b! and alloys

~c!.74
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the sxx
(1) curves of bulk Co and Pt, the conductivity of Co

rich MLS being closer tosxx
(1) of Co.

The calculated dependence ofsxx
(1) on Co contents cor-

relates well with the data obtained from the ellipsomet
measurements of Co/Pt multilayers with different Co lay
thickness. Although the calculations givesxx

(1) of a higher
amplitude than the experimental data, the theoretical res
reproduce the changes ofsxx

(1) with the variation of the Co
sublayer thickness. Of all the MLS considered, onlysxx

(1) of
4Co/2Pt has a subtle feature at;5 eV corresponding to bulk
Co. The fact that thesxx curves of the Co-Pt compounds o
different composition and of different chemical orderin
have similar shapes with no pronounced features sugg
that, unlike the case of bulk Co, the two-peak structure of
polar Kerr rotation spectra of Co/Pt MLS comes from t
energy dependence of the off-diagonal part of the conduc
ity tensor.

The results of the calculations of the absorptive part
vsxy of Co-Pt MLS and alloys are shown in Fig. 15. Th
calculatedvsxy

(2) of pure fcc Co is shown for reference b
the solid curve in all figures. All the compounds can be
vided into three distinct groups according to differences
tween theirvsxy

(2) and that of pure Co. The first group con

FIG. 15. Theoreticalvsxy
(2) spectra of the Co-Pt multilayers~a, b! and alloys

~c!.74
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sists of 2Co/1Pt, 1Co/1Pt, and 1Co/2Pt multilayers~Fig.
15a!, which have no more than two consecutive planes
equivalent atoms. For these MLS the energy dependenc
vsxy

(2) varies strongly with MLS composition, with the abso
lute values ofvsxy

(2) being significantly larger compared t
Co. In the case of 2Co/1Pt and 1Co/1Pt the curves h
similar shape, butvsxy

(2) of the latter is;1.5 times greater.
The position of the peak at;1.5 eV is not altered compare
to Co, while the feature at;3.5 eV is shifted to lower ener
gies by 1 eV, and an additional peak appears around 5.5
There are two maxima invsxy

(2) of 1Co/2Pt, which lie at
approximately the same energies as in Co, but their inte
ties are 2 times higher.

The situation is quite different in the case of multilaye
with greater sublayer thickness~Fig. 15b!. Some increase in
vsxy

(2) is observed only for 4Co/2Pt MLS, with the shape
the curve being similar to that of Co. Thevsxy

(2) curves of
2Co/4Pt and 1Co/5Pt lie very close to each other and
reduced compared tovsxy

(2) of Co in the energy range o
2.5–4.5 eV. It should be noted that the last two MLS ha
Co and Pt sublayer thicknesses which are close to thos
experimentally studied films.

Our results for 2Co/1Pt and 2Co/4Pt multilayers a
somewhat different from those given in Ref. 70. The discr
ancy is partially due to slightly different values of the stru
tural parameters. Nevertheless, calculations performed
the same parameters as in Ref. 70 show that the differe
between the two calculations disappears only when the c
bined corrections to the LMTO Hamiltonian and overlap m
trices are not included. This is not surprising, because e
with the current-density matrix elements computed ac
rately, the neglect of the combined-correction terms affe
the calculated conductivity tensor via changes in band e
gies.

The calculatedvsxy
(2) curves for model alloys are show

in Fig. 15c. The common feature of all the spectra is a stro
enhancement ofvsxy

(2) in the energy range 4–6 eV. Of th
three curves,vsxy

(2) for CoPt3 is of a different shape, with
two distinct maxima at;1.5 eV and 5 eV, the amplitude o
the latter being more than three times greater than the fea
in the spectrum of Co at;4.5 eV.

It has been shown84,86 that in pure 3d metals the off-
diagonal conductivity is proportional to the strength of t
spin-orbit coupling. In transition metal compounds, howev
the dependence of the MO properties on the spin-orbit c
pling and effective magnetization of the constituent atoms
far more complicated.71 To understand this better, model ca
culations were performed with the spin–orbit coupling set
zero on either the Co or the Pt site. It was found th
‘‘switching off’’ the spin–orbit coupling inside the Co
atomic sphere affects the off-diagonal part of the conduc
ity tensor only slightly, while neglecting the spin-orbit inte
action in the Pt sphere results in a strong decrease ofvsxy

(2) .
These results are in qualitative agreement with those
tained by the authors of Ref. 72, who also observed a str
dependence ofvsxy

(2) on the value of the spin-orbit couplin
at the Pt site. We also investigated the effect of excluding
matrix elements of the effective magnetic field at the Co a
Pt sites from the LMTO Hamiltonian. When the matrix el
ments on the Co sphere are zero, the off-diagonal part of
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conductivity decreases drastically. At the same tim
‘‘switching off’’ the effective magnetic field at the Pt sit
produces a negligible effect on thevsxy

(2) spectra. Thus, a
strong spin-orbit coupling at only one of the nonequivale
atomic sites and a large value of the effective magnetiza
at the other can be sufficient for alloys to manifest stro
MO activity.

In addition, it has been found that the dominant con
bution to thevsxy

(2) spectra in the energy range of intere
~1–6 eV! comes from transitions to unoccupied states ly
in a rather narrow energy interval of;1 eV just above the
EF . At the same time, these transitions give a relativ
small contribution to the diagonal part of the optical condu
tivity. As has been mentioned above, the electronic state
the vicinity of theEF are formed by strongly hybridized C
d and Ptd states.

It is worthwhile to note that in the case of transitio
metal compounds, the wave functions of the initial and fi
states involved in an optical transition are delocalized. C
sequently, it is difficult, if possible at all, to separate t
contributions of any intra- or interatomic transitions to t
MO spectra. The assumption that the enhanced MO effec
Co-Pt compounds are due to Cod– Ptd hybridization allows
one to explain the relatively small~as compared to Co-P
alloys! magnitude of the calculatedvsxy

(2) in 2Co/4Pt and
1Co/5Pt multilayers. In these MLS there are Pt layers c
sisting of atoms which have Co atoms among neither the
nor the second nearest neighbors, and the contributio
these layers tovsxy

(2) is small. However, switching off the
spin-orbit interaction for these atoms leads to a rather str
change in the spectrum. Neglecting the spin-orbit coupl
for Pt atoms only at the Co-Pt interface leads to relativ
pronounced changes, but the magnitude ofvsxy

(2) remains
considerably higher than the magnitude ofvsxy

(2) calculated
with the spin-orbit interaction at all Pt atoms set to zero.

Some calculated polar Kerr rotation spectra are show
Fig. 16. From a comparison with the experimental MOK
spectra of the Co/Pt MLS shown in Fig. 8 it can be seen t
the calculated spectra of MLS do not satisfactorily reprod
the experimental data. The magnitude of the calcula
MOKE spectra of 2Co/4Pt and 1Co/5Pt MLS~Fig. 16a! in
the energy range 3–5 eV is significantly smaller than tha
pure Co, while an enhancement of the rotation angle of M
versus pure Co is observed in the experiment. The enha
ment is indeed found for Co/Pt MLS with smaller sublay
thickness~Fig. 16b!, but in contrast to the experimental da
the peak is shifted to lower energy with respect to its posit
in Co. Surprisingly, better agreement with the experimenta
observed MOKE spectra is observed in the case of Co
alloys ~Fig. 16c!. The calculated spectra reproduce fair
well both the increase of magnitude and the shift of the U
peak to higher energies.

The discrepancy between the experimental Kerr rota
spectra of Co/Pt MLS obtained in the present work and
calculated spectra of the model Co/Pt multilayers may be
to inadequacy of the adopted structure model of the M
with the sharp interlayer interface. The observed energy
pendence of the MOKE spectra of the MLS and their var
tion with the Co sublayer thickness may be explained by
,
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reasonable assumption that a Co-Pt alloy is formed at
interface.

It is interesting to compare the results of our calculatio
with the recently published polar Kerr rotation spectra of
artificial Co3Pt alloy film.73 X-ray diffraction data show tha
after annealing at 650 K the alloy consists of alternat
sequence of close-packed Co and CoPt planes with an
like stacking. Because of the well-defined order along
crystallographicc direction, the structure of the alloy i
rather close to that of the model 1Co/1Pt multilayer. Nev
theless, because of the different compositions of the
compounds, the direct comparison of the experimen
and calculated MOKE spectra should be made with ca
The calculated MOKE spectra of 1Co/1Pt multilayers w
abababand abcabc layer sequences are shown in Fig. 1
together with the experimental spectra. Except in the
range, the calculated spectra are similar, with slightly diff
ent amplitudes. Both theoretical spectra have a peak at;3
eV which is clearly seen on the experimental curve. A 5-
feature in the experimental spectrum is also reproduced
the calculations, but the corresponding peaks are shi
slightly to higher energies. The shift may be caused by
difference of the experimental and theoretical lattice co
stants. After annealing at 950 K the Co3Pt alloy film has been

FIG. 16. Theoretical polar Kerr rotation spectra of the Co-Pt multilayers~a,
b! and alloys~c!.74
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shown to consist of a chemically disordered fcc phase.
modification of atomic arrangement and chemical sho
range order causes significant changes of the obse
MOKE spectra. The 3-eV peak disappears, while the am
tude of the spectra in the UV range increases and the 5
feature transforms into a peak. Similar changes are rea
seen when comparing the calculated MOKE spectra of 1
1Pt multilayers with the calculated spectrum of the Co3Pt
alloy.

In conculsion it should be pointed out that the Kerr r
tation of Co/Pt MLS is governed mainly by the off-diagon
part of the conductivity tensor. The infrared part of the sp
trum originates from the MO activity of the Co layers them
selves, and it scales with the Co content. On the other h
the peak in the UV region is due to the hybridization
strongly spin-polarized Cod states with spin–orbit-split Ptd
states, and its magnitude depends weakly on the MLS c
position. It has been demonstrated that the chemical
structural ordering is accompanied by substantial electro
structure changes and result in a drastic MOKE spe
modification.

It should be noted that theab initio description of the
MOKE spectra for model Co/Pt multilayers performed und
the assumption of a sharp, ideal interface is not adequate
the detailed explanation of the experimentally observed sp
tra. Simultaneously, in the case of model Co-Pt alloys
calculations properly reflect the main features of the spe
observed experimentally. Thus it can be concluded that in
real multilayer structures the limited interdiffusion region
the interface and its structure and chemical composition p
a major role in the formation of the MO spectra of the Co
MLS.

4.3. The effect of interfacial alloying on the magnetooptical
spectra in Co ÕPt multilayers

To examine the consequences of interfacial intermix
for Co/Pt MLS MOKE spectra and their relation to th
chemical nature of the interface, special model supercell
the multilayered structures with alloyed interfaces and
~111! texture were constructed in Ref. 75. The same lat
constant and space group as for the idealized model w

FIG. 17. Theoretical polar Kerr rotation spectra of 1Co/1Pt multilayers w
ababab~solid line! andabcabc~dashed line! stacking. The calculated spec
trum of Co3Pt alloy is shown by the dotted line. Experimental spectra
ordered hexagonal Co3Pt phase~squares! and chemically disordered fcc
phase~triangles! are taken from Ref. 73.74
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used in the calculations. As an interface between the ne
boring Co and Pt layers, one or two Co-Pt mixed atom
planes were introduced. Three types of multilayered str
tures were considered: in the form of single-layer Pt-r
Co1Pt3 and Co-rich Co3Pt1 ordered interfacial planar alloys
and also in the form of a double alloy layer Co3Pt1 /Co1Pt3
composed of consecutive single layers of different compo
tion. The calculated spectra for Co/Pt MLS structures
which Co and Pt atomic planes are separated by a si
interfacial alloy layer of different compositions are shown
Fig. 18. As can be seen, the presence of the interfacial a
plane does not appreciably alter the spectra in the IR ran
while significant enhancement of the Kerr rotation amplitu
in the UV spectral range is clearly seen.

The enhancement of the Kerr rotation in the UV ran
brings the spectra into better agreement with experim
However, the magnitudes of the calculated spectra are
significantly smaller than the experimental ones. In t
‘‘real’’ Co/Pt systems the intermixing probably extends
more than one atomic plane, with the composition chang
gradually. Figure 19 presents the results of the calculati
for the Co/Pt MLS model structure composed of double
terfacial Co3Pt1 /Co1Pt3 alloy atomic planes. From Figs. 1
and 19 it can be seen that in the IR region the amplitude
the spectra depend weakly on the interfacial layer thickn
and composition, whereas in the UV range the amplitu
increase by about 50% as compared to the spectra wi
single interfacial alloy layer. Alloying at the Co/Pt MLS in
terfaces leads to an increase of the volume in which
strong 3d– 5d hybridization occurs and, consequently, t
contribution of these hybridized states to the MO spec
increases compared to the ideal MLS models. Another ef
of interfacial alloy formation is stronger spin polarization
the whole Pt spacer. The averaged magnetic moment pe
atom calculated for the structures with alloyed interface
creases by up to 90% compared to that calculated for
ideal MLS model. It was found that the contribution to th
MLS spectra coming from the interfacial alloy region an

r

FIG. 18. Calculated polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra for the
model of Co/Pt multilayers with sharp interfaces~lines! and with single-
layer interfacial alloys~symbols!.75
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polarized Pt atomic planes controls the shape and magni
of the spectra in the UV energy range.

In conclusion, the results obtained clearly illustrate t
crucial role of the interface structure on the magnetoopt
spectra of the Co/Pt multilayers. It is shown that the m
peculiarities and the tendencies in the modification of
MLS spectra with variation of the Co sublayer thickness
adequately reproduced when an alloying, limited to t
atomic planes, is taken into account. The very good ag
ment between the calculated and measured MOKE spe
demonstrates the validity of the adopted model and
proach.

5. MAGNETOOPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Co ÕCu
MULTILAYERS

In the pioneering study of Katayamaet al.76 it was
shown that the Kerr rotation in Fe/Cu bilayers can be
hanced at the absorption edge energy of Cu. Since then,
eral investigations of MOKE spectra of Fe, Co/noble-me
bilayers and multilayers have been done.77–81 The observed
features of the MOKE spectra were interpreted as ma
related to the plasma edge in the noble metal and als
magnetooptically active transitions in the noble metal a
consequence of the spin polarization of the noble meta
the proximity of magnetic layers at the interface.

In Ref. 82 the complex MOKE spectra and optic
properties—refractive indexn and extinction coefficient
k—were measured in a wide spectral range for a set
Co/Cu MLS structures. For the study the following set
Co/Cu MLS was prepared: 14.9 Å Co/10.1 Å Cu, 15.2
Co/15.2 Å Cu, 15.1 Å Co/21.7 Å Cu, and 22.3 Å Co/23.7
Cu, all with the same number of repetitions of the Co/
bilayer, equal to 40. The MLS were deposited by the fa
to-face dc sputtering system described in Ref. 83. All of
samples were deposited on a water-cooled glass subs
The argon pressure during the deposition was about 60 m
and the deposition rate was about 0.5 Å/s. The chem
composition of the films was determined by x-ray fluore
cence analysis with an EDX system from the peak intensi

FIG. 19. Calculated polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra for the
model of Co/Pt multilayers with a two-layer interfacial alloy.75
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of the characteristic fluorescence radiation. The crystal st
ture was examined by low- and high-angle x-ray diffracti
~XRD! using Co-K(a) radiation. The layered structure wa
confirmed by low angle XRD. The modulation period w
deduced from the position of the Bragg peaks. From
high-angle XRD a pronounced~111! texture was inferred.

Figure 20 shows the measured polar Kerr rotationuK

and ellipticity hK spectra of the Co/Cu MLS studied. Th
measured spectra ofuK andhK of a thick ~;2000 Å! fcc Co
film are included for comparison.

The essential points of the experimental MOKE resu
can be summarized as follows:

i! The uK spectra of the Co/Cu MLS exhibit a two-pea
structure and are strongly reduced compared to the pure
thick film.

ii ! The broad negativeuK peak appearing in the UV
energy region has an amplitude which is approximately p
portional to the Co content of the MLS. The energy positi
of this peak remains the same as for the Co thick film.

iii ! The uK spectra in Co/Cu MLS exhibit a peak a
\v;2.1 eV not observed in the pure Co film. The amplitu
and width of this peak are directly connected with the
sublayer thickness. For the MLS with the thinnest Cu su
layer the peak transforms into a broad shallow minimu
located between;1.5 eV and;2.1 eV, the former energy
corresponding to theuK peak position of the Co thick film.

iv! As the amount of Co in the MLS decreases, the sp
tra generally scale down, while there is an increase in

FIG. 20. Experimental polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! of Co/Cu
MLS and thick fcc Co film~multiplied by a factor of 0.5!. Co and Cu
sublayer thicknesses are given in the legend in units of Å.82
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prominence of theuK peak located at the energy of;2.1 eV.
v! At energies above;2.1 eV the Kerr ellipticity spectra

are very similar. The UV peak position shifts to lower ener
compared to the Co thick film, and its amplitude scales w
the amount of Co. In the energy range 0.8–2.1 eV a str
dependence of the spectra on the MLS composition is s

The measured optical properties of the MLS as well
of thick fcc Co and Cu films, prepared by the same te
nique, are shown in the form of the spectral dependencie
the absorptive (sxx

(1)) and dispersive (sxx
(2)) parts of the diag-

onal component of the optical conductivity tensor in Fig
21a and 21b, respectively. The well-known prominent f
ture in the Cu optical conductivity tensor at energy;2.1 eV,
where there is a superposition of the Drude-like interba
transitions and the interband transition edge, is clearly
served.

As can be seen from Fig. 21a, thesxx
(1) spectra for the

MLS studied lie between the spectra of pure Co and
films. These spectra have two features, a shoulder at an
ergy of ;2.1 eV and a broad maximum at about 5 eV. T
feature at;2.1 eV is related to the Cu plasma-edge re
nance absorption, and its prominence increases with the
content. For all of the Co/Cu MLS studied thesxx

(1) spectra
have similar shape, and their magnitude in the IR ran
scales with the amount of Co. This can easily be underst
by taking into account the weak absorption of Cu metal
this energy region.

The MOKE depends on the diagonal part of the opti

FIG. 21. The absorptive~a! and dispersive~b! parts of the conductivity
tensor of Co/Cu MLS and thick fcc Co and Cu films determined from
ellipsometric measurements.82
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conductivity through the denominator of Eq.~2!. To separate
the contribution to the MOKE coming from the diagonal a
off-diagonal components of the optical conductivity tens
the functionF~v! has been evaluated from the optical me
surements:

F~v!5F~1!~v!1 i F~2!~v!5
1

vsxxA11 i ~4p/v!sxx

.

~16!

It has been found that for the compounds under considera
the imaginary part of the function multiplied byvsxy

(2) gives
the main contribution to the polar Kerr rotation spect
~Here and belowsxy

(2) stands for the absorptive part of th
off-diagonal conductivity component.! For the Co/Cu MLS
the functionF(2)(v) exhibits a two-peak structure~see Fig.
22a!, a sharp peak at the same energy;2.1 eV as in the Kerr
rotation spectra and a broader one at an energy around
eV. Thus, it can be clearly seen that diagonal part of
optical conductivity tensor significantly influences the sha
of the MOKE spectra.

Figure 22b shows thevsxy
(2) spectra of the Co/Cu MLS

The shape of the curves for all MLS is qualitatively simil
to the shape of thevsxy

(2) determined for the Co thick film.
Inspection of the curves shows that the magnitude of
vsxy

(2) spectra in the UV spectral region scales with t
amount of Co. However, this is not true for the IR spect

FIG. 22. The contribution to the Kerr rotation spectra from the diagonal p
of the conductivity tensor~see text! ~a! and thevsxy

(2) of Co/Cu MLS and a
thick fcc Co film, determined from the ellipsometric and the MOKE me
surements~b!.82 The vsxy

(2) of Co is multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
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region: in particular, the position of the low energy pe
shifts from that for the fcc Co film and depends on the M
composition. The changes can be explained by a modifi
tion of the electronic states involved in the optical transitio
due to the presence of the Co/Cu interface.

It can be concluded that the IR peak observed in
polar Kerr rotation spectra is mainly determined by the c
responding feature in the diagonal part of the conductiv
tensor. The position of theuK peak observed in the UV spec
tral region coincides with the position of the peak in t
vsxy

(2) spectra, but its shape is to a great extent affected
the spectral form ofsxx , just as in the case of pure Co.

To clarify the microscopic origin of the magnetooptic
properties of the Co/Cu multilayers, we have performed s
consistent local-spin-density calculations of the electro
structure of some model Co/Cu structures by means of
spin-polarized fully relativistic~SPR! LMTO method.

Since the experimentally investigated MLS have p
nounced fcc-~111! texture, in theab initio calculations we
constructed a number ofnCo/mCu model MLS periodic
along the@111# direction and consisting of close-packedn Co
and m Cu planes with anabc stacking sequence. All the
structures possessD3d

3 symmetry. The lattice constant (a
53.574 Å) was chosen as an average of those of the fcc
and Cu metals. No attempt has been made to optimize
interlayer spacing, which was taken to be constant co
sponding to the idealc/a ratio.

The spin- andl-projected density of the electronic stat
for Co and Cu atoms in the representative 6Co/6
multilayer are shown in Fig. 23 for the sites at the interfa
and in Fig. 24 for the sites located in the middle of t
appropriate sublayer. The densities ofd states of bulk fcc Co
and Cu are shown at the top of Fig. 24 for comparison.
could be anticipated, the density of Co and Cud states of the
interior atoms are similar to those of bulk metals. At t
same time, the Co and Cu states at the interfacial sites

FIG. 23. Spin- andl-projected density of states at Co and Cu sites~states/
~eV•atom•spin!! at the interface in 6Co/6Cu multilayer. The solid and dott
lines correspond to majority and minority spin states, respectively.
Fermi level is denoted by a vertical dashed line.82
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strongly hybridized. It is interesting to note that the Cu sta
at the interface are considerably spin-polarized due to
hybridization with Co states. It was found that the resulti
Cu sp andd spin magnetic moments are of opposite sign a
almost compensate each other.

To show the main trends in the formation of the optic
and magnetooptical spectra of the Co/Cu MLS, the cond
tivity tensor of 2Co/4Cu, 3Co/3Cu, 6Co/6Cu, and 4Co/2
model multilayers was calculated. The calculatedsxx

(1) spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 25a. All the spectra except that of
were broadened with a Lorentzian of width 1.2 eV to sim
late the finite electron lifetime effects. For the Cu spectrum
Lorentzian of width 0.4 eV was used. To take into accou
the intraband contribution the phenomenological Drude te
was also added to the diagonal components ofs. In accor-
dance with the experimental data the curves lie very clos
each other at energies higher than;4 eV. In the visible and
IR spectral regions a noticeable increase of the absorp
with increasing Co content can be seen. An interesting f
ture of these spectra is the minimum at the energy\v
;1.5 eV, which corresponds to a minimum of the interba
absorption in pure Cu. From a comparison ofsxx

(1) for 3Co/
3Cu and 6Co/6Cu it can be seen that this feature is enha
as the number of adjacent Cu layers increases. An analys
the partial density of states shows that such behavior ofsxx

(1)

can be explained by the energy location of the Co and Cd
states~see Figs. 23 and 24!. The dominant interband contri
bution to thesxx

(1) spectra at photon energies lower than;4
eV comes from transitions involving the Co and Cud states.
As in the pure Cu metal, the Cud states in the MLS are

e

FIG. 24. Spin- andl-projected density of states at Co and Cu sites~states/
~eV•atom•spin!! located in the middle of the corresponding sublayer in
6Co/6Cu multilayer. The density ofd states of bulk fcc Co and Cu is als
shown. The solid and dotted lines correspond to majority and minority s
states, respectively. The Fermi level is denoted by a vertical dashed lin82
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located;1.5 eV below the Fermi level and, consequent
give no contribution tosxx

(1) at lower photon energies. On th
contrary, optical transitions to/from the Cod states are pos
sible at arbitrary energy, because the minority-spin Cd
states are only partially filled. As a result of a superposit
of the absorption in Co and Cu sublayers, the magnitude
the sxx

(1) spectra of the Co/Cu MLS increases with the C
content at\v<4 eV. The peak insxx(v) at \v;5.5 eV is
mainly due to transitions from thes states at the bottom o
the valence band to thep states above the Fermi level. Th
densities of Co and Cus states are rather similar, except f
the spin splitting of the former. As a result, the peak becom
broader with increasing Co content in the MLS, its mag
tude being almost unchanged.

Some calculatedvsxy
(2) spectra are shown in Fig. 25b

The magnitude of the spectra of the Co/Cu MLS is sma
than that of pure fcc Co, also shown in Fig. 25b, and
proximately scales with the Co content. As compared to
vsxy

(2) curve of Co, the spectra of the MLS have a less p
nounced structure. For the model multilayers studied
peak centered at;2 eV in the Co spectrum is observed mo
distinctly for the 6Co/6Cu structure, where the Co subla
is sufficiently thick. It is remarkable that all the spectra cro
zero at the same energy of about 5 eV. Considering thevsxy

(2)

spectra leads one to conclude that the dominant contribu
is provided by optical transitions involving Co electron
states. The states are modified by the hybridization with
states at the interface, the hybridization effects being

FIG. 25. Calculatedsxx
(1) ~a! and vsxy

(2) ~b! spectra of the model Co/Cu
multilayers.82
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greater importance for the MLS with smaller Co sublay
thickness.

Magnetooptical effects originate from a complicated
terplay of the spin-orbit coupling and exchange splitting.
can be inferred from perturbation theory~see, e.g., Refs. 12
and 84!, the sxy

(2) spectrum can be expanded as a sum
contributions proportional to the spin-orbit coupling streng
j t l of the electronic states with angular momentuml at a site
t. From the results of test calculations withj t l50 for all l
Þ2 it has been found that the MO properties of the Co/
multilayers are governed mainly by the spin-orbit coupli
of d electrons. Then calculations were done with the value
j t l nonzero only for either the Cod or Cu d states. The
results of the calculations for a 2Co/4Cu multilayer a
shown in Fig. 26. It can be seen that the Cu contribution
in general, significantly smaller than the contribution fro
the Co sites. There are two inequivalent Cu atoms in
2Co/4Cu multilayer, one of them being located at the Co/
interface and the another one in the interior of the Cu sl
From test calculations withj t l set to zero for the interfacia
Cu sites it has been found that the contribution from
interior Cu sites to thesxy

(2) spectrum is negligible. The spin
obit coupling strengths for Co and Cud states are, however
of the same order of magnitude. The relatively small effec
the Cu sites on the off-diagonal conductivity component c
be explained by the fact that the exchange splitting at the
sites is much smaller than at the Co sites~see Figs. 23 and
24!. Calculations were performed assuming zero excha
splitting at all Cu sites, and it was found that the effect
‘‘switching off’’ the exchange splitting on thevsxy

(2) of
Co/Cu MLS is negligible. The results support the conclus
that the dominant role is played by the Co contribution to
MO properties of the Co/Cu MLS.

To investigate the dependence of thesab on the local
environment, calculations were performed for 2Co/4Cu M
with abc and ab stacking sequences of the close-pack
planes. In the both MLS the number of Co and Cu ato

FIG. 26. The influence of the Co and Cu spin–orbit coupling strength on
theoreticalvsxy

(2) spectrum of 2Co/4Cu multilayer. The whole spectrum
shown by solid line. Dashed and dotted lines denote the spectra calcu
with nonzero spin–orbit coupling strength at Co and Cu sites, respective82
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among both the first- and second-nearest neighbors aro
each site is the same, but the local symmetry is different.
calculatedvsxy

(2) spectra are shown in Fig. 27. Although th
overall shape of the curves is similar, the fine structure
rather different. There are also differences in the correspo
ing sxx

(1) curves shown in the inset in Fig. 27. It has be
found that the joint density of states calculated for MLS w
different kinds of stacking sequences are almost identi
Taking into account that the joint density of states is de
mined only by the band structure of a compound, one
conclude that the details of the short-range order affect
optical and MO spectra of the Co/Cu MLS mainly via th
transition matrix elements.

Calculated polar Kerr rotation and elipticity spectra f
the Co/Cu MLS are shown in Fig. 28. The spectra reprod
well the dependence of the magnitude of the UV peak on
Co content observed experimentally for the Co/Cu M
studied. However, the calculated spectra are more structu
A well-defined peak at;2 eV in the polar Kerr rotation,
which is a characteristic feature of all the measured spec
is distinctly present in the theoretical spectrum of the 6C
6cu multilayer. A possible explanation is that due to t
smaller Co and Cu sublayer thicknesses in the calcula
model MLS as compared to the experimentally stud
samples, the transitions to/from electronic states modified
the hybridization at the Co/Cu interfaces give a relativ
large contribution to the MO spectra.

Accordingly to the experimental data, the low-ener
peak in thevsxy

(2) spectra of the Co film, like that of the
Co/Cu MLS, is located below 2 eV. The feature in thesxx

(1)

curves which is related to the Cu plasma edge and manif
itself as a sharp peak in the Kerr rotation spectra is cente
at 2.1 eV. On the other hand, the calculations predict that
peak invsxy

(2) of Co and the edge of interband transitions
Cu should lie at a similar energy position of approximate
;2 eV. The discrepancy may be due to the fact that
LSDA approximation is only moderately successful in t
description of the energy band structure and MO proper
of ferromagnetic 3d metals, especially Ni and Co.74,85,86

FIG. 27. Calculatedvsxy
(2) spectra of 2Co/4Cu multilayers withabc andab

stacking sequences. In the inset the correspondingsxx
(1) spectra are shown.82
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Ab initio calculations of polar Kerr rotation and elliptic
ity spectra were performed for 6Co/3Cu, 6Co/6Cu, and 6
9Cu multilayers, assuming model multilayer structures w
ideal interfaces. The calculated spectra are compared
the experimental ones in Fig. 29. Despite the idealiz
multilayer structures, good agreement between the the
and experiment is observed. Besides the overall similarity
the shape of the measured and calculated spectra, the c
lations reproduce well the main trends in amplitudes of
spectra in different energy regions.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that from both t
experimental and theoretical studies it follows that desp
the spin polarization of the Cud states due to the hybridiza
tion with the Co states at the MLS interface, the domina
contribution to the off-diagonal part of the optical conducti
ity tensor of the Co/Cu MLS comes from interband tran
tions involving Co electronic states. The feature observed
\v;2.1 eV in the spectra of the optical conductivity tens
componentsxx

(1) is related to the edge of interband transitio
from Cu d states in the Cu sublayers and is responsible
the peak at 2.1 eV in the polar Kerr rotation spectra of
MLS studied. There are some discrepancies between the
perimental and theoretical results mainly in the descript
of the Co-related peaks of the optical and MO spectra of

FIG. 28. Calculated polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b! spectra of the
model Co/Cu multilayers.82
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Co/Cu MLS. Nevertheless, theab initio calculations repro-
duce the main features of the spectra and provide an ex
nation of their microscopic origin.

6. MAGNETOOPTICAL ANISOTROPY IN Fe n ÕAun

SUPERLATTICES

Many important physical properties of magnetically o
dered compounds depend on the relative orientation of

FIG. 29. The comparison of the polar Kerr rotation~a! and ellipticity ~b!
spectra measured for Co/Cu MLS films with the spectra calculated for
modelnCo/mCu multilayers~the sublayer thicknesses are expressed in
key for the experimental films~in Å! and for the calculated structures~in
atomic layers AL!.82
la-

e

magnetization and the crystallographic axes, as the spin
system is coupled to the lattice by the spin-orbit~SO! inter-
action. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy~MCA!, which is
the energy that directs the magnetization along a cer
crystallographic axis, is a ground-state property of a crys
The magnetooptical anisotropy~MOA!, defined as the de
pendence of the off-diagonal part of the optical conductiv
tensor on the magnetization direction, arises as a resu
electronic excitations and is due to the spin and orbital
larizations of initial and final states.

Although the MCA has been widely studied bo
experimentally87 and theoretically88–91 in a large number of
materials, the investigations of the MOA are still restricted
a few cases only. Theoretical calculations have been
formed for Co, FePt, CoPt,92 CoPd,48 and CrO2.

58 Experi-
mentally, however, the orientation dependence of the mag
tooptical ~MO! Kerr effect has been observed in only on
magnetic system, hcp Co. In the equatorial Kerr effect G
shinaet al.,93 and in the longitudinal Kerr effect~LKE! con-
figuration Osgoodet al.94 have studied the dependence of t
magnitude of the Kerr effect on the orientation of the ma
netization with respect to thec axis, both lying in the basa
plane of the hcp Co sample. For the polar Kerr effect~PKE!
configuration with magnetization perpendicular to t
sample plane, Welleret al.68 observed an orientation depen
dence of the PKE by using two epitaxial hcp Co films wi

different, ~0001! and (112̄0), basal planes.
An extensive experimental and theoretical study of

observed large magnetooptical anisotropy was presente
Ref. 95 for a series of Fen /Aun superlattices prepared b
molecular beam epitaxy withn51, 2, 3 of Fe and Au atomic
planes of ~001! orientation. The (Fe1/Au1)320 and
(Fe2/Au2)310 and (Fe3/Au3)37 MLS were grown by
MBE under UHV conditions~base pressure during prepar
tion below 5310210mbar! on a 30 nm~001! Au buffer layer
~preceded by a 4 nm Fe~001! seed layer!, deposited on a
MgO ~001! cleaved substrates in a multi-stage process.96 The
whole structure was finally covered by a 5 nm Au caplayer.
The Fe and Au monolayers were deposited alternately at
K at a rate of about 0.2 nm/min, as controlled by a qua
microbalance with an accuracy of65%. Very uniform
growth conditions are preserved for subsequent layers,
sulting in a high epitaxial quality of the superlattices. For t
growth mode and the resulting structure of the Fe/Au M
an important role is played by the Au self-surfactant effe
which was observed when single Fe films were grown on
reconstructed~001!Au surface.96,97During the Fe growth, the
Au surface segregation occurs by an atomic place excha
that leads to the formation of one Au monolayer on top of
growing Fe film. This process, particularly important for th
growth of the Fe1/Au1 monatomic superlattices, is respo
sible for a deviation from a perfect layer structure, as w
observed by Takanashiet al.98 by XRD measurements. A
conversion-electron Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy~CEMS!
analysis99 clearly reveals that theL10 phase, characterize
by a tetragonal distortion that is reflected in a large contri
tion of the quadrupole a interaction to the hyperfine patte
is present in the (Fe1/Au1)320 MLS. However, the amoun
of the L10 phase is only;30% of that expected for perfec
layer growth. The vertical mass transport accompanying

e
e
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MLS growth leads to Fe aggregation, so that the result
structure may be regarded as a mixture of a monolayer
bilayer~and to a less extent also trilayer! MLS. Nevertheless,
it is enough to induce a strong perpendicular anisotro
which forces the magnetization to the normal direction. T
L10 phase disappears abruptly when the MLS modulat
period is increased. For the (Fe2/Au2)310 MLS, only traces
of the component attributed to the tetragonally distor
phase can be found in the CEMS spectrum. The CEMS s
trum for the (Fe3/Au3)37 sample resembles that measur
for a single Fe trilayer film sandwiched between Au.99

6.1. Experimental results and data analysis

Most MO studies of the MLS employ polar magnetiz
tion geometry, PKE, and normal light incidence. The PK
configurations alone cannot be used, however, to study
MO orientation effects in a very rich family of magnet
layered structures. The reason is that the main structura
isotropy axis is perpendicular to the film surface, and
other basal planes exist. The only possibility is to use
polar and longitudinal~or equatorial! Kerr effect geometries
simultaneously. This approach is more complicated, as a
tional data on the optical constants are required to extrac
basic quantities—optical conductivity tensor component
underlying the MO spectra.

Figure 30 presents the complete set of experiment
obtained ellipsometric and magnetooptical spectra in b
the polar and longitudinal magnetization geometry
the Au~5 nm!/~Fe1/Au1!320/Au~30 nm!/Fe~4 nm!/MgO~001!
sample. As is seen in Fig. 30a, the spectral dependence o
effective refractive indexn and the extinction coefficientk of
the sample exhibits an overall shape close to that of
metal, with the well-known feature at the photon energy
eV, where there is a superposition of the Drude-like int
band transitions and the interband transition edge. Suc
dependence can easily be understood by taking into acc
that the predominant parts of the sample are the Au overla
and underlayer. The effective magnetooptical PKE rotat
uPK and ellipticity hPK spectra of the sample are shown

FIG. 30. Experimental results for Fe1 /Au1 MLS: refractive index and ex-
tinction coefficient~a!, polar Kerr rotation and ellipticity~b!, longitudinal
Kerr rotation and ellipticity fors ~c! and p ~d! light polarizations. In the
panels the refractive index and rotation are depicted as circles, and
extinction coefficient and ellipticity as triangles.95
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Fig. 30b. The essential points of the experimentaluPK spec-
trum are the prominent negative peak centered at around
eV ~i.e., in the Au plasma-edge spectral region!, and a hump
clearly visible near 3.2 eV. TheuPK changes sign above 4 eV
and a positive peak at 4.7 eV is formed. TheuPK enhance-
ment at the plasma edge of Au~around 2.5 eV! is well ex-
plained by the classical optic multilayer model and is n
related to the modification of the electronic structure of t
intrinsic magnetic Fe1/Au1 multilayer. The corresponding
hPK spectrum changes sign at the energy of the plasma e
of Au and in the UV spectral region exhibits a two-pe
structure with a negative peak at 3.8 eV and a positive on
5.5 eV. The PKE spectra measured in the Fe2/Au2 and
Fe3/Au3 superlattices~not shown! exhibit similar behavior to
Fe1/Au1, with the peak structure in the UV spectral ran
shifted to higher energy. The main features and trends in
PKE spectra of Fen /Aun superlattices modulated by intege
atomic layers of Fe and Au are in agreement with those
ported in Refs. 100 and 101. Similar characteristic struct
in the PKE spectra in the UV spectral range~more distinct
than in the multilayers! was observed in ultrathin Fe layer
sandwiched by Au layers and was assigned to optical tra
tions involving quantum-well states.102,103

The corresponding complex LKE spectra measured
the longitudinal Kerr magnetization geometry at a 75° an
of incidence of the light are shown in Figs. 30c and 30d
s and p light polarizations, respectively. The measureduLK

andhLK appear one order of magnitude smaller than for
PKE. In the LKE spectra, the plasma edge of the Au ov
layer and underlayer of the sample manifests itself as a p
or shoulder near 2.6 eV. As is seen in Figs. 30c and 3d, in
spectral region above 2.5 eV theuLK spectra are dominate
by a peak at 3.2 and a minimum at around 5.0 eV fos
polarization and a peak at 4.1 eV forp polarization. The
corresponding features in thehLK spectra are the peak cen
tered at 4.1 fors polarization and the peaks at 3.4 eV and 5
eV for p polarization, respectively. The LKE spectra are co
sistent for thes and p light polarizations, and the optica
functionsn andk determined from the LKE data alone agre
well with those measured directly by the ellipsomet
method. It should be pointed out that one cannot expect
rect correspondence between the shape of the spectra an
position of the energy peaks measured in polar and long
dinal geometry because the LKE spectra are strongly dep
dent on the angle of incidence of the light~particularly for
the p polarization, when the angle of incidence approach
its principal value, equal to about 75° for the structures st
ied!. Therefore, the direct comparison of the PKE and LK
spectra is not adequate, and appropriate treatment shou
done by evaluation of the optical conductivity tensor comp
nents from the measured spectra. It is well known that
absorptive part of the tensor only, but not the Kerr rotati
itself, is directly connected with the optical transitions b
tween electronic states, their strengths and energy positi
Therefore, in the following, we will consider the energy d
pendence of the conductivity tensor components underly
the MO effects for the superlattices studied.

The effective optical conductivity tensor components,
agonalsxx

eff and off-diagonalvsxy
eff , vsxz

eff , were determined
with the use of Eq.~3! from the measured optical and MO
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spectra according to Eq.~2! for the PKE and Eq.~6! for the
LKE. The Fen /Aun superlattices studied are two-dimension
structures and can exhibit optical anisotropy~i.e., thesxx and
szz tensor components can differ!. Consequently, Eq.~5! for
an optically anisotropic medium should be used instead
Eq. ~6! to determine the off-diagonal tensor component. U
fortunately, in the case of thinmetallic films or MLS direct
ellipsometric measurements allow one to determine thesxx

eff

tensor component only. As will be shown in the next Secti
the errors caused by the using Eq.~6! for an optically isotro-
pic medium to extractsxz

eff from LKE data are of little impor-
tance for the Fen /Aun .

The results for the spectra of the effective comp
optical conductivity sxx

eff , vsxy
eff , and vsxz

eff of
the Au~5 nm!/~Fe1/Au1!320/Au~30 nm!/Fe~4 nm!/MgO~001!
sample are presented in Fig. 31a and 3b. In Fig. 31a thesxx

spectra of a 100 nm thick fcc Au film deposited o
GaAs~001! and of the buffer sample Au~30 nm!/Fe~4 nm!/
MgO~001! used as the substrate for growing the Fen /Aun

superlattices are also included. As can be seen from Fig.
there is a significant difference between the effectivesxx

eff

spectra for the whole structure and the buffer sample as c
pared to that of the Au film in the spectral range below 2
eV. The rapid changes of the optical constants at the en
2.5 eV caused by onset of Au interband transitions
clearly visible for all the samples. The characteristic featu

FIG. 31. Experimental absorptive~left panels! and dispersive~right panels!
parts of the optical conductivity for the Fe1 /Au1 sample. In the panels~a! the
effective diagonal tensor components of the whole sample~solid lines with
circles!, the buffer sample~dashed lines!, thick Au film ~dotted lines!, and
the extracted~see text! component of the intrinsic Fe1 /Au1 structure~circles!
are shown. In the panels~b! the off-diagonal effective tensor componen
derived from the polar~solid lines with circles! and longitudinal~solid lines
with triangles! Kerr effect are shown. In the panels~c! are the extracted
off-diagonal tensor components of the intrinsic magnetic Fe1 /Au1 structure
derived from PKE~circles! and LKE ~triangles!.95
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of the absorptive part of thevsxy
eff spectrum~Fig. 31b, solid

lines with circles! of the whole structure are two broad pea
of comparable amplitude centered at around 1.6 and 3.3
and a negative minimum at 4.7 eV. The dispersive part of
vsxy

eff is dominated by a negative peak at 3.9 eV and a po
tive one at 5.3 eV. The complexvsxy

eff(v) functions~Fig. 31b,
solid lines with triangles! evaluated independently from th
LKE data measured fors and p light polarization are the
same. As compared to the energy dependence ofvsxy

eff(v),
significant differences between the shape and the magni
of the spectra are clearly visible. The IR peak position in
absorptive part ofvsxz

eff shifts to lower energy, and the spe
trum amplitude is much smaller.

The spectra of the conductivity tensor components d
cussed above represent the effective tensor componen
the whole complex sample composed of the specific m
netic Fen /Aun structure and the Au cap layer and underlay
film. To compare the theoreticalab initio calculations with
the experiment and to discuss the origin of the magnetoo
cal and MOA effects of the magnetic superlattices, the ten
components for the intrinsic magnetic Fen /Aun structure
alone should be extracted from the experimental data.
this purpose we adopted the phenomenological matrix
malism based on the Maxwell theory, providing compu
modeling of the MO response for a given structure~known
as multi-reflection calculation!.104 The procedure assume
that the dielectric tensors of the constituent layers of
structure and their thicknesses are known. In our calculat
the thicknesses of the constituent layers determined from
technological data were used. To avoid possible uncertain
and to obtain the most precise results, the optical and m
netooptical response of the buffer underlying the Fen /Aun

structure, composed of Au~30 nm!/Fe~4 nm!/MgO~001!, was
directly measured with the use of a control sample and w
subsequently used in the multi-reflection calculations.
nally, a two-layer system was considered, composed of
nonmagnetic Au cover layer and the magnetic (Fen /Aun)
3N superlattice on the Au~30 nm!/Fe~4 nm!/MgO~100!
buffer substrate. In the procedure, the contribution of a sin
layer of given thickness is determined through its charac
istic matrix, composed of the medium boundary and the m
dium propagation matrices.104 The overall structure of the
film is treated as a single layer with the parameters expres
in terms of those of individual sublayers.

The unknown tensor components of the intrins
(Fe1 /Au1)3N MLS structure were extracted by solving nu
merically the multi-reflection equations. The results for t
Fe1 /Au1 structure are shown in Fig. 31a forsxx ~circles! and
in Fig. 31c forvsxy ~circles! andvsxz ~triangles!. The spec-
tra represent the results after eliminating the MO contrib
tion from the complex underlayer and Au overlayer. In t
following discussion, the off-diagonal componentvsxy for
the case of magnetizationM parallel to the~001! direction
will be denoted asvsoff

i , whereas forvsxz with the mag-
netizationM perpendicular to the~001! direction we will use
the notationvsoff

' . As compared to the effective tensor com
ponents, the feature related to the plasma edge of Au at
eV disappears for thevsoff

i and vsoff
' spectra. The overal

structure of the extracted off-diagonal tensor component
the magnetic superlattice alone is similar to that of the eff
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tive ones, and the most significant changes in the spe
appear in the IR spectral range. The most important con
sion is that both the effective and the extracted off-diago
tensor components of the magnetic superlattice exhibit la
orientational anisotropy with respect to the magnetization
rection.

6.2. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical spectra
in Fen ÕAun MLS

The band structure calculations in Ref. 95 considered
Fe1/Au1 MLS system with one-by-one stacking of~001!
planes whose structure can be regarded asL10-type ~Fig.
32a!. The lattice parameters used were chosen as follo
The in-plane atomic spacing was taken as an average
tween the Au and Fe bulk values (a54.066 Å). The out-of-
plane lattice spacing for the Fe1/Au1 MLS was taken from
the recent work of Satoet al.101 as 1.915 Å, which is slightly
lower than the previously published value98,105 used in our
previous calculation.106 The structures Fe2/Au2 and Fe3/Au3

are presented in Figs. 32b and 32c. There is no experime
knowledge about the three interlayer spacings, Au-Au, A
Fe, and Fe-Fe, in these structures. The Au-Au spacing
taken the same as in fcc Au, 2.04 Å. For the Au-Fe spac
the value 1.74 Å can be derived from the rigid sphere mo
as a mean between the fcc Au~2.04 Å! and bcc Fe~1.43 Å!
bulk values. Similar values for the Au-Fe interlayer spacin
have been obtained by total energy minimization using
LMTO ab initio calculations. Using the experimentally d
termined superlattice periods in Fe2/Au2 and Fe3/Au3 MLS
structures published in Ref. 101 as constraints, a o
parameter minimization was performed. As a result, val
of 1.76 Å and 1.74 Å for the Au-Fe interlayer spacing a
corresponding values of 1.69 and 1.58 Å for the Fe-Fe in
layer spacing were obtained for the Fe2/Au2 and Fe3/Au3

MLS, respectively.
For a quantitative analysis of the magnetooptical anis

ropy it is convenient to present the anisotropy as the dif
ence between the off-diagonal conductivity tensor com
nents vsoff

i
2vsoff

' , where the factor v provides
compatibility with thevs spectra themselves. In Fig. 33 th
vsoff

i andvsoff
' spectra of the MLS for the nominal Fe1 /Au1

FIG. 32. The unit cells used for Fe1 /Au1 (L10) ~a!, Fe2 /Au2 ~b!, and
Fe3 /Au3 MLS ~c!. The black spheres are Fe atoms and the shaded one
Au atoms.95
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structure, extracted from the experimental PKE and LK
data as described in the previous Section, and the MOA
compared to the corresponding spectra calculated for
ideal Fe1 /Au1 L10 structure.

Overall, both the spectral shape and the magnitude of
experimental optical conductivity spectra are qualitative
reproduced by the LSDA calculations. However, the po
tions of the calculated prominent peaks in the absorptive
of vsoff

i at 3.8 eV and 5.2 eV are shifted to lower energies
compared to the experiment. Also, the theoretical calcu
tions predict a larger MOA in comparison with the expe
mental value in the nominal Fe1 /Au1 structure. One of the
possible reasons is that due to the inexact treatment of
electron exchange and correlations the LSDA underestim
the binding energy ofd states and the threshold of interban
transitions in noble metals as compared to photoemiss
and optical measurements.107,108

It seems quite likely that the use of a more appropri
approximation for the self-energy can give rise to a shift
the quasiparticle energy bands originating from the Aud
states and, as a result, to a better agreement between
theory and the experiment. In Ref. 95 the LDA1U
method109 was adopted as a step beyond the LSDA in
treatment of the electronic correlations. As was discusse
Refs. 110 and 111, the LDA1U method can be considered a
a rough approximation to both the self-interaction correct
and to the self-energy of a system with strongly interact
electrons. Moreover, it has been found that the application
the LDA1U method to pure noble metals allows one to im
prove the calculated energy position of the threshold of
interband optical transitions and provides a better appro
to the description of their MO spectra.112 In the case of the
Fe1/Au1 MLS a valueUeff52.5 eV was applied to Au 5d
states.95 This value ofUeff , considered as a parameter of th
model, was found to give the best agreement between
calculated and experimental optical conductivity for fcc A

are

FIG. 33. Absorptive~left panels! and dispersive~right panels! parts of the
off-diagonal conductivity tensor of Fe1 /Au1 MLS; experimental results~a!,
LSDA calculated spectra for Fe1 /Au1 MLS ~b!, the MO anisotropy spectra
~c! ~symbols represent experimental data, solid lines LSDA, and das
lines LDA1U theory!.95
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The use of the LDA1U approximation for Fe1/Au1 MLS
does improve slightly the calculated energy position of
peaks of the off-diagonal optical conductivity for both orie
tations of the magnetization~not shown!, but there is no
improvement in the shape of the spectra. Comparing
MOA calculated within the LSDA and LDA1U methods
~see Fig. 33c! to the experimental spectrum, one can co
clude that the LDA1U approximation does not improve th
description of the MOA in the nominal Fe1 /Au1 structure.

Another and maybe even more important source of d
crepancies is that the sample studied is not an ideal mo
atomic Fe1/Au1 MLS of L10 structure but rather a mixture o
mono- and bilayer structures. Having this in mind, we mo
eled the effective optical conductivity of the structure by
weighted average of the conductivities calculated for
Fe1/Au1 and Fe2/Au2 MLS: vsoff5xvsoff

1/11(12x)vsoff
2/2.

The best agreement between the theory and the experim
both in the MOA ~Fig. 34a! and in the shape of the off
diagonal optical conductivity~not shown!, was achieved
with x50.3. This value agrees well with the results of t
CEMS analysis.99

In a more advanced approach, the interface roughn
was studied by calculating the MO properties of the mixtu
of mono- and bilayers, distributed over the whole structu
The composed Fe/Au structure was modeled using a la
supercell containing side-by-side Fe1/Au1 and Fe2/Au2 com-
ponent structures spread over 3 and 7 lattice constants~see
Fig. 35!. This ratio of the areas was chosen in corresp
dence with the simple procedure described above, in wh
the resulting spectra were expressed as the sum of indivi
Fe1 /Au1 and Fe2/Au2 contributions. The results of theab
initio calculations for the composed structure are shown
Fig. 34a, from which an even better overall agreement
tween the theory and experiment both in the shape and
amplitude of the MOA spectra is observed. As the oppo
case to the structure composed of well-defined mono-
bi-layers, a series of modelings was performed for exam

FIG. 34. Absorptive~left panels! and dispersive~right panels! part of the
MOA measured for the Fe1 /Au1 MLS ~circles! compared with LSDA cal-
culated spectra; MOA modeled with effective optical conductivity:vsoff

5xvsoff
1/11(12x)vsoff

2/2 for x50.3 ~solid lines! and calculated for supercel
containing 1/1 and 2/2 substructures~see Fig. 35! ~dashed lines! ~a!; MOA
calculated for perfect Fe1 /Au1 structure~solid lines! and for the structure
with the substitutional disorder~see Fig. 36! ~dotted lines! ~b!.95
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tion of the effect of substitutional disorder on the MO spec
and MOA. Although the solubility of Au in bulk bcc Fe a
temperatures up to 400 K is negligible,113 enhanced solubil-
ity of Au within the Fe layer up to 3% was observed for a
Å thick Fe film on Au~001!.114 Even up to one order greate
substitutional disorder was reported for the Fe/Au~001!
structures in the monolayer regime by Blumet al.97 The in-
corporation of Au atoms in the Fe layers can be conside
as an explanation~as discussed in Ref. 97! for the larger
Fe-Au interlayer spacing observed experimentally in
Fe1/Au1 structure, as compared to the spacings derived un
the assumption of rigid atomic spheres of bulk Fe and
metals. The effect will lead to larger effective Fe-Fe a
Fe-Au interlayer spacings in Fen /Aun MLS. The particular
model structure used in the calculations is presented in
36. The structure is composed of alternating atomic plane
Fe and Au in which one per nine atoms is interchanged
Au and Fe, respectively~an interlayer spacing of 1.915 Å
was taken!. It was found that the moderate substitution
disorder leads mainly to a scaling of the amplitudes of
calculatedsoff

i and MOA spectra without significant change
of their shape. In Fig. 34b the MOA spectra calculated
the model structure~see Fig. 36! are shown. It is seen that a
approximately twofold reduction of the MOA magnitude
observed when the level of the substitution is 11%.

Figures 37 and 38 show the experimentally obtain
vsoff

i andvsoff
' spectra in the MLS of nominal Fe2 /Au2 and

Fe3/Au3 structures for two orientations of the magnetizatio
M i(001) andM '(001), together with the MOA, in com
parison with the corresponding spectra calculated for
ideal Fe2 /Au2 and Fe3/Au3 structures. For Fe2/Au2 MLS, the
overall shape of the theoretical spectra corresponds we
the experimental ones~Fig. 37b!, and a better agreement o

FIG. 35. Unit cell~doubled alongz direction! of the Fe/Au structure com-
posed of the 1/1 and 2/2 substructures~black spheres are Fe atoms an
shaded ones are Au atoms!.95

FIG. 36. Doubledc(3/&33/&) unit cell used for modeling of alloying
effect in the Fe/Au MLS~black spheres are Fe atoms and shaded ones
Au atoms!.95
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the MOA as compared to the previously discussed cas
the ideal Fe1 /Au1 ~see Fig. 33! is observed~Fig. 37c!. The
reason is that the ideal Fe2 /Au2 MLS is a better approxima
tion to the real experimental situation than was the case
the Fe1/Au1 MLS.99 However, in the high-energy part of th
spectra, above 4 eV, thevsoff

i and vsoff
' and MOA ampli-

tudes remain considerably higher than the ones obtained

FIG. 37. Absorptive~left panels! and dispersive~right panels! parts of the
off-diagonal conductivity tensor of Fe2 /Au2 MLS; experimental results~a!,
LSDA calculated spectra~b!. In the panels~c! the MOA spectra are shown
~symbols represent experimental data, solid lines LSDA calculations
perfect Fe2 /Au2 MLS, and dashed lines calculations for the structure w
the substitutional disorder!.95

FIG. 38. Absorptive~left panels! and dispersive~right panels! parts of the
off-diagonal conductivity tensor of Fe3 /Au3 MLS; experimental results~a!,
LSDA calculated spectra~b!. In the panels~c! the MOA spectra are shown
~symbols represent experimental data, solid lines represent LSDA theor
perfect Fe3 /Au3 MLS!.95
of

or

x-

perimentally. To examine the origin of such a discrepan
the influence of the substitutional disorder on the MOA w
modeled in the case of the Fe2/Au2 MLS. In Fig. 37c the
MOA spectra calculated for a Fe2/Au2 MLS model structure
are shown. The model structure used in this case is simila
that considered for the case of Fe1/Au1 MLS ~Fig. 36! with
the same substitutional disorder level and is composed
double numbers of the Fe-rich and Au-rich atomic laye
with the experimental modulation period of 7.25 Å. It wa
found that the MOA magnitude for the Fe2/Au2 MLS in the
high-energy part of the theoretical spectra is markedly
duced and is closest to the experimental values when
effect of the limited substitutional disorder at a level of t
order of 10% is taken into account.

The experimental and theoretical results for the Fe3/Au3

structure are presented in Fig. 38. The overall agreem
between the calculated and observedvsoff

i andvsoff
' spectra

for the Fe3/Au3 structure is less satisfactory than for th
Fe2/Au2 MLS. One of the possible reasons is that the r
structure of the Fe3/Au3 superlattice is far from the idea
model considered. Nevertheless, both the theoretical and
experimental MOA spectra are of comparable magnitu
The modeling of the interfacial roughness effects and all
ing for the Fe3/Au3 structure from first principles~much
more complicated than for the simpler structures! is currently
in progress.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the modeling p
formed: ~i! The magnitude of the off-diagonal optical con
ductivity and MOA spectra is very sensitive to the actu
structure at the interfaces, and thus MO spectroscopy
provide useful independent information about the Fe/
MLS structures, complementary to that derived from CEM
measurements.~ii ! In the modeling of the roughness effec
even using areas of the component structures as small
few atomic spacings leads to a result qualitatively close
that obtained from a simple additive formula for the sup
position of the spectra.~iii ! The magnitude of the MOA de
creases with increasing number of Fe and Au atomic lay
of the superlattices.~iv! The limited substitutional disorde
does not suppress the MOA effect in the Fen /Aun MLS.

As was mentioned in Sec. 6.1, Fen /Aun MLS can exhibit
optical anisotropy, but theszz component of the optical con
ductivity tensor is not directly available in the experimen
On the other hand, bothsxx andszz can be easily obtained
from the calculations and allow us to verify numerically th
correctness of using Eq.~6! instead of Eq.~5! to determine
vsoff

' from the experimental data. The absorptive parts of
diagonal components of the conductivity tensor calcula
for ideal Fe1 /Au1 and Fe2/Au2 structures are shown in Figs
39a and 39c. The largest difference between thesxx andszz

spectra is observed for the Fe1/Au1 MLS below a photon
energy of about 3.5 eV. For the Fe2/Au2 and also Fe3/Au3

~not shown in the figure! MLS the calculated optical anisot
ropy is significantly smaller. The theoretical conductivi
tensor components were used to calculate the complex
gitudinal Kerr angle according to the exact formula~5!. Then
the approximatevsoff

' was derived from the calculated LKE
angle using the formula~6! for an isotropic medium. The
off-diagonal conductivity spectra recalculated in this way a
compared tovsoff

' obtained directly from theab initio cal-
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culations in Fig. 39b and 39d. A marked difference betwe
the ‘‘exact’’ and ‘‘approximate’’vsoff

' values is observed in
the IR range for the Fe1/Au1 MLS only. It diminishes to a
negligible value above this energy region and can be c
pletely neglected in the whole energy range for the Fe2/Au2

and Fe3/Au3 structures. The possible errors caused by us
Eq. ~6! instead of Eq.~5! are then small and do not affect th
conclusion that the large MOA is related to the anisotropy
the off-diagonal conductivity tensor components.

6.3. Microscopic origin of the magnetooptical and orbital
moment anisotropy in Fe n ÕAun MLS

To understand better the microscopic origin of the MO
let us consider in detail the electronic structure of t
Fe1 /Au1 L10 MLS. Spin-projected densities of Fe and Aud
states are shown in Fig. 40, and the calculated spin and
bital magnetic moments are summarized in Table I. Wit
the Au~Fe! monolayer, each atom is surrounded by four oth

FIG. 39. LSDA calculated absorptive parts of the diagonalsxx and szz

~panels a and c! and off-diagonalvsoff
i andvsoff

' ~panels b and d! compo-
nents of the optical conductivity tensor for Fe1 /Au1 ~left panels! and
Fe2 /Au2 ~right panels! MLS. The ab initio calculatedvsoff

' spectra are
represented by dotted lines and the corrected ones by dashed lines~see
text!.95

FIG. 40. LSDA spin-projected fully-relativistic partial DOS~in states/
~atom-eV-spin!! of the L10 ordered Fe1 /Au1 MLS.95
n

-

g

f

,

r-
n
r

Au~Fe! monolayer, each atom is surrounded by four oth
Au~Fe! atoms at a separation corresponding to the near
neighbor spacing in bulk Au~Fe!. Because of the smalle
number of the nearest neighbors of the same type, both
Fe and Aud states are much narrower than in the cor
sponding bulk metals. As a result, the majority spin Fed
states are fully occupied, which leads to a significant
hancement of Fe spin magnetic moment (2.87mB) compared
to the value of 2.2mB for bulk Fe. This enhanced magnetiz
tion has been observed,105 but the experimental value o
2.7560.25mB is somewhat smaller than the calculated on
Such a difference can be explained by the deviation of
sample structure from the idealL10 .

The energy bands in Fe1 /Au1 MLS calculated for differ-
ent magnetization directions are shown in Fig. 41. This co
parison is useful as it helps to identify the states that
sensitive to the change of the magnetization direction a
consequently, can potentially give a contribution to t
MOA, MCA, and the anisotropy of the orbital moment. I
Fe1 /Au1 MLS, for example, such states are the electro
states at about24.0, 22.8, and21.4 eV in the vicinity of
the G point and those with energies25.2, 21.5, and20.5–
1.8 eV located around theM symmetry point as well as alon
the G–X–M–G directions.

Comparing the values of the magnetic moments cal
lated for different magnetization directions, one can see fr
Table V that the Fe spin moments are almost independen
the magnetization direction. At the same time the anisotro
of the Fe orbital moment, which is determined mainly by t
Fe d states, is quite large and is of the same order of mag
tude as was experimentally observed in Co/Au MLS.115 This
behavior could be expected, as in the presence of the
interaction the anisotropy of the orbital moment is of t
order of j/D, wherej is the SO coupling strength andD is
the crystal field splitting, while the anisotropy of the sp
moment is proportional to (j/D)2 ~Ref. 116!. As the Au d
states are fully occupied, the spin and orbital moments at
Au site are small and depend weakly on the magnetiza
direction.

To understand better the anisotropic behavior of the

FIG. 41. LSDA energy band structure of theL10 ordered Fe1 /Au1 MLS for
two orientations of magnetization:M i(001) ~solid lines!, and M'(001)
~dotted lines!.95
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TABLE V. Calculated spinMS and orbitalML magnetic moments~in mB! of Fe1 /Au1 versus magnetization direction.95

Atom State

M i @001# M' @001#

MS ML MS ML

s 0.0097 0.0000 0.0098 0.0000
p 20.0033 20.0006 20.0030 0.0005

Fe d 2.8593 0.0920 2.8612 0.0587
f 0.0019 20.0008 0.0019 20.0010

total 2.8676 0.0906 2.8698 0.0582
s 20.0346 0.0000 20.0345 0.0000
p 20.0567 0.0035 20.0566 0.0058

Au d 0.1085 0.0293 0.1098 0.0300
f 0.0100 20.0014 0.0100 20.0016

total 0.0272 0.0315 0.0287 0.0342
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and Au orbital magnetic moments, let us introduce a s
dependent functiondml(E) given by

dmtl~E!5(
nk

^C t l
nku l̂ zuC t l

nk&d~E2Enk!, ~17!

where l̂ z is thez projection of the angular momentum oper
tor, Enk andC t l

nk are the energy of thenth band and the par
of the corresponding LMTO wave function formed by th
states with angular momentuml inside the atomic spher
centered at the sitet, respectively~see Ref. 95!. In analogy to
the l-projected density of states,dmtl(E) can be referred to
as the site- andl-projected density of the expectation valu
of l̂ z . This quantity has purely relativistic origins, and wh
the SO interaction is equal to zero one hasdmtl(E)[0. As
Van Vleck117 showed for a free ion, the absence of orbi
degeneracy is a sufficient condition for the quenching of
orbital moment, which means that the first-order contribut
should vanish:̂Cku l̂ zuCk&50. Thusdmtl(E) can be consid-
ered as a measure of the unquenching of the orbital mom
due to the SO interaction.

Furthermore, just as the number of states is defined
the integral of the DOS, we can define the integral
dmtl(E) as

mtl~E!5E
Eb

E

dmtl~E!dE, ~18!

whereEb is the bottom of the valence band. Then the orb
momentml at the sitet is given by

ml[mtl~EF! ~19!

~here and henceforth we will drop the indext for simplicity!.
Both dml(E) and ml(E) are defined in a local coordi

nate system chosen in such a way that thez axis is directed
along the magnetization and, consequently, they depen
the relative orientation of the magnetization with respect
the crystallographic axes. In the case of Fen /Aun MLS we
will use the notationsml

i(E) and ml
'(E) for ml(E) calcu-

lated withM i(001) andM '(001), respectively. The differ
ence of these two functions

Dml~E!5ml
i
~E!2ml

'~E! ~20!

can provide useful information on the orientation depe
dence of the orbital moment. Figure 42 shows the functi
dml(E), ml(E), andDml(E) calculated for Fe and Au site
-
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in Fe1/Au1 MLS. Here and in the rest of the paper we w
only consider the contribution from thed orbitals to theml

related functions. All three functions show strong energy
pendence. The variations of the functions at Au and Fe s
are comparable, but the Aud orbital momentml(EF) is sig-
nificantly smaller, as the Aud states are almost fully occu
pied ~see Fig. 40!. The anisotropy of the Au orbital momen
Dml(E) vanishes atEF . At about21.2 eV the Fed↑ states
are already occupied, while thed↓ states are still almos
empty~Fig. 40!, and, as a result, bothml(E) andDml(E) are
zero at this energy. At the Fermi energy, however, stro
anisotropy of Fed orbital moment was observed.

To better understand such behavior, let us analyze
orbital character of the partial density of Fed states in the
vicinity of the Fermi level~Fig. 43!. It should be recalled tha
the only nonzero matrix elements of thel̂ z operator calcu-

FIG. 42. Thedml(E) and ml(E) for two orientations of magnetization
together withDml(E) for the L10 ordered Fe1 /Au1 MLS ~see text!.95
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lated between real harmonics with l 52 are
u^dx22y2u l̂ zudxy&u52 and u^dxzu l̂ zudyz&u51. Hence, the larg-
est contribution toml(E) can be expected from thedx22y2

anddxy orbitals. Also, it should be pointed out that, in co
trast to the case of transition metal films considered in R
90, in which the on-site SO interaction is the only source
unquenching of the orbital moment, in a compound cons
ing of 3d metal atoms, with a large magnetization and
relatively weak SO coupling, and 5d atoms, for which the
SO coupling is strong, the unquenching of the 3d orbital
moment can be caused to a great extent by the 3d25d hy-
bridization. In the particular case of Fe1/Au1 MLS there is a
peak at20.5 eV in the density of Fedx22y2 states~Fig. 43!,
which hybridize rather strongly with Aud states. The density
of dxy states is constant in this energy interval and, a
consequence, thedml(E) has a maximum at this energy fo
M i(001). The states that form the peak of the DOS j
above the Fermi level are predominantly ofd3z22r 2 charac-
ter, and they do not contribute todml(E). When the magne-
tization direction changes fromM i(001) to M '(001) the
local coordinate system in whichdml(E) is calculated
should also be changed accordingly. In the new coordin
system thed3z22r 2 orbital transforms into a linear combina
tion of thed3z22r 2 anddx22y2 orbitals, and a sharp peak o
dml

'(E) appears above the Fermi level and follows t

FIG. 43. Thed orbitals projecteddml(E) on Fe site for two orientations o
magnetization andd-partial density of states~in states/~atom • eV • spin!!
for the L10 ordered Fe1 /Au1 MLS.95
f.
f
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shape of the corresponding peak of the density ofd3z22r 2

states. At the same time, thedx22y2 orbital, which plays the
crucial role in the formation of the peak ofdml

i(E) at 20.5
eV, transforms into)/2 d3z22r 211/2 dx22y2, and, as a re-
sult of the reduced contribution of thedx22y2 orbital to the
wave function,dml

'(E) is suppressed below the Fermi leve
These simple considerations allow one to explain the str
dependence of the Fe orbital moment on the magnetiza
direction in the Fe1/Au1 MLS.

Spin-projected densities of Fe and Aud states for
Fe2/Au2 MLS are shown in Fig. 44, and the calculated sp
and orbital magnetic moments are given in Table VI.
compared to the results for Fe1 /Au1 MLS, the change in the
local environment and the increase of the number of Fe n
est neighbors around the Fe sites result in broadening of
d bands and a decrease of the calculated Fe spin mag
moment to 2.79mB . As opposed to the Fe1/Au1 MLS, where
we observed strong anisotropy of the Fed orbital moment,
the Fe2/Au2 MLS exhibits very small anisotropy of the or
bital magnetic moment~Table VI and Fig. 45!. In Fig. 45 the
functionsdml(E), ml(E), andDml(E) calculated for Fe and
Au sites in Fe2/Au2 MLS are shown. Although all the thre
functions show strong energy dependence as in the cas
Fe1/Au1, negligible anisotropy of the Fed orbital moment is
observed at the Fermi energy. The explanation can be fo
in Fig. 46. In the case of Fe2/Au2 MLS there also are two
peaks in the partial density of Fed states below and abov
the Fermi level, but in contrast to the Fe1/Au1 MLS they
have the samedx22y2 character~Fig. 46! with a strong ad-
mixture of d3z22r 2. Moreover, the partial weights ofdx22y2

and d3z22r 2 states at the Fermi level are such thatml(EF)
changes only slightly upon a change of the magnetiza
direction fromM i(001) toM'(001), and the anisotropy o
the Fe orbital momentDml(EF) is very small~see the inset
in Fig. 45!.

The dependence of the MOA on the SO coupling a
hybridization strengths is very complicated~see, e.g., Ref.
118! and does not allow one to introduce a simple mo
consideration as in the case of the MC anisotropy.89,90While

FIG. 44. LSDA spin-projected fully-relativistic partial DOS~in states/~atom
• eV • spin!! of the Fe2 /Au2 MLS.95
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TABLE VI. Calculated spinMS and orbitalML magnetic moments~in mB! of Fe2 /Au2 versus magnetization direction.95

Atom State

M i @001# M ' @001#

MS ML MS ML

s 20.0045 0.0000 20.0044 0.0000
p 20.0192 0.0001 20.0191 20.0005

Fe d 2.8056 0.0835 2.8064 0.0934
f 0.0084 20.0013 0.0084 20.0015

total 2.7902 0.0824 2.7912 0.0914

s 20.0260 0.0000 20.0259 0.0000
p 20.0200 0.0026 20.0200 0.0036

Au d 0.0778 0.0155 0.0770 0.0182
f 0.0059 20.0009 0.0059 20.0012

total 0.0377 0.0172 0.0370 0.0206
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the anisotropic band splitting can be directly related to
MCA, the situation with MOA is more complex, as the e
genvalues and wave functions of both the initial and fi
states enter the expression for the matrix elements. Th
fore, the only way to obtain a realistic description of t
MOA is to perform numerical calculations. The optical co
ductivity can be expressed as a sum of additive contributi
coming from interband transitions with the initial and/or fin
states lying in different nonoverlapping energy intervals.
the case of Fe1/Au1, the Fed↑ and Fed↓ states are well
separated in energy but overlap with the Aud states in a wide
energy interval~see Fig. 40!. Even less distinct separation i
the energy position of the initial Fe and Aud states is ob-
served in the case of the Fe2/Au2 MLS ~see Fig. 44!. It
seems to be more informative to examine the dependenc
the MOA on the site-dependent optical transition matrix

FIG. 45. Thedml(E) and ml(E) for two orientations of magnetization
together withDml(E) for the Fe2 /Au2 MLS.95
e

l
re-

s

of
-

ements. The calculations have been performed in the
described in Ref. 119, where, within an atomic sphere ab
either one of the atomic positions, the optical transition m
trix elements were set to zero. In this way, the optical co
ductivity spectra and MOA can be analyzed in terms of
contributions arising from the transitions on the particu
sites. The decomposition of the MOA into the contributio
from interband transitions on the Fe and Au sites in Fe1/Au1

FIG. 46. Thedml(E) on Fe site for two orientations of magnetization an
d-partial density of states~in states/~atom • eV • spin!! for the Fe2 /Au2

MLS.95
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MLS is shown in Fig. 47a. As can be seen, the magnitude
the MO anisotropy spectrum is determined by both the
and Fe sites, depending on the spectral region. Only in th
to ;1 eV energy interval can the MOA be connected exc
sively with the transition on the Fe site. The interband tra
sitions on the Au site are mainly responsible for the MO
spectra in the;1 to ;5 eV energy interval. The transition
occur between the Aud↓ states located at energiesE<1 eV
below the Fermi level and the hybridized states ofp and f
characters lying in the energy range up to 2 eV above
Fermi level. The enhanced density of these final states a
due to the strong hybridization with Fed↓ states in the en-
ergy interval. In particular, the peak at 3.7 eV in the MO
spectra is completely determined by these transitions.
peak at 5.3 eV is equally due to both the Fe and Au rela
transitions. The results of the analysis for Fe2 /Au2 MLS is
shown in Fig. 47b. As in the case of Fe1/Au1 MLS, the
transitions on both the Fe and Au sites determine the res
ing MOA spectra in the Fe2/Au2 MLS; however, the main
contribution arises from transitions on the Au site in t
whole spectral range. We have verified that the promin
peak in the Fe2/Au2 MOA spectra at 5.5 eV is mostly dete
mined by Aud-related transitions to the final states extend
up to ;4 eV above the Fermi level.

Two major effects lead to the appearance of the MO
when the magnetization direction is changed:~i! the change
of the band energies~Fig. 41! and ~ii ! the change of the
orbital character of the wave functions. To determine wh
of the effects dominates we performed two model calcu
tions. In the first one, the spectra were obtained using
as-calculated band energies, while the corresponding

FIG. 47. Decomposition of the calculated MOA spectra~solid lines! into the
contributions coming from all interband transitions on Fe~dashed lines! and
Au ~dotted lines! sites in Fe1 /Au1 ~a! and Fe2 /Au2 ~b! MLS.95
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mentum matrix elements at everyk point were averaged ove
the magnetization directions. The calculated MOA is zero
this case, whereas the MOA obtained from the second ca
lation, in which—vice versa—the averaged band energ
and as-calculated matrix elements were used, is in very g
agreement with the results of theab initio calculation. It
clearly demonstrates that the main effect of MOA com
from the change of the orbital character of the wave fu
tions due to rotation of the magnetization axis. This is e
actly the origin of the anisotropy of the orbital moment als
as discussed before. Although the common origin of b
anisotropies is the spin–orbit interaction, the relationship
tween the orbital moment anisotropy and the MOA is n
simple. While the orbital moment anisotropy is determin
by the integral property of the occupied states@Eqs. ~17!–
~20!#, the magnetooptical anisotropy is related to the ener
dependent quantity given by the convolution of all the init
occupied and final unoccupied states within the given ene
difference@Eq. ~9!#.

The dependence of the MOA on the exchange splitt
and the SO interaction was examined in the same way a
Refs. 74 and 119. It was found that the SO coupling of Au
equally responsible for the large MOA as the exchange sp
ting of Fe. If we set the SO coupling on Fe to zero, t
off-diagonal optical conductivity is changed in the whole e
ergy interval by a negative shift similar for both magnetiz
tion directions~Figs. 48a and 48b!. Thus the contribution of
the SO coupling on the Fe site to the conductivity is sign
cant but almost isotropic. As a result, the MO anisotropy
practically independent of the SO coupling strength on
Fe site~Fig. 48c!. On the other hand, putting the SO co
pling on the Au site to zero affects the off-diagonal optic
conductivities strongly, leading to a strong suppression of
MOA. As in the case of the Fe1/Au1 MLS, setting the SO
coupling on Fe to zero in the Fe2/Au2 MLS changes the MO
anisotropy to a lesser extent than the off-diagonal opt
conductivity~not shown!. However, putting the SO coupling
on the Au site to zero affects strongly both the off-diagon
optical conductivity and the MOA. Thus the SO coupling
Au is mainly responsible for the large MO anisotropy in t
Fe/Au MLS.

7. SUMMARY

The investigation of the optical and magnetooptic
properties of Co/Pd, Co/Pt, Co/Cu, and Fe/Au multilaye
both experimentally and theoretically from first principle
has been reviewed.

A detailed comparative experimental and theoreti
study of the electronic structure and the magnetoopt
properties of Co/Pd multilayers shows that in these syste
the MOKE is governed by the off-diagonal part of the optic
conductivity tensor.Ab initio calculations performed for
model Co/Pd MLS with sharp interfaces reproduced
main features of the experimental Co/Pd MOKE spectra o
moderately well. The Co/Pd MLS with the interface micr
structure modeled by ordered planar alloys of different co
positions were examined. The MOKE spectra calcula
from first principles for these MLS differ considerably from
those obtained for the models with sharp interfaces. It
shown that the main features and the tendencies in the m
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fication of the MLS spectra with variation of the Co sublay
thickness are adequately reproduced when the alloying, e
limited to one atomic plane, is taken into account. T
MOKE spectra calculated for the model structures with
dered Co1Pd3 interfacial planes, reproduce the measur
spectra best. The results obtained demonstrate that inte
microstructure plays a crucial role in the formation of t
MOKE spectra of the Co/Pd layered structures.

The Kerr rotation of Co/Pt MLS is governed mainly b
the off-diagonal part of the conductivity tensor. The infrar
part of the spectrum originates from the MO activity of t
Co layers themselves and scales with the CO content. On
other hand, the peak in the UV region is due to the hybr
ization of strongly spin-polarized Cod states with spin–
orbit-split Ptd states, and its magnitude depends weakly
the MLS composition. It has been demonstrated that
chemical and structural ordering is accompanied by subs
tial electronic structure changes and results in a drastic m
fication of the MOKE spectra. Theab initio description of
the MOKE spectra for model Co/Pt multilayers perform
under the assumption of a sharp, ideal interface is not
equate for the detailed explanation of the experimentally
served spectra. The modeding of multilayers with alloy

FIG. 48. Calculated absorptive off-diagonal part of the optical conducti
~a, b! and MO anisotropy~c! in the Fe1 /Au1 MLS ~solid lines! together with
the results of the calculations for the SO coupling set to zero on Au
~dashed lines! and Fe site~dotted lines!.95
r
en

-
d
ce

he
-

n
e
n-
i-

d-
-

d

interfaces clearly illustrates the crucial role of the interfa
structure on the magnetooptical spectra of the Co/Pt MLS
is shown that the main peculiarities and the tendencies in
modification of the MLS spectra with the variation of the C
sublayer thickness are adequately reproduced when the
loying, limited to two atomic planes, is taken into accou
Very good agreement between the calculated and meas
MOKE spectra demonstrates the validity of the adop
model and approach.

It was shown that although the dominant contribution
the off-diagonal part of the optical conductivity tensor of t
Co/Cu MLS comes from the interband transitions involvi
Co electronic states, the interband transitions from Cud
states in the Cu sublayers play an important role. The
states at the interface are spin-polarized due to hybridiza
with Co states. The feature observed at\v;2.1 eV in the
spectra of the optical conductivity tensor componentsxx

(1) is
related to the edge of interband transitions from Cud states
in the Cu sublayers and is responsible for the peak at 2.1
in the polar Kerr rotation spectra of the Co/Cu MLS. Theab
initio calculations reproduce the main features of the Co
MLS spectra and provide an explanation of their microsco
origin.

A large orientation dependence of the magnetoopt
response was experimentally observed in the Fen /Aun

multilayer structures. It was found that the magnitude of
magnetooptical anisotropy is very sensitive to the act
atomic structure of the superlattice and decreases as the
ber of atomic layers of the same type increases. In the cas
the Fe1/Au1 MLS the calculations describe the measur
spectra well only after taking into account the real struct
of the MLS, namely, the mixture of mono- and bilayer stru
tures. It can be verified that limited substitutional disorder
the interfaces leads to a decrease of the MO anisotropy.

The orientation anisotropy of thed orbital moment cal-
culated from first principles shows that as the Aud states are
almost completely occupied, the spin and orbital moment
the Au site are small and depend weakly on the magnet
tion direction in the Fe1/Au1. At the same time, the anisot
ropy of the Fe orbital moment, which is determined main
by the Fed states, is quite large. Two strong maxima in t
Fed partial density of states arise in the vicinity of the Fer
level of the Fe1/Au1 MLS, which are predominantly of
dx22y2 character below the Fermi level and ofd3z22r 2 char-
acter just above the Fermi level. Such an orbital characte
the partial density of states leads to strong anisotropy of
Fe d orbital moment in the Fe1/Au1 MLS. In the case of the
Fe2/Au2 MLS there are two strong maxima in the Fed par-
tial density of states, both being of predominantly ofdx22y2

character. As a result, a change of the magnetization di
tion leads to an almost isotropic Fed orbital moment in the
Fe2/Au2 MLS.

The interplay of the strong SO interaction on the Au si
and the large exchange splitting on the Fe sites through
d– Fed hybridization is responsible for the large MOA an
the anisotropy of the Fed orbital moment. The main effect o
the MO anisotropy arises from the changing of the orb
character of the wave functions due to the change of
magnetization direction.

The results obtained imply that the magnetooptical pr

y

te
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erties of multilayers with various compositions and stru
tures can be quantitatively predicted from first princip
band-structure calculations. Such a possibility is import
for basic research as well as applications.
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Cyclotron resonance absorption from a two-dimensional electron solid formed on a free surface
of liquid helium is analyzed by means of the memory function formalism. The presence
of the low-frequency phonon mode of the Wigner solid in a strong magnetic field is shown to
broaden significantly the electron dynamical structure factor~DSF! as a function of
frequency, strengthening the contribution from multiphonon emission terms of the high-frequency
mode. Thus in most cases the linewidth is formed by nonlinear terms of the DSF expansion
in the cyclotron motion factor exp(2ivct) rather than by the linear terms analyzed previously. The
inclusion of all these multiphonon terms changes the sign of the many-electron effect and
agrees well with available experimental data, eliminating the discrepancy between theory and
experiment. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382984#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coulomb forces can strongly affect the properties o
two-dimensional~2D! electron system. An extreme examp
of this kind is the Wigner solid transition. The Wigner sol
~WS! of a 2D nondegenerate electron gas was first obse
in a sheet of electrons formed on a free surface of liq
helium.1,2 The long-range order of a finite 2D electron sy
tem was detected by a resonance coupling of the elec
lattice with capillary wave quanta~ripplons!.

Significant research has been performed on using
cyclotron resonance~CR! as a probe of the many-electro
effects and the WS phase. A strong narrowing of the
linewidth was observed in semiconductor degenerate
electron systems3,4 for small filling factors. It should be
noted that in degenerate systems, the influence of Coulom
effects increases with decreasing electron densitynS . A de-
tailed experimental study of CR absorption from surfa
electrons~SEs! on liquid helium was reported in Refs. 5 an
6, though by that time the many-electron theory was insu
ciently developed to explain these data. For SEs on liq
helium the Fermi energy is very small«F!T, and increasing
the electron density introduces many-electron effects. So
data of Refs. 5 and 6 had shown a decrease of the CR
width with increase of the holding electric fieldE' , which
was maintained under the saturation condition:E'

52penS . However, at low temperatures, the holding ele
tric field acts also as an electron-ripplon coupling parame
directly affecting the CR linewidth.

A CR theory of a 2D electron crystal was introduced
Ref. 7. According to it, the CR linewidth is due to decay
the long-wavelength (k→0) high-frequency phononV1,k

.vc into a short-wavelength phonon of the same bran
accompanied by the creation and annihilation of a great n
ber of low-frequency phononsV2,k.v l ,kv t,k /vc!T/\
@herevp,k is the spectrum of longitudinal (p5 l ) and trans-
4631063-777X/2001/27(6)/5/$20.00
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verse (p5t) phonons in the absence of the magnetic fie
and vc is the cyclotron frequency#. The WS theory7 was
confined to analysis of the linear terms of the conductiv
expansion in the cyclotron motion factor exp(2ivct), which
is similar to considering only one-phonon terms in the d
namical structure factor~DSF! of a solid. This approximation
resulted in a remarkable conclusion: the CR linewidthgCR

decreases with electron density asgCR}ns
23/4 ~Ref. 7!. This

result was used to explain the narrowing of the CR abso
tion line reported earlier.5,6 A similar result was found by the
path-integral method.8

A direct check of the theory7 performed for SEs at low
temperatures (T50.062 K) and relatively weak magneti
fields ~B'0.071 T, \vc /T'1.55! has strikingly shown an
opposite density dependence: the linewidth increases
electron density approximately asgCR}nS ~Ref. 9!. In this
experiment, the electron density was varied independentl
the holding electric field. For a liquid state of the electr
system the explanation of this conflict between experim
and theory was found in Refs. 10 and 11: the ultrafast mot
of electron orbit centers in a fluctuational many-electron fi
Ef stimulates electron scattering between different Land
levels, causing an increase of the CR linewidth. This pict
describes nicely the CR absorption from SEs on liquid
lium interacting with helium vapor atoms. Still, it is of inter
est to find out how this concept changes for the WS st
and what revision of the WS theory should be introduced

In this paper, to describe the CR of the WS we emp
the memory function formalism,12,13 which allows one to
find a relation between the CR linewidth and the DS
S(q,v) of the electron solid. The present analysis of the D
of a Wigner solid in a high magnetic field shows that f
strong Coulomb forces the nonlinear terms of the expans
in the cyclotron motion factor exp(2ivct) cannot be disre-
garded. In other words, multi-high-frequency-phonon ter
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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crucially affect the CR linewidth ifGC[&eEf l .\vc ~here
l 5A\c/eB is the magnetic length!. The strong broadening
GC of the DSFS(q,v) caused by the low-frequency mod
V2,k makes it possible to emit many high-frequen
phononsSV1,k.Nvc , a process which is equivalent to th
electron scattering on higher Landau levels introduced
the electron-liquid CR theory.10 When all of the nonlinear
terms exp(2ivctN) are taken into account, the DSF of
Wigner solid is found to be similar to the DSF of a high
correlated electron liquid, reported in Ref. 11. The result
evaluation of the CR linewidth induced by the electro
ripplon scattering agrees well with experimental data
Refs. 5, 6, and 9, eliminating the conflict between theory a
experiment.

2. BASIC RELATIONS

The memory function formalism12,13 establishes a gen
eral relation between the electron conductivitys and the
memory function or the relaxation kernelM (v). The effec-
tive collision frequency can be introduced asveff

5Im@M(v)#. Searching for the CR linewidth, we disrega
Re@M(v)# or consider that it is included somehow in th
definition of the resonance frequency. In this case, we h

sxx6 isxy5
ie2ns

m@v7vc1 iveff~v!#
. ~1!

In the conventional procedure,12 M (v) is expressed in term
of the force–force Green’s function. For Im@M(v)# the final
equation can be simplified significantly by employing ge
eral properties of the Green’s function,

neff~v!52
@12exp~2\v/T!#m

2e2ns\
3vSA

3E
2`

`

^Fx~ t !Fx&exp~ ivt !dt, ~2!

where SA is the surface area,Fb5 i @Jb ,H int# is the force
acting on electrons~with a factore/m!, determined by the
interaction Hamiltonian H int and current density J
52S

S
evs .

Ripplons represent a sort of 2D phonons with the ca
lary spectrumvq5Aa/r q3/2 ~herea is the surface tension
andr is the density of liquid helium!. On introducing a 2D
electron density operatornq5S

s
exp(2iq"r s) and the interac-

tion Hamiltonian

H int5
1

ASA
(

q
Uqn2q~bq1b2q

1 !,

~3!
Uq5VqA\q/2rvq,

the force operator can be found as14

Fb52
i\e

mASA
(

q
qbUqn2q~bq1b2q

1 !. ~4!

Herebq is the ripplon annihilation operator.
The particular form of the electron-ripplon couplingVq

is taken from Ref. 15:
r

f
-
f
d

e

-

l-

Vq5eE'1
Lq2

2
wS q2

4g'
2 D , ~5!

where

w~x!52
1

12x
1

1

~12x!3/2 lnS 11A12x

Ax
D , ~6!

g'
21 is the localization length of the electron wave functio

in the perpendicular direction,L5e2(«21)/@4(«11)#, and
« is the dielectric constant of liquid helium.

Equations~2! and ~4! allow one to express the CR line
width functiongCR(v)52veff(v) in terms of the equilibrium
electron DSF

gCR~v!5
@12exp~2\v/T!#

2\vmSA
(

q
q2Vq

2 \q

2rvq

3@~Nq11!S~q,v2vq!1NqS~q,v1vq!#.

~7!

HereNq is the ripplon distribution function. We use the co
ventional definition of the electron DSF:

S~q,v!5Ne
21E exp~ ivt !^nq~ t !n2q&dt,

WhereNe is the number of electrons. Equation~7! can be
applied to either state of the electron system: liquid or so
In most cases, the resonance frequencyv is much higher
than the typical ripplon frequencyvq , and the latter can be
disregarded in the argument of the electron DSF.

3. WIGNER SOLID DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR

According to the previous Section, the determination
the CR line shape of a 2D electron system is reduced
evaluation of its equilibrium DSF. The important thing is th
the Wigner solid consists of charged particles, and its dyna
ics is crucially affected by a strong normal magnetic fieldB.
The magnetic field mixes the longitudinal and transve
phonon modes. According to,16 the excitation spectrum o
the WSVp,k ~herep51,2! is determined by the equation

2V6,k
2 5v l ,k

2 1v t,k
2 1vc

2

6A~v l ,k
2 1v t,k

2 1vc
2!224v l ,k

2 v t,k
2 . ~8!

For high cyclotron frequencies we disregard the presenc
surface dimples beneath each electron. In the limiting c
vc@v l ,k , the spectrum of the low-frequency mode d
creases steadily withB as V2,k.v l ,kv t,k /vc}1/B, while
the spectrum of the high-frequency modeV1,k approaches
vc}B.

Although the electron displacement operator is also
fected by the magnetic field, its general form can still
written in a conventional way:

un5(
p,k

F \

2NemVp,k
G1/2

@Ep,kap,k exp~ ikr n!1h.c.#. ~9!

In the presence of the magnetic field, the polarization vec
of the WS phononsEp,k are no longer orthonormalized:17
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E2,k5sin~l!el ,k1 i cos~l!
V2,k

v t,k
et,k ,

E1,k5cos~l!el ,k2 i sin~l!
V1,k

v t,k
et,k , ~10!

whereel ,k and et,k are the usual polarization vectors in th
absence of the magnetic field, and

sin2 ~l!5
v t,k

2 2V2,k
2

V1,k
2 2V2,k

2 . ~11!

It is easy to prove thatuE1,ku21uE2,ku252. In the strong
magnetic field limit, uE2,ku2.(v l ,k

2 1v t,k
2 )/vc

2→0, while
uE1,ku2.2.

Following the procedure developed for the neutron sc
tering theory,18 the Wigner solid DSF can be written as

S~q,v!5(
n

exp~2 iqrn!E
2`

`

expH ivt12q2

3 (
p51,2

@Wp~n,t !2Wp~0,0!#J dt, ~12!

where

Wp~n,t !5
\

8Nem
(

k

uEp,ku2

Vp,k
$~np,k11!ei ~kr n2Vp,kt !

1np,ke
2 i ~kr n2Vp,kt !%, ~13!

np,k is the WS phonon distribution function. Usually, th
expansion ofWp(n,t) in Vp,kt is justified only for high tem-
perature rangeT.uD , whereuD is the WS Debye tempera
ture. In this case, the Debye–Waller function 2q2Wp(0,0)
@1 and the main contribution into the integral of Eq.~12!
comes from the region neart50.

Another approximation is usually used for low tempe
tures, when 2q2W(n,t) is small. In this case, the exponenti
of Eq. ~12! is expanded in 2q2W(n,t), giving an elastic
term, one-phonon terms, and multi-phonon terms.

In Ref. 7 it was reasonably noted that for strong ma
netic fields the frequencyV2,k is low, and one can expan
the displacement correlators inV2,kt even for temperature
T!uD . Additionally, it was shown that one can use the
coherent approximation. Taking this approach, we find

2q2@W2~0,t !2W2~0,0!#.2xq

GC
2

4\2 S t21
i t\

T D ,

GC
2 5

\vc

Ne
(

k
uE2,ku2\V2,k~2n2,k11!, ~14!

where xq5q2l 2/2 is a dimensionless parameter. Atvc

@v l ,k , we haveGC5&eEf
(0)l , with

eEf
~0!5A~mT/Ne!(

k
~v l ,k

2 1v t,k
2 !. ~15!

The quantityEf
(0) is a measure of the average fluctuation

electric field acting on an electron. The most important ph
ics comes from the first term of Eq.~14!, proportional tot2.
It is because of this term, which affects the time integral
Eq. ~12!, that the conventional energy-conservationd func-
tion is replaced by a heavily broadened Gaussian functio
t-

-

-

l
-

f

.

For the high-frequency mode one can assumen1,k!1
and uE1,ku2.2, which gives

2q2W1~0,t !.
xq

Ne
(

k

vc

V1,k
exp~2 iV1,kt !, ~16!

and 2q2W1(0,0).xq , whereV1,k.vc . Therefore, we can
keep the high-frequency Debye–Waller factor exp(2xq) as it
is and expand the DSF in 2q2W1(0,t), a procedure which is
similar to the conventional low-temperature expansion. Th
we have multiphonon emission terms for the high-frequen
mode. Usually, the scattering events described by terms
portional to exp(2iNvct) are forbidden at low temperature
T!\vc ~except for the term withN51!, since a ripplon or
a vapor atom does not have enough energy in the labora
frame for such emission. In our case, the multiphonon em
sion of high-frequency phonons is possible because of
strong broadening introduced by the low-frequency mo
@Eq. ~14!#. Such emission is accompanied by the creation a
annihilation of a great number of low-frequency phonons

A straightforward evaluation of all terms of the expa
sion in 2q2W1(0,t) gives the following result:

S~q,v!5
2Ap\

GC
(
N50

` xq
N21/2

N!

3expF2xq2
\2~v2Nvc!

2

xqGC
2 G . ~17!

We have disregarded the small frequency shift caused by
second term of Eq.~14!. Contrary to Ref. 7, here the WS
DSF involves many quanta of cyclotron motion (Nvc). Sur-
prisingly, Eq.~17! evaluated for the electron solid state c
incides with the DSF of a highly correlated electron liquid11

in which the electron motion is affected by the quasi-unifo
fluctuational electric fieldEf , distributed as a Gaussian wit
A^Ef

2&5Ef
(0) , and the collision broadening of Landau leve

GN is disregarded (GC@GN). The quantityGC can be called
the Coulomb broadening of the electron DSF, but it has
relation with the Landau level broadening. Moreover, a
cording to Refs. 10 and 11, the quasi-uniform fluctuatio
electric field reduces the collision broadening of Landau l
els. The result of Eq.~17! explains the experimental obse
vation reported in Ref. 9 that the WS transition does n
affect the CR linewidth.

The first term (N50) of Eq.~17! describes the DC mag
netoconductivity of the WS. In the extreme limitGC@GN the
electron DSFS(q,0)}1/GC}ns

23/4, which decreases the ef
fective collision frequency andsxx .

When the fluctuational field is weak (GC!\vc), the CR
linewidth is determined by the term withN51. The fre-
quency dependence ofgCR(v) affects the CR line shape. A
a result, the CR absorption approaches the Lorentzian sh
only in the limit GC@gCR(vc) where gCR(v).const. In
spite of the frequency dependence of the parametergCR , the
linewidth of the absorption curve at a half-height is ve
close to gCR(vc). Increasing the fluctuational fieldEf

(0)

makes nonlinear terms (NÞ1) important, changing signifi-
cantly the density dependence of the linewidth.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Employing the Wigner solid DSF found above, we c
write the CR linewidthgCR(vc) as

gCR~vc!5
~eE'!2@12exp~2\v/T!#T

2Ap \aGC

3 (
N50

`
1

N!
FN~\vcuN21u/GC!, ~18!

where

FN~h!5E
0

`

xN21/2VS
2~x!exp~2x2h2/x!dx,

VS~x!511
Lx

eE'l 2 wS x

2g2l 2D , ~19!

and the coupling functionw(x) is defined in Eq.~6!. For
small broadening of the WS DSF (GC!\vc), the main con-
tribution to Eq.~18! is given by the term withN51. Since
F1(0) does not depend directly on the electron densityns ,
the CR linewidth determined by this term decreases w
electron densitygCR(vc)}1/GC , in accordance with Ref. 7

For strong Coulomb broadening of the DSF (GC

;\vc), terms withNÞ1 play an important role, changin
the sign of the many-electron effect on the CR linewidth:
decrease of the CR linewidth is turned into an increa
Therefore, the same Coulombic effect~broadening of the
electron DSF! leads to the successive narrowing and bro
ening of the CR linewidth.

Under conditions of the experiment of Ref. 9, the Deb
frequency of WS phononsvD*vc and therefore the require
ment v l ,k,vc is met only for the long-wavelength part o
the phonon spectrum. According to Eq.~14!, in this regime
GC*\vc and the terms of Eq.~18! with N@1 should be
dominant. In evaluating Eq.~18! numerically we useEf

(0)

found by Monte Carlo simulations19 for a broad range of the
Coulomb coupling parametere2Apns/T. The full linewidth
of the CR calculated according to Eq.~18! is shown in Fig. 1.
As the electron densityns is varied, the holding field is fixed
at E'5275 V/cm. It is clear that the contribution from th
linear term~the approximation of Ref. 7—dashed curve! can-
not explain the experimental data. On the other hand,
contribution from all terms~solid curve! behaves in good
accordance with the data. The deviations of the experime
data at high densities from the proposed model are assu
to be caused by the substantial increase of the WS De
frequencyvD.vc andV1,k for the short-wavelength part o
the phonon spectrum.

It is interesting to compare the new WS theory with t
old linewidth versusE' data of Refs. 5 and 6, where th
electron densityns was varied according to the saturatio
condition E'52pens . For comparably high temperature
(T50.72 K), in addition to the electron–ripplon scatterin
we take into account the electron interaction with vapor
oms. The half-width data and the corresponding theoret
curves are shown in Fig. 2. The theoretical curve, includ
all nonlinear terms exp(iNvct) ~solid curve!, describes the
data nicely. For the low-temperature regime of Fig. 3T
50.4 K) the interaction with vapor atoms can be disregard
h

e
e.

-

e

tal
ed
ye

,
t-
al
g

d.

Both figures~2 and 3! show that the contribution from term
with N.1 is crucial for strong holding fields~high electron
densities!. The holding field dependence of the electro
ripplon couplingVq is not strong enough to explain the sha
increase of the linewidth data, taking into account the o
linear term with N51 ~dashed curves!. The inclusion of
many cyclotron motion quantaNvc(N@1) makes the WS
theory ~solid curves! close to the data and the half-widt
behavior similar to that of the semi-classical half-width~dot-
ted curves!.

It is instructive to note that exciting many high
frequency phonons with energyS\V1,k.N\vc in a single
scattering event involving a ripplon or a vapor atom is a p
many-electron effect, since at low temperaturesT,\Vc nei-
ther a scatterer nor an electron have enough energy for
excitation. In a liquid state of the electron system, it is

FIG. 1. CR linewidth versusns : data from Ref. 9~circles!, WS theory@Eq.
~18!# ~solid curve!, approximation of Ref. 7~dashed curve!.

FIG. 2. CR half-widthDB versus the holding electric field (E'52pens):
data from Ref. 5~circles!, WS theory@Eq. ~18!# ~solid curve!, approximation
of Ref. 7 ~dashed curve!, semi-classical theory~dotted curve!.
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quasi-uniform electric fieldEf created by many other elec
trons that makes the electron scattering inelastic in the fra
moving along with an electron orbit center. In this frame
heavy helium vapor atom moving with the velocity2uf

~hereuf is the electron-orbit drift velocity induced byEf! has
enough kinetic energy, and electron scattering on higher L
dau levels becomes possible if the energy exchange in
moving frame\q•uf;eEf l is larger than the level spacin
\vc .

In the WS theory, it is the inclusion of a great number
low-frequency WS phonons (V2,k!T/\) with the distribu-
tion function n2,k.T/\V2,k@1 that makes possible th
emission of many high frequency phonons. One can find
proper multiphonon terms with conventionald functions by
expanding the exponential of Eq.~12! in both 2q2W2(n,t)
and 2q2W1(n,t). The explanations given just above d
scribe a complicated phenomenon, involving not only ma
electrons but also a great number of WS excitations, in te
of simple scattering events. Still, the quantity in Eq.~17!
represents a DSF of an electron crystal which does not
pend on the interaction with scatterers.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Establishing a relation between the effective collisi
frequency and the electron dynamical structure factor,
conductivity theory of the Wigner solid presented here ta
advantage of methods developed for the theory of ther
neutron scattering. The important point is that a 2D elect
system represents a moving target whose DSF is analy
while scatterers~ripplons and vapor atoms! play the role of
thermal particle fluxes, since their properties are well know

The existence of strongly separated phonon modes o
electron crystal in a high magnetic field@V2,k!T/\ and

FIG. 3. Low temperature CR half-width data and theory. The notation is
same as in Fig. 2.
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V1,k.vc@T/\# allows one to combine the convention
high-temperature approximation for the solid DSF~applied
to the low-frequency mode only! and an exact evaluation o
the contribution from the high-frequency mode. The lo
frequency mode is shown to affect crucially the result th
comes out for the high-frequency mode, causing a str
broadening of the DSF and strengthening the contribut
from multiphonon terms.

We have shown that under the conditions of the CR
periments with SEs conducted up until the present5,6,9 the
many-electron effect is very strong, and the multiphon
emission terms of the high-frequency mode disregarded
viously can dominate the usual one-phonon term. The inc
sion of all these terms leads to a DSF of the Wigner so
which practically coincides with the DSF of a 2D electro
liquid whose properties are affected by a quasi-uniform fl
tuational electric fieldEf of the proper strength.11 The CR
linewidth calculated for the electron-ripplon scattering r
gime agrees well with the data of Refs. 5, 6, and 9, elimin
ing the discrepancy between theory and experiment repo
in Ref. 9.
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The features of the two-dimensional superconducting and spin fluctuations in the copper–oxygen
planes of quasi-two-dimensional high-Tc superconductors atT,T* , whereT* is the
charge ordering temperature, are studied in the two-dimensional~2D! XY model of Berezinski�,
Kosterlitz, and Thouless. It is shown that the coexistence of three phases~metallic, almost
insulating, and superconducting! in the copper–oxygen planes, with an independent distribution
in each plane, enhances the semiconductor character of the charge transport along theĉ
axis and leads to two channels of charge tunneling with different temperature dependence of the
tunneling probabilitytc(T). The expressions obtained for the temperature dependence of
the resistivityrc(T) can be used to determine the temperature of the 2DXY ordering of the copper
spins in the insulating stripes and the dimensionality of the superconducting transition from
the results of measurements. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382988#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the superconducting transition tempe
tureTc in layered high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! depends
substantially on the degree of dopingd and reaches a maxi
mum at an optimal valued;dc . Compounds withd,dc ,
such as YBa2Cu3Od with d,6.7, La22dSrdCuO4 with d
,0.2, and the superconducting phases Bi2212 and Tl2
for all values ofd are examples of quasi-2D HTSCs. A p
culiarity of these materials is that they have a weak inter
tion between planes and strong anisotropy of the resistiv
rc along the ĉ axis and rab in the CuO2 plane: from
rc /rab;105 for Bi2212 to rc /rab;103 for YBa2Cu3O6.7

and La22dSrdCuO4. The strong,d-dependent anisotropy o
these compounds leads to substantially anisotropic cha
in the spectral density of the current carriers forTc(d),T
,T* (d), i.e., it gives rise to features near the Fermi ene
and the related state known as the pseudogap.1 The tempera-
tureT* (d) at which the pseudogap appears is also called
charge-ordering temperature: atT<T* insulating and metal-
lic stripes are formed in a process which is the dynam
analog of phase separation.

For Tc,T<T* quasi-2D HTSCs exhibit some unusu
effects for the normal state of HTSCs, such as 2D fluct
tions of the short-range antiferromagnetic order paramete
the insulating stripes, semiconductor behavior ofrc(T), and
2D–3D dimensional crossover of the superconducting fl
tuations. The 2D vortices and 2D superconducting fluct
tions are observed in an unusually large temperature inte
97–178 K for yttrium HTSCs2 and 84–245 K for Bi2212.3

This suggests that the superconducting transition is due
4681063-777X/2001/27(6)/5/$20.00
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Berezinski�–Kosterlitz–Thouless~BKT! transition,4–6 i.e., to
a process of 2DXY ordering of the copper spins in the CuO2

planes at a temperatureTBKT,Tc0 , whereTc0<T* is the
temperature of the 2D superconducting transition in me
field theory. In spite of the fact that the 2D superconduct
fluctuations and the signs indicative of a BKT transition ha
been observed in the majority of quasi-2D HTSCs~see the
review7 and the references cited therein!, it has remained
unclear whether such a transition will occur in bulk HTSC
when the interactions along theĉ are taken into account.8

The cause of the change in character of the tempera
dependence ofrc(T) in quasi-2D HTSCs from metallic to
semiconductor behavior has not been established. The m
difficulty is apparently that in the temperature region whe
rc exceeds the Mott–Ioffe–Regel limitrM;1022 V•cm a
quasi-2D HTSC can no longer be treated as an anisotripic
metal.9 Then it becomes problematic to describe the norm
state of the CuO2 plane, which on a mesoscopic level
substantially inhomogeneous forTc,T<T* : in addition to
the insulating and metallic stripes, forT<Tc0 superconduct-
ing regions also arise in the plane.10–12 Several models have
been proposed to explain the resistivity anomalies of
quasi-2D HTSCs~see Sec. II, 2a of Ref. 7!; these include the
interlayer tunneling~ILT ! model13–15 and theoretical models
of the ground state for the CuO2 plane which go beyond the
framework of the ordinary Fermi liquid.11,12In the ILT model
there have been interesting attempts to link the incohe
character of the charge transport along theĉ axis to features
of the charge dynamics in the CuO2 plane16 and also the
interesting hypothesis that the resistivity anomalies
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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quasi-2D HTSCs are of a fluctuational nature.17–20Using this
hypothesis, it was shown that taking into account the str
2D superconducting fluctuations forTc,T,T* leads to an
excess conductivity in the CuO2 plane18 and to semiconduc
tor temperature dependence of the resistivityrc(T).19

To elucidate the relationship between the supercond
ing and BKT transitions in quasi-2D HTSCs, in this pap
the fluctuational model of interlayer tunneling19 is used to
find the temperature dependence of the resistivityrc(T) for
Tc,T,T* . A comparison of the expression obtained belo
~Eq. 4! with the measuredrc(T) for Bi2212 single crystals21

has made it possible to determine, without the use of fitt
parameters, the temperatureTBKT(d) of the 2DXY ordering
of the copper spins in the insulating stripes and the dim
sionality of the superconducting transition. To illustrate ho
the different regimes of magnetic behavior of the spins
copper and holes in the CuO2 plane of quasi-2D HTSCs
depend on the oxygen concentration, we construct a m
netic phase diagram in which, in addition to the phases
served previously,22 we note phases of 2DXY ordering of
the copper spins in the CuO2 plane and in the insulating
stripes.

2. 2D FLUCTUATIONS IN ‘‘STRIPED’’ CuO 2 PLANES

The strong antiferromagnetic~AFM! fluctuations in
quasi-2D HTSCs, despite the substantial difference of
exchange constants of the in-planeJ0 and interplaneJ1 in-
teractions (J0 /J1.103), prevent the 2D Heisenberg orderin
of the spins. ForT,T* the CuO2 planes can be called
‘‘striped’’—a structure is established which consists
stripes of insulating and metallic phases with a stripe wi
dependent on the hole concentration in the plane. Altho
destruction of the AFM order in the system of copper sp
of an individual insulating stripe does not occur, the sho
range order for the copper spins of each stripe is establis
independently,10 and in the absence of magnetic field t
sample remains unmagnetized. Thus the ‘‘striped’’ plane
the normal state is an unusual 2D object with regions of s
and charge nonuniformity~of mesoscopic dimensions!. For
such a plane one can speak of fluctuations of the short-ra
AFM ordering and of the ‘‘two-dimensional’’ charge of th
quasiparticles. The value of the ‘‘two-dimensional’’ charge
proportional to the 3D interaction constant divided by t
distance between planes.23 The ground state of such a mes
scopically inhomogeneous plane goes beyond the framew
of the usual Fermi liquid theory, and this topic is currently
great interest11,12 and requires a separate discussion.

It can be assumed that in the ‘‘striped’’ plane atT;Tc0

,T* the exchange of 2D spin excitations with wave vec
equal to the AFM vectorQ5(p,p) leads to pairing of the
2D charges. As was noted in Ref. 24, only excitations w
such a wave vector will leave a quasiparticle on the Fe
surface after interacting with it. The spin-fluctuation mech
nism of pairing, which has been discussed for almost
years now,25 gives rise to fluctuational superconductin
regions10 in the ‘‘striped’’ planes in quasi-2D HTSCs a
T,Tc0 ; the size of these regions is limited on from abo
by the correlation length of the 2D AFM fluctuations an
from below by the correlation length of the superconduct
fluctuations. With allowance for dimensional scaling the
g
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exists a maximum valueTcl,Tc0 and a minimum valueTcm

of the transition temperature; these are determined by
averaged values of the exchange interaction constants o
copper spins in insulating regions of the maximum and m
mum sizes, respectively.

Thus for Tcm,T,Tcl the ‘‘striped’’ planes have coex
isting regions of metallic, almost insulating, and superco
ducting phases.10,19 Further lowering of the temperature
accompanied by the excitation of fluctuations in the sup
conducting regions; these relations are described by the B
2D XY model4–6 ~2D vortices, antivortices, and paired vo
tices! with an exponential temperature dependence of
correlations forTcm.T.TBKT and with a power-law depen
dence forT,TBKT .

3. ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE RESISTIVITY rc„T…

At temperatures such thatrabrc.rM
2 , a quasi-2D HTSC

can no longer be treated as an anisotropic 3D metal.9 The
charge transport along theĉ axis takes place by a process
tunneling through a nonconducting barrier, and the quan
rc /rM is proportional toN/N0tc , the ratio of the density of
statesN in the sample to the fraction of the statesN0 in the
CuO2 plane which, with probabilitytc , have overcome the
barrier.14,17–21Thus, to within a constant factor, the temper
ture dependencerc(T) is given by the expression

rc~T!'
rMN

N0tc
. ~1!

The lack of success met in attempts to explain the semic
ductor behavior ofrc(T) in quasi-2D HTSCs by a decreas
of the density of statesN0 due to superconducting fluctuatio
effects in the CuO2 plane17,18 has motivated studies of th
temperature dependence of the tunneling probabilitytc(T)
;g22 ~g is the degree of anisotropy of the HTSC!:19–21

tc~T!'F jc~T!

jab~T!G
2

, ~2!

where jab(T) and jc(T) are the correlation lengths in th
CuO2 plane and along theĉ axis. In a 3D superconductor th
temperature dependence ofjab(T) and jc(T) is the same,
and the tunneling probabilitytc and the degree of anisotrop
are therefore independent of temperature. We shall show
low that in quasi-2D HTSCs the coexistence of three pha
in ‘‘striped’’ planes, with an independent distribution in eac
plane, enhances the semiconductor character of the ch
transport along theĉ and leads to several channels for t
tunneling of charge, with different temperature dependen
of the probabilitytc(T).

As we see from Eq.~1!, the main contribution to the
resistivity rc(T) is from the tunneling channels with th
smallest values oftc(T). In quasi-2D HTSCs atTc,T
,Tcl the two-dimensionality of the superconducting fluctu
tions ~up to temperatures of;200 K!2,3 leads to a situation
where jc(T);const while the correlation lengthjab(T) is
temperature-dependent, i.e., to a temperature-depen
probability tc(T) @Eq. ~2!#. In a study of 2D fluctuation ef-
fects forjab(T) one can use the results obtained by Halpe
and Nelson26 for superconducting films with a superconduc
ing transition temperature equal toTBKT . In the temperature
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regionTcm,T,Tcl the temperature dependence of the c
relation lengthjab(T)5jab(T/TBKT21)21/2 is determined
by the Landau–Ginzburg formula, and the tunneling pro
ability decreases with decreasing temperature:

tc~T!;
jc

2

jab
2 S T

TBKT
21D , ~3!

wherejab andjc are the values of the correlation lengths
T5TBKT . It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~3! that in this tem-
perature region the resistivityrc(T) increases with decreas
ing temperature:

rc~T!5k~T2TBKT!21, ~4!

where

k5TBKT

rMjab
2

N0jc
2

N. ~5!

At lower temperaturesTBKT,T,Tcm , when vortex
fluctuations are described by the BKT 2DXY model,4–6,26

jab~T!;jabF TBKT

4b~Tcm2TBKT!G
1/2

expFTcm2TBKT

T2TBKT
G1/2

,

~6!

a second channel of tunneling opens up, which has an e
nential temperature dependence of the tunneling probab
tc(T) and carries the main contribution to the resistivity
this temperature interval:

rc~T!5k1 expF4b
Tcm2TBKT

T2TBKT
G1/2

, ~7!

where

k15
rMjab

2

N0jc
2

NTBKT

4b~Tcm2TBKT!
. ~8!

Hereb is a constant.26

Expressions~4! and~7! allow us to determineTcm , Tcl ,
andTBKT from measurements ofrc(T). Choosing a pair of
points Ti ,Tj in the intervalTcl.Ti , j.Tcm , we can deter-
mine the temperatureTBKT from ~4! without adjustable pa-
rameters:

TBKT5
r iTi2r jTj

r i2r j
, ~9!

wherer i5r(Ti) andr j5r(Tj ). For calculatingTBKT from
Eq. ~9! we used the results of measurements ofrc(T) for
Bi2212 single crystals21 with different oxygen concentration
d ~Fig. 1!. Pairs of pointsTi ,Tj on the rc(T) curve were
chosen in a temperature interval starting 15–20 K above
temperatureTc

0 at which the semiconductor behavior of th
resistivity stops. The results obtained after averaging the
ues ofTBKT for four pairsTi ,Tj are given in Table I.

The solid curve on therc(T) plot in Fig. 1 indicates the
regions in which the results of the measurements are
scribed by expression~4! with a single value of the fitting
parameterk. This makes it possible to estimate the values
the temperaturesTcm and Tcl . As we see from Fig. 1,Tcm

.96 K and is almost independent of the oxygen concen
tion. The value ofTcl ~given in Table I! and, hence, the valu
of the fluctuation intervalTcl2Tcm depend substantially on
-

-

t

o-
ty

e

l-

e-

f

-

d. The reason for this dependence is clear:Tcl depends on
the number of dangling bonds between the spins of the c
per atoms in the insulating stripe, which is determined by
stripe width;d21/2. The smaller the value ofd, the wider
are these stripes and the larger is the value of the excha
constant, i.e.,Tcl andTcl2Tcm increase with decreasingd:
Tcl2Tcm changes from 24 K ford50.23 to 120 K ford
50.2135.

Figure 1 shows the results of measurements ofTc(d)
and calculation of the averaged valuesTBKT(d) for Bi2212
single crystals.17 As we see from Fig. 1 and Table I,

logTBKT~d!.6~0.52d!, ~10!

and so the temperatureTBKT and, hence, the degree of a
isotropy of the samples increase with decreasingd.

Taking the logarithm of expression~7! and finding the
difference lnri2ln rj , we obtain the expression

4b~Tcm2TBKT!5
~ ln r i /r j !

2~Ti2TBKT!~Tj2TBKT!

u~Ti2TBKT!1/22~Tj2TBKT!1/2u2
,

~11!

from which, for knownTcm , Tcl , andTBKT , we can deter-
mine the constantb. Calculations ofb for the curve with
d50.2135 give the reasonable valueb50.42.

As we see from Fig. 1, the values ofTc
0 for samples with

different degrees of doping are close to the superconduc
transition temperature of an ideally doped sample,Tc;88 K.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivityrc of Bi2212 single crys-
tals with different oxygen concentrations. The points are the measurem
of Ref. 21, the curves show the dependencerc(T)5k(T2TBKT)21 ~Eq. ~4!!
for a single value of the adjustable parameterk, which for d50.2135,
0.216, 0.22, and 0.23 had the valuesk51418, 1253, 1075, and 859.2
respectively.

TABLE I.

d TBKT , K Tcl , K

0.2135 61.72 215
0.2160 60.62 160
0.2200 56.20 123
0.2300 47.92 120
0.2600 32.78
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Thus the second tunneling channel, which leads to expon
tial growth of the resistivityrc(T) @Eq. ~7!# with decreasing
temperature, gives a contribution in a relatively small te
perature intervalTcm2Tc

0;8 K, which is nearly independen
of the oxygen concentration.

It has been established experimentally that in the su
conducting state forT<Tc the tunneling probability no
longer depends on temperature.27 This allows us, as in Ref
18, to define the temperatureTc

0 at which the semiconducto
trend of rc(T) abruptly stops, as the temperature of the
mensional crossover from 2D to 3D superconducting fluct
tions. A comparison of Table I and Fig. 1 shows thatTBKT

,Tc , i.e., taking into account the 2D fluctuations in
quasi-2D HTSC renormalizes the interplane tunnelingtc(T)
to such a degree that the dimensional crossover atTc

0 occurs
before the BKT transition. The fact that the values ofTc

0 for
samples with different degrees of doping are close to
superconducting transition temperatureTc(dc);88 K of an
ideally doped sample allows us to assume thatTc

0 and the
superconducting transition temperature in mean field the
with 3D fluctuations are quantities of the same order. F
superconductors with a spin-fluctuation mechanism of p
ing the temperatureTc

0 is determined by the interplane ex
change interaction constantJ1 and is almost independent o
the oxygen concentration. This definition of the temperat
Tc

0 agrees with the results ofrc(T) measurements: fo
samples with different degrees of doping the breakoff of
semiconductor trend of the resistivity is almost independ
of the oxygen concentration and occurs at temperatures c
to the superconducting transition temperature of an ide
doped sample,Tc;88 K ~Fig. 1!.

FIG. 2. Magnetic phase diagram as a function of the oxygen concentra
d for Bi2212 single crystals:1—3D AFM state with ordering of the coppe
spins,TN(d), and ‘‘freezing’’ of the hole spins,Tf(d); 2—cluster spin glass
state ford>d1 , T<Tg(d); 3—region of the superconducting state~light
shading!, Tc(d) ~h—the results of measurements21!; 213—coexistence re-
gion; 4—2D XY ordering of the copper spins in the CuO2 planes,T2DXY(d);
5—2D XY ordering of the copper spins in the insulating stripes
d>d1 , T<TBKT(d) ~j—the results of calculations, see Table I!; 513—
the coexistence region of these states ford>d2 ; 6—normal state with
charge ordering in the CuO2 planes.
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Nature of the superconducting fluctuations

Calculations have shown~Fig. 1! that in a large tempera
ture intervalTcl2Tcm , which depends on the oxygen con
centration, therc(T) curves for Bi2212 single crystals21 are
satisfactorily described with allowance for 2D supercondu
ing fluctuations@see expression~4!#. The size of the fluctua-
tion interval depends on the dimensionality of th
fluctuations—for a plane the transition to the supercondu
ing state occurs at the temperatureTBKT , and the fluctuation
interval for a ‘‘striped’’ plane would be determined by th
differenceTc02TBKT , i.e., it would be much larger. In a
quasi-2D HTSC, taking the 2D fluctuations into accou
renormalizes the interplane tunnelingtc(Tc

0) to such a degree
that the dimensional crossover occurs before the BKT tr
sition.

In layered systems the probabilitytc(Tc
0) for the tunnel-

ing of charge along theĉ axis determines the character of th
superconducting transition:23 at sufficiently small tc(T),
when

Tc
0/«F@tc~Tc

0!, ~12!

the transition is 2D with 3D superconducting fluctuations
Tc,T,Tc

0 ~Ref. 23!. The ratioTc
0/«F is limited from above

by fluctuations of the phase of the order parameter and f
below by fluctuations of the number of Cooper pairs:

ln1/3 tc~Tc
0!.Tc

0/«F. ln21 tc~Tc
0!. ~13!

Using expressions~12! and ~13! and the above calcula
tions, one can determine the dimensionality of the superc
ducting transition in a quasi-2D HTSC if, in addition to th
results of therc(T) measurements, the values of«F and
jc

2/jab
2 are known for the same samples. For four Bi22

single crystals21 with values d,0.26 the superconducting
transition occurs as two-dimensional, with a bounded in
val Tc2Tc

0 of 3D superconducting fluctuations: conditio
~13! holds for«F;200 K andjc

2/jab
2 ,0.01.

Magnetic phase diagram

To illustrate how the behavior of the spins of the copp
and holes in the CuO2 plane of quasi-2D HTSCs depends o
the oxygen concentration, a model of the magnetic ph
diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Besides the previous
observed22 phases of ordering of the copper spins, such
the 3D AFM state at the Ne´el temperatureTN(d) ~1!, the
cluster spin glass states with strong magnetic correlati
~2!, and the superconducting state~3!, two additional phases
are noted in Fig. 2: a phase of 2DXY ordering of the copper
spins in CuO2 plane @regime4, T2DXY(d)# and in the insu-
lating stripes@regime5, TBKT(d)#. The dependence ofT* (d)
gives an upper limit on the region of charge ordering
nonsuperconducting samples, the region of the normal s
~regime6! of superconducting samples with a semiconduc
behavior ofrc(T), and, as will be discussed below, the r
gime 513 for T,Tc .

At low concentrationsd ~regime1! the spins of the Cu21

and the spins of the holes are ordered independently:
former orders in the 3D AFM state at the Ne´el temperature
TN(d), while the hole spins ‘‘freeze’’ atTf(d). With increas-

on
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ing d, at intermediate doping, when there is neither lon
range AFM order nor superconductivity, atd1 , TN(d1)
5Tf(d1)5Tg , a transition occurs to a cluster spin glass st
with strong magnetic correlations~regime2!. The absence o
long-range AFM order can be explained by the limited s
;d21/2 of the AFM regions that arise upon charge orderin
Regime2 with d>d2 coexists with the superconducting sta
~regime 213! up to the concentrationdc at which Tg(dc)
50. In the cased,d1 a region of 2DXY ordering of the
copper spins in the CuO2 plane,

T2DXY~d!<T<TN~d!,

which has been well studied for anisotropic magnets~regime
4!, precedes the 3D AFM ordering. With increasing oxyg
concentration, ford.d1 , a charge ordering of the nonsupe
conducting regions occurs, and regime4 goes over to regime
5, a 2D XY ordering of the copper spins in the insulatin
stripes forTg(d),T,TBKT(d).

Regime5 precedes the cluster spin glass state in non
perconducting samples withd1,d,d2 ~regime2!, while for
d2,d,dc it coexists with the superconducting state5
13), and forT.Tg it precedes the regime213. The exis-
tence region of regime513 is bounded on the right by th
line T* (d) all the way to the doping leveldc at which charge
ordering in the sample does not occur:Tg(dc)50, T* (dc)
50.

Here both the quantity logTg(d), obtained in muon spin
polarization measurements for La22dSrdCuO4 and
Y12dCadBa2Cu3O6.02 ~Ref. 22!, and the quantity
logTBKT(d) which was found above@Eq. ~10!# from mea-
surements of the resistivity of Bi2212 single crystals,21 de-
pend linearly on the dopant concentration.

CONCLUSION

1. For quasi-2D HTSCs with semiconductor behavior
the ĉ-axis resistivityrc(T), the features of the 2D spin an
superconducting fluctuations in a CuO2 plane with metallic
and insulating stripes have been analyzed forTc,T,T* . It
was shown that the 2D superconducting fluctuations lea
two channels of charge tunneling along theĉ axis with a
probability tc(T) that falls off with decreasing temperatur
One of these channels, that at higher temperatures, is du
2D fluctuations described by the Landau–Ginzburg the
and the other is due to vortex fluctuations in the 2DXY
model.

2. The temperature dependence of the resistivityrc(T)
has been analyzed in detail. The relations obtained can
used with the results ofrc(T) measurements to determin
the temperatureTBKT of the 2D XY ordering of the copper
spins in the insulating stripes. It was shown that the 2D fl
tuations renormalize the interplane tunneling constant
such a degree that the dimensional crossover occurs be
the BKT transition.

3. The temperature dependence of the tunneling pr
ability tc(T) can be used to determine the dimensionality
the superconducting transition in a quasi-2D HTSC if,
addition to the results ofrc(T) measurements, the value o
the Fermi energy«F and the ratio of the correlation length
jc

2/jab
2 are known for the same samples. It was shown t
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for Bi2212 single crystals21 the superconducting transitio
occurs as a 2D transition with a finite interval of 3D supe
conducting fluctuations.

4. The fluctuational temperature intervalTcl2Tcm , in
which the temperature dependencerc(T) is satisfactorily de-
scribed by 2D Landau–Ginzburg fluctuations, increases w
decreasing oxygen concentration. It was conjectured that
is due to growth of the degree of anisotropy of the samp
asd decreases.

5. A model of the magnetic phase diagram was co
structed as a function of the oxygen concentration in resp
to the different regimes of behavior of the spins of the cop
and holes of a quasi-2D HTSC~Fig. 2!. Besides the previ-
ously observed22 regimes, viz., a 3D AFM state at the Ne´el
temperatureTN(d), a cluster spin glass state with stron
magnetic correlations, and a superconducting state, two
ditional regimes are noted: 2DXY ordering of the copper
spins in the CuO2 plane and in the insulating stripes.
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Influence of a large biquadratic interaction on the phase states of a non-Heisenberg
biaxial ferromagnet
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A study is made of the phase states of a biaxial non-Heisenberg ferromagnet with a large
biquadratic interaction in an external magnetic field. It is shown that in such systems the formation
of canted phases is energetically unfavorable but that the quadrupolar and ferromagnetic
phases can exist in them. The phase transitions between these phases are studied, and it is shown
that they are first-order transitions. The field of the first-order transition is found. The phase
stability fields are determined from an analysis of the spectra of coupled magnetoelastic waves.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382989#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known1 that an adequate description of th
exchange interaction of magnetically ordered systems w
spin S greater than 1/2 requires taking into account not o
the terms bilinear in the spin operators but also invariants
higher order. The simplest model that takes such invaria
into account is that of a ferromagnet with a biquadra
interaction.1–4 For example, taking the biquadratic intera
tion into account is important in studying the magnetic pro
erties of the cubic intermetallides TmCd and TmZn.5,6 The
point is that the magnets mentioned, and a number of o
systems as well~e.g., rare-earth pnyctides!, can be found in a
nonmagnetic state atH50 ~the so-called quadrupolar~QP!
phases! and undergo a transition to a magnetic phase u
the imposition of a sufficiently high magnetic field.

The nature of this metamagnetic transition can vary.
some cases the singlet ground state of the magnet is due
large value of the single-ion anisotropy~SA!.3,4,7 Another
possible mechanism leading to a nonmagnetic phase
H50 involves a biquadratic interaction.1,2 In highly aniso-
tropic non-Heisenberg magnets these two factors can ac
multaneously, shaping the features of both the ground s
and the spectral properties. It should also be noted that m
often such systems are studied without taking into acco
the interaction of the magnetic subsystem with the cry
lattice, i.e., the magnetoelastic~ME! interaction.

Many papers have been devoted to the study of n
Heisenberg magnets~see, e.g., the review by Loktev an
Ostrovskii2!. Those papers have mainly investigated no
Heisenberg magnets with a weak biquadratic interaction.
of interest to study the behavior of non-Heisenberg fer
magnets in the case when the biquadratic exchange is gr
than the Heisenberg interaction.

2. PHASE STATES OF A BIAXIAL FERROMAGNET

As a model system we investigate a biaxial no
Heisenberg ferromagnet in an external field parallel to
0X axis. The Hamiltonian for this model is written
4731063-777X/2001/27(6)/5/$20.00
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H52H(
n

Sn
x2

1

2 (
n,n8

$J~n2n8!Sn•Sn81K~n2n8!

3~Sn•Sn8!
2%2B2

0(
n

$3~Sn
z!22S~S11!%

2B2
2(

n

1

2
$~Sn

1!21~Sn
2!2%1n (

n,i , j
Sn

i Sn
j ui j ~n!

1E drH l1h

2 (
i

uii
2 1h(

i j
ui j

2 1l(
iÞ j

uii uj j J ,

~1!

whereSn
i is the spin operator at siten, J(n2n8) and K(n

2n8) are the Heisenberg and biquadratic interaction c
stants,B2

0 andB2
2 are the SA constants,n is the ME coupling

constant,l and h are elastic moduli, andui j 51/2(]ui /]xj

1]uj /]xi) is the symmetric part of the elastic stra
tensor.

The system described by Hamiltonian~1! was studied in
detail in Ref. 8. However, the case considered in Ref. 8
that in whichB2

2.0 and the biquadratic interaction is sma
i.e., K0,J0 . In this paper we consider a different situatio
when B2

2,0 and the biquadratic interaction is greater th
the Heisenberg exchange (K0.J0). As in Ref. 8, we assume
that the magnetic ion has spinS51. The SA and ME cou-
pling effects are taken into account exactly by means of
Hubbard operator technique.9 Many of the intermediate re
sults of the present paper agree with the results of Ref. 8,
we shall therefore not give them in detail here.

Separating out in the exchange part of~1! the mean field
associated witĥ Sx& and the additional fieldsq2

p (p50,2)
due to the presence of the quadrupole moments, we ob
the one-site Hamiltonian, whose eigenvalues determine
energy levels of the magnetic ion:8
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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E15
B̃2

02B̃2
2

2
1nS uxx

~0!1
uyy

~0!1uzz
~0!

2 D 2
x

2
,

E05
B̃2

02B̃2
2

2
1nS uxx

~0!1
uyy

~0!1uzz
~0!

2 D 1
x

2
,

E25B̃2
22B̃2

01n~uyy
~0!1uzz

~0!!,

x254H̄21@3B̃2n
0 1B̃2n

2 1n~uyy
~0!2uzz

~0!!#2. ~2!

Here

H̄5H1S J02
K0

2 D ^Sx&; B̃2n
0 5B2

01
K0

6
q2n

0 ;

B̃2n
2 5B2

21
K0

2
q2n

2 ; q2n
p 5^O2n

p &;

O2n
0 53~Sn

z!22; O2n
2 5

1

2
@~Sn

1!21~Sn
2!2#;

Sn
15

1

2
~Sn

x6 iSn
y!,

and ui j
(0) are the spontaneous strains, the explicit form

which is determined from the condition of minimum fre
energy density:

uxx
~0!52

n~l1h!

h~h13l!
; uyy

~0!52
n~h2l!

h~h13l!
sin2 u;

uzz
~0!52

n~h2l!

h~h13l!
cos2 u,

cos 2u5
3B̃2n

0 1B̃2n
2 1n~uyy

~0!2uzz
~0!!

x
, sin 2u5

2H̄

x
.

The eigenfunctions of the one-site Hamiltonian8 are used as a

basis for constructing the Hubbard operators9 Xn
M8M

[uCn(M 8)&^Cn(M )u, which describe the transition of th
magnetic ion from stateM to stateM 8. The spin operators
are related to the Hubbard operators as

Sn
15~Hn

12Hn
0!sin 2u1~Xn

101Xn
01!cos 2u

1~Xn
212Xn

12!sinu1~Xn
202Xn

02!cosu,

Sn
25~Sn

1!1,

Sn
z5~Xn

121Xn
21!cosu2~Xn

021Xn
20!sinu. ~3!

If the biquadratic exchange is greater than the Heisenb
interaction, then, as was shown in Refs. 3 and 4, forH50
only the quadrupolar phases QP1, QP2, and QP18 are realized
in the system. The order parameters in these phases are

QP1 KY1:^S&50, q2
05q2

251;

QP18 KY18:^S&50, q2
051, q2

2521;

QP2 KY2:^S&50, q2
0522, q2

250.

The phase diagram forH50 is given in Fig. 1~see Refs. 3
and 4!. The lines1, 2, and3 are lines of second-order phas
transitions and are described by the equationsB2

2523B2
0,

B2
253B2

0, andB2
250, respectively.
f

rg

When an external magnetic field is turned on along
0X axis a nonzero magnetic moment oriented along theX
axis arises in the system, i.e., the phases QP1 and QP2 vanish,
and in their place a ferromagnetic–quadrupolar (FMx) phase
is realized. In the parameter regionB2

2,0, B2
2,3B2

0 the QP18
phase exists even forHÞ0. For K0.J0 the formation of a
canted ferromagnetic–quadrupolar phase becomes ene
cally unfavorable,10 since in this case the ground state ener
(E1) in the ferromagnetic–canted phase becomes maxim
Thus two phases can be realized in the study under st
FMx and QP18 .

Let us investigate the phase states of the system in
two regions of material parametersB2

2.23B2
0 and B2

2

,23B2
0, assuming thatB2

2,0. The parameter regionB2
2

523B2
0 corresponds to an easy-plane ferromagnet~Z0Y is

the basal plane!, which was well studied in Ref. 11.
Let us first consider the caseB2

2.23B2
0. ForH<Hc the

system is found in the phase QP18 . At the pointH5Hc the
system undergoes a transition to the FMx phase. Here the
order parameters change abruptly~the magnetization jumps
from zero to^Sx&c;1, andq2

2 jumps from21 to 0!, and it
can therefore be assumed that the FMx– QP18 phase transition
is first-order. The value of̂Sx& at H5Hc and the value of
the phase transition fieldHc itself are determined from a
system of two equations:

^Sx&c5sin 2uc5S 2H̄

x
D

H5Hc

, ~4!

3

2
~B2

22B2
0!2

1

2
~K02J01a0!sin2 2uc1

1

2
uB2

213B2
0u

3cos 2uc1Hc sin 2uc5@Hc2~K02J01a0!sin 2uc#

3cos 2uc2
1

2
uB2

213B2
0usin 2uc . ~5!

Here a05n2/2h is the ME interaction parameter. Equatio
~4! determines the value of the magnetization at the ph
transition point, and Eq.~5! is the condition of equal free
energy densities on the line of phase transitions.

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a biaxial non-Heisenberg ferromagnet with a l
biquadratic interaction atH50.
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In the parameter regionH!(B2
213B2

0)/21K02J01a0

the field of the first-order phase transition of a biaxial no
Heisenberg ferromagnet is given by the expression

Hc5A22B2
2@B2

213B2
012~K02J01a0!#, ~6!

and the jump in magnetization is small:

^Sx&c'2F2
2B2

2

B2
213B2

012~K02J01a0!
G 1/2

.

It follows from formula ~6! that for B2
250 the fieldHc

50, which corresponds to the QP1–QP18 phase transition~see
Fig. 1!.

If the parameters of the system are related asB2
213B2

0

!2H22(K02J01a0), then the jump in magnetization i
large (;1):

^Sx&c512
D2

2
,

where D5B2
213B2

0/2(Hc2K01J02a0), and the field of
the first-order phase transition is

Hc5
3~B2

02B2
2!1K02J01a0

2

1
1

4

~3B2
01B2

2!2

3~B2
22B2

0!1K02J01a0

.

Let us investigate the behavior of the spectra in the
cinity of the field of the first-order phase transition. We a
sume thatH>Hc , i.e., we are in the FMx phase near the
transition field. The wave vectork is in the direction of the
external field, i.e., parallel to the 0X axis. In this geometry
the nonzero components of the polarization unit vector of
quasiphonons areel

x , et
y , and et

z , and the nonzero ampli
tudes of conversion of the magnons into phonons and b
have the form

T21~k,t !5T12~k,t !5 i
n

2
T0~k,t !et

zkx sinu,

T20~k,t !5T02~k,t !52 i
n

2
T0~k,t !et

zkx cosu,

T21~k,t!52T12~k,t!5
n

2
T0~k,t!et

ykx cosu,

T20~k,t !52T02~k,t!5
n

2
T0~k,t!et

ykx sinu,

T0~k,l!5
exp~ ik"n!

@2mvl~k!#1/2
,

where vl(k)5clk is the dispersion relation of th
l-polarized free phonon, andm is the mass of the magneti
ion.

The dispersion relation for coupled ME waves can
written in the form8

detid i j 1xi j i50, ~7!

where
-

i-
-

e

ck

e

xi j 5G0
s~vn!b~a!ci j ~a!1B0~k,l,l8!T2a~k,l!

3G0
a~vn!b~a!Tb~2k,l8!G0

b~vn!b~b!ci j ~a,b!;

B0~k,l,l8!5
Dl~k,vn!

12Qll8Dl~k,vn!
;

Qll85Ta~2k,l!G0
a~vn!T2a~k,l8!;

ci j ~a,b!5aik~a,b!Ak j ;

aik5ci~a!ck~2b!, b~a!5^a•H&;

Dl~k,vn!5
2vl~k!

vn
22vl

2~k!

is the Green’s function of a freel-polarized phonon, and
G0

a(v)5$v1a•E%21 is the zeroth Green’s function. Th
eight-dimensional vectorc(a) has the following compo-
nents:

c~a!5$g1
i
~a!, g1

'~a!, g1
'* ~2a!,

g2
i
~a!, g2

'~a!, g2
'* ~2a!,

g3
'~a!, g3

'* ~2a!%,

and the 838 matrix Ânn8 decomposes into a direct sum o
two matrices:

Ânn85Ânn8
~3!

% Ânn8
~5! ,

Ânn8
~3!

5H J~n2n8!2
1

2
K~n2n8!J S 1 0 0

0 0 1/2

0 1/2 0
D ,

Ânn8
~5!

5
K~n2n8!

2 S 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1/2 0 0

0 1/2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1/2

0 0 0 1/2 0

D .

The functionsg i
i(')(a) are determined from the relation~3!

between the spin operators and Hubbard operators. Equa
~7! is valid at arbitrary temperatures and arbitrary relatio
ships among the material constants.

Let us solve the dispersion relation~7! in the low-
temperature region~T!TC , whereTC is the Curie tempera-
ture!, where all the main properties of the system can be s
unobscured by awkward mathematical manipulations.

The solution of equation~7! yields the spectrum of qua
siphonons and quasimagnons. Here the first-order phase
sition ~at H5Hc) is not accompanied by the ‘‘softening’’ o
any mode of collective excitations. A ‘‘softening’’ of the co
responding modes can be expected on the lines of ph
stability.12

Let us investigate the behavior of the spectra of M
waves on the lines of stability. We first consider the sa
parameter regionB2

2.23B2
0. Here it is assumed that th

system is found in the FMx phase. In this case the magnet
subsystem actively interacts with at-polarized quasiphonon
mode having the spectrum
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v2~k!5vt
2~k!

ak21H2Hst

ak21H2Hst1a0

, ~8!

wherea5J0R0
2 ~R0 is the interaction radius!, andHst is the

field of stability of the FMx phase, which has the form

Hst5A2B2
2@j1B2

213B2
012~K02J01a0!#,

j5A@3~B2
22B2

0!22~K02J01a0!#2132B2
2~K02J01a0!.

~9!

It follows from Eq.~9! that forB2
250 the fieldHst50, i.e., in

the absence of external field the stability field~9! and the
transition field~6! coincide on the lineB2

250 and correspond
to the QP1–QP18 phase transition~see Fig. 1!.
-

-

am

go

en
Thus for H5Hst the spectrum of quasiphonons ‘‘sof
ens,’’ and a gap appears in the quasimagnon spectrum;
gap is given by

«2~0!5a0@a0 sin2 2uc12~K02J01a0!

3cos 2uc~11cos 2uc!#,

where

cos 2uc5
3~B2

22B2
0!12~K02J01a0!1j

4~K02J01a0!
.

Let us now determine the field of stability of the QP18
phase. The quasiphonon spectrum in this phase has the
v2~k!5vt
2~k!

gk2@3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!#1~Hst8 !22H2

gk2@3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!#1~Hst8 !22H212a0@3B2
02B2

212~K02J01a0!#
,

o a

the
za-

st-
-
ines
r

the
ag-
where g5K0R̃0
2, R̃0 is the radius of the biquadratic ex

change, andHst8 is the stability field of the QP18 phase, which
is given by

Hst85A2B2
2@B2

223B2
022~K02J01a0!#. ~10!

In the long-wavelength limit

gk2!2a0

3B2
02B2

212~K02J01a0!

3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!

at H5Hst8 the spectrum oft-polarized quasiphonons ‘‘soft
ens’’ and takes the form

v2~k!5vt
2~k!

gk2

2a0
F 3B2

02B2
212~K02J01a0!

3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!G
21

,

and a ME gap appears in the quasimagnon spectrum.
It follows from expression~10! that the stability field of

the QP18 phase becomes equal to zero atB2
250, which also

corresponds to a line of phase transitions QP18–QP1 for H
50. Thus the stability fieldsHst and Hst8 and the transition
field Hc given by expression~6! coincide on the lineB2

2

50.
Let us now consider the case when the material par

eters are related asB2
2,23B2

0. As before, forH<Hc the
system is found in the QP18 phase. At the pointH5Hc the
system undergoes a transition to the FMx phase. Here the
order parameters change abruptly, i.e., the system under
a first-order phase transition. The transition fieldHc and the
jump in magnetization are also determined from Eqs.~4! and
~5!. In the parameter regionH!@2(K02J01a0)2B2

2

23B2
2#/2 the field of the first-order phase transition is giv

by

Hc5A~B2
223B2

0!@B2
213B2

022~K02J01a0!#, ~11!

and the jump in magnetization is small and has the form
-

es

^Sx&c5F2
B2

223B2
0

B2
213B2

022~K02J01a0!
G 1/2

.

We note that on the lineB2
253B2

0 the fieldHc and the jump
in magnetization go to zero. This situation corresponds t
QP18–QP2 phase transition~at H50!.

In an analogous way one can obtain the value of
first-order phase transition field and the jump in magneti
tion in the parameter regionH@@2(K02J01a0)2B2

2

23B2
0#/2:

Hc5
3~B2

02B2
2!1K02J01a0

2

1
1

4

~3B2
01B2

2!2

3~B2
02B2

2!1K02J01a0

;

^Sx&c512
D̃2

2
, where D̃5

B2
213B2

0

2~K02J01a0!22Hc
.

Analysis of the dispersion relation~7! shows that the
spectra of elementary excitations do not ‘‘soften’’ at the fir
order phase transition point (Hc). Let us consider the behav
ior of the quasimagnon and quasiphonon spectra on the l
of stability of the FMx and QP18 phases in the paramete
regionB2

2,23B2
0.

We begin by studying the line of stability of the FMx

phase, assuming that the geometry of the problem is
same as before. In the parameter region under study the m
netic subsystem actively interacts with at-polarized qua-
siphonon mode having a spectrum of the form

v2~k!5v t
2~k!

ak21H2H̃st

ak21H2H̃st1a0

, ~12!

where
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H̃st5A1/2~3B2
02B2

2!@j82B2
223B2

012~K02J01a0!#

is the stability field of the FMx phase, and

j85$@3~B2
22B2

0!22~K02J01a0!#2116~B2
223B2

0!

3~K02J01a0!%1/2.

In the long-wavelength limit~for ak2!a0! at the stability
field (H5H̃st) the spectrum of thet-polarized quasiphonon
‘‘softens,’’ and a gap appears in the quasimagnon spectr

«2~0!5a0@a0 sin2 2uc822~K02J01a0!

3cos 2uc8~12cos 2uc8!#,
he

d

tio
siv
be
th

d
e
on
he
c-
x-

e

:

where cos 2uc85
3~B2

02B2
2!22~K02J01a0!2j8

4~K02J01a0!
.

It should be noted that the stability fieldH̃st of the FMx

phase goes to zero on the lineB2
253B2

0. This means that a
zero field the system undergoes a phase transition QP2–QP18
~Fig. 1!.

The behavior of the spectra of the coupled ME waves
the vicinity of the line of stability of the QP18 phase can be
studied in an analogous way. In that case the spectrum
t-polarized quasimagnons has the form
v2~k!5v t
2~k!

gk2@3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!#1~H̃st8 !22H2

gk2@3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!#1~H̃st8 !22H214a0@2B2
21K02J01a0#

,

sing

b-
sys-

la

v,

.

k.

F
of
whereH̃st85A2(B2
223B2

0)(B2
22K01J02a0) is the stability

field of the QP18 phase.
It follows from the quasiphonon spectrum that in t

long-wavelength limit ~for gk2@3(B2
02B2

2)12(K02J0

1a0)#!4a0@2B2
21K02J01a0#) at H5H̃st8 the spectrum

of the t-polarized quasiphonons ‘‘softens:’’

v2~k!5v t
2~k!

gk2

4a0
F 2B2

21K02J01a0

3~B2
02B2

2!12~K02J01a0!G
21

,

and a gap appears in the quasimagnon spectrum.
It must also be noted that on the lineB2

253B2
0, which

corresponds to a QP18–QP2 phase transition, the stability fiel
H̃st850.

3. CONCLUSION

These studies have shown that a biquadratic interac
greater than the Heisenberg exchange will play a deci
role in the dynamics of the system. Its primary effect will
to change the type of phase transition in comparison with
caseK0,J0 ~Ref. 8!. In addition, in the situation studie
here the formation of a canted phase becomes impossibl
account of the influence of the large biquadratic interacti

An interesting feature of the study studied is that in t
parameter regionB2

2.23B2
0 the magnetic subsystem a

tively interacts with at-polarized quasielastic branch of e
citations and, as a consequence, at-polarized quasiphonon
mode ‘‘softens’’ at the corresponding lines of stability. In th
n
e

e

on
.

parameter regionB2
2,23B2

0 a t-polarized quasiphonon
mode behaves in an analogous way. On a plane pas
through the lineB2

2523B2
0 and theH axis, the frequencies

of the t- andt-polarized quasiphonons coincide. This is o
viously a consequence of the symmetry properties of the
tem.
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Features of the magnetoelectric properties of BiFeO 3 in high magnetic fields
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It is shown that the destruction of the cycloidal structure of the magnetic ferroelectric BiFeO3 by
a high magnetic field (Hn'200 kOe) leads to the onset of a linear magnetoelectric effect
and the appearance of a toroidal moment. The proof of the existence of a toroidal momentT in
a high magnetic field (H.Hn) is based on the experimental observation that the off-
diagonal components of the linear ME effect tensor are asymmetric (a1252a21 for L ic, where
L is the antiferromagnetic vector!, inasmuch asTz;a122a21. © 2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1382990#
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Interest in the study of the magnetoelectric properties
the magnetic ferroelectric BiFeO3 is largely motivated by the
record high electric and magnetic ordering temperatu
(Tc51083 K1 and TN5643 K,2,3 respectively!. It is known
that BiFeO3 has the structure of a rhombohedrally distort
perovskite, which is described by the space groupR3c.4 The
symmetry of these crystals admits the existence of a lin
magnetoelectric~ME! effect and a toroidal moment, but s
far only the quadratic ME effect has been observed5,6 in
BiFeO3. This is because, according to the neutron-diffract
data, their magnetic structure is spatially modulated:
spins of the Fe31 ions form a cycloidal structure with a larg
period ('620 Å) in a plane passing through thec axis of the
crystal and making an anglew5260° with thea axis.7 As a
result of this, in the insufficiently high magnetic fields
which the measurements of Refs. 5 and 6 were made,

FIG. 1. Experimental curves of the components of the electric polariza
of BiFeO3 along thea andb axis ~Pa andPb! at a temperature of 20 K as
functions of the magnetic field applied in the basal plane at a 45° ang
the a axis. The dashed lines show the straight line and parabola w
approximate the experimental curves in the regionH.250 kOe according to
formulas~5!.
4781063-777X/2001/27(6)/2/$20.00
f

s

ar
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e

he

mean values of the projections of the antiferromagnetic v
tor remain equal to zero and, as a consequence, the ME
fect and the related toroidal moment are effectively zero
out. As was shown in Ref. 8, the cycloidal structure
BiFeO3 is destroyed in a high magnetic fieldHn'200 kOe,
which is accompanied by a jump of the electric polarizati
in connection with the onset of the linear ME effect.

In this paper we establish that a toroidal moment appe
in BiFeO3 when the modulated structure is destroyed. As w
shown in Ref. 9, the magnetic symmetry of the BiFeO3 crys-
tal in the homogeneous state admits the existence of the
variants LzTz and LxTx1LyTy , where Li and Ti are the
components of the antiferromagnetic and toroidal-mom
vectors.

To find the toroidal moment we investigated a quant
proportional to it, viz., the antisymmetric part of the comp
nents of the linear ME susceptibility tensor, in fieldsH
.Hn with the magnetic field oriented in the basal plane a
45° angle to thea andb axes of the crystal. It is natural to
assume that in this case forH.Hn'200 kOe the spins of the
Fe31 ions are oriented along thec axis of the crystal. In this
magnetic field direction we measured the field dependenc
the components of the electric polarization along thea andb
axis of the crystal,Pa(H) and Pb(H) ~see Fig. 1!, by the
method described in Ref. 8. These curves, after the cha
teristic jump in polarization near the pointHn'200 kOe,
which is due to the onset of the linear ME effect after t
destruction of the cycloid, have a gently sloping trend of t
polarization. The electric polarization vectorPi , including
the ME effects linear and quadratic in the field, is given b

Pi5a ikHk1b i jkH jHk . ~1!

As was shown in Ref. 8, in the general case the matrixâ in
the homogeneous antiferromagnetic state of BiFeO3 has the
form

â5U l1Ly l1Lx2l2Lz 2l4Ly

l1Lx1l2Lz 2l1Ly l4Lx

l3Ly 2l3Lx 0
U . ~2!

For the field orientation indicated above, forH.Hn one has

n

to
h

© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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479Low Temp. Phys. 27 (6), June 2001 Popov et al.
L ic (Lx5Ly50), and the crystal belongs to the magne
class 3m, so that the only nonzero components area12 and
a21 ~Ref. 10!, with

a1252a21. ~3!

The matrixb i jk of the quadratic ME effect, according to Re
10, has a more awkward form; among the matrix eleme
which are important for our case, the nonzero ones are:

b1115g1 , b1225b2125b22152g1 . ~4!

Thus, sinceHa5Hb5H/&, we obtain

Pa5
a12

&
H, Pb5

a21

&
H2g1H2. ~5!

From a processing of the ‘‘tails’’ of the experiment
curves~Fig. 1! in the linear~for Pa(H)! and quadratic~for
Pb(H)! approximations~the approximating straight line an
parabola are shown by the dotted lines! we find

a1252~0.02960.003!31026 C/~m2kOe!,

a2151~0.03260.003!31026 C/~m2kOe!, ~6!

g155310211C/~m2kOe2!.

Thus, in complete agreement with relation~3!, the values
obtained for the componentsa12 and a21 have different
signs. The asymmetry of the off-diagonal components of
linear ME effect tensor attests to the onset of a toroidal m
mentTz;a212a12 when the cycloid is destroyed. We no
that a toroidal moment induced by the magnetic field w
first observed11 in the magnetoelectric Cr2O3, in which, un-
like the case of BiFeO3, the toroidal moment is not paralle
but perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic vector.

In this study we have also measured the dependenc
the electric polarization along thea andb axes of the crysta
on the value of the magnetic field applied along thec axis.
As we see in Fig. 2, which shows the experimental curve
Pa(Hc) andPb(Hc), after destruction of the cycloidal struc
ture in a field Hn'200 kOe the electric polarization in
creases with a jump, and forH.250 kOe it varies in a prac
tically linear manner with the field. It is natural to suppo
that here the spins of the Fe31 ions, without leaving the plane
of the cycloid, lie in the basal plane in such a way thatLz

50 andLy /Lx5tanw, wherew5260° is the angle that the
plane of the cycloid makes with thea axis of the crystal,
according to the neutron diffraction measurements. The
an approximation linear in the field, in accordance with E
~2!, we obtain for the slope of the linear parts of the expe
mental curves~shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2!

dPa /dH

dPb /dH
5

a13

a23
52

Ly

Lx
521.8, ~7!
ts

e
-

s

of

f

in
.
-

which corresponds to an anglew5261°. The agreement o
our results with the neutron diffraction data attests to
adequacy of our adopted model.
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FIG. 2. Experimental curves of the electric polarization along thea andb
axis of the crystal~Pa and Pb! as functions of the magnetic fieldHic at a
temperature of 18 K. The dashed lines show the slopes of the linear pa
the region H.250 kOe, which were used to calculate the derivativ
dPa /dH anddPb /dH in formula ~7!.
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The influence of the dynamic magnetoelectric interaction on the magnon~TE! and phonon~TM!
polaritons in a ferrimagnet is studied in the IR region of the spectrum. The frequency
dispersion of the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability is taken into account. It is
shown that the spontaneous magnetic moment induces an additional radiative mode in
the spectrum of TM polaritons. It is predicted that a resonant interaction and interconversion of
the TM and TE polaritons can occur in a static electric field. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1382991#
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INTRODUCTION

An electromagnetic wave propagating in a medium
teracts with the elementary excitations of the medium, a
this affects the properties of the wave. The result is the
mation of a polariton— an electromagnetic wave coup
with a given elementary excitation. Coupled waves of
electromagnetic field and the electric polarization are ca
phonon polaritons, and coupled photon–spin excitations
called magnon polaritons. The interaction of the electrom
netic wave with elementary excitations of a crystal is stro
ger near the eigenfrequencies of these excitations. There
phonon polaritons are important in the IR and optical regio
of the spectrum, and magnon polaritons are important in
microwave range. There is a vast literature on bulk and
face magnon polaritons~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2! and on the
properties and methods of study of surface phon
polaritons.3 In view of the considerable difference betwe
the spin and optical-phonon frequencies, in the treatmen
magnon polaritons one usually neglects the frequency dis
sion of the dielectric permittivity~DP!, and when studying
phonon polaritons—that of the magnetic permeability~MP!.
Meanwhile, it is known that in many-sublattice magnets,
addition to the low-frequency spin branch, there exist hig
frequency exchange excitations whose frequencies are c
to the electric-dipole absorption bands of the phonons.
example, the frequencies of the exchange modes of hem
lie in the IR region of the spectrum,4 and that is not an
exceptional case. An increase in the magnetic resonance
quency is also promoted by a high magnetic field. For
ample, at the experimentally achievable magnetic fields
10 T the spin frequency is of the order of 1012s21. Further-
more, as was shown in Ref. 5, in magnetic compounds c
tainingd ions the excitations of the orbital magnetic mome
have energies of the order of the spin–orbit energy, i.e.,
quencies of the order of 1013s21. The interaction of the ex-
change spin modes with the electromagnetic waves has
investigated in a number of studies~see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 7!.
In Ref. 8 the frequency dispersion of the MP and DP
magnon polaritons was taken into account in the case w
4801063-777X/2001/27(6)/4/$20.00
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their resonance or antiresonance frequencies coincide, a
was shown that one of the branches of the polariton spect
can exhibit anomalous dispersion.

In this paper we consider magnon~TE! and phonon
~TM! polaritons in the IR region of the spectrum for differe
relations between the resonance and antiresonance freq
cies of the DP and MP for the particular case of a ferrima
net. We show that the dynamic magnetoelectric interacti9

induces gyrotropy of the DP and an additional radiat
mode in the spectrum of phonon polaritons. It is predic
that a resonance interaction and interconversion of pho
and magnon polaritons can occur in a static electric field

ENERGY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY

As an example, let us consider a uniaxial ferrimagn
whose equilibrium momentsM10 and M20 are antiparallel
and in the absence of magnetic field are directed along
easy axisz, with M10.M20. The energy of the system con
sists of a magnetic energy, an electric-dipole energy, and
energy of interaction of the magnetic and phonon s
systems:

W5E H D~M1•M2!2h•~M11M2!1
C1

2
pz

2

1
C2

2
~Px

21Py
2!2P•~E01e!1

P2

2r
1

P

cr
• @P3B#J dV.

~1!

HereM1,2 andP are the magnetic-moment and momentu
densities, andP is the electric polarization vector. The firs
two terms in~1! are the magnetic energy in an alternati
field h in the exchange approximation;D.0 is the exchange
constant. The electric-dipole energy includes the poten
energy in the staticE0 and alternatinge electric fields and the
kinetic energyP2/2r, wherer is the density. In the IR re-
gion of the spectrum the main contribution to the polariz
tion comes from the ions. The last term in the energy~1! is
the dynamic magnetoelectric~ME! interaction,9 i.e., the in-
teraction of the electric polarization with the effective ele
tric field Eeff produced by the motion of an ion with chargee
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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at a velocityv in a medium with magnetic inductionB, i.e.,
Eeff52(1/c)@v3B#, where B5h14p(M11M2) and c is
the speed of light. The energy expression~1! does not in-
clude the inhomogeneous terms, i.e., the spatial disper
~we are assuming thatak!1, wherea is the lattice param-
eter andk is the wave vector!, nor the damping. The stati
electric field is directed along the easy axisz. From the
minimum of the energy~1! it follows that the electric polar-
ization P05E0C1

21.
Using the Lagrangian formalism, in the approximati

linear in the small deviations of the moments from th
equilibrium values, we easily obtain from~1! the following
equations for the circular projections of the momentsa1

5ax1 iay :

ṗ15
e

V0
@2C2p11e1#1 igm0p1;

ṁ1
152 ig1DM10m2

12 ig1DM20m1
1

1 ig1M10h
11g1~rc!21M10P0p1; ~2!

ṁ2
15 ig2DM20m1

11 ig2DM10m2
1

2 ig2M20h
12g2~rc!21M20P0p1;

ṗ15
e

m
p11 ig@24pP0~m1

11m2
1!

14pm0p12P0h1#.

HereV0 is the volume of the unit cell,m5rV0 ; g5e/mc is
the gyromagnetic ratio for the ion,g1,2 are the gyromagnetic
ratios for the magnetic sublattices, andm05M102M20 is the
spontaneous magnetization. The equations fora25ax2 iay

are obtained from~2! by complex conjugation and the re
placement ofv by (2v).

We see from Eq.~2! that in the absence of the stat
magnetic field (P050) the equations for the magnetic an
electric subsystems are not coupled. In that case, assu
that a1 is proportional to exp(2ivt), we obtain from~2! the
following expressions for the nonzero components of the
electric permittivity«:

«xx5«yy5«15
~v22V1

2!~v22V2
2!

~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!
;

v1,25v t7vm , vm54pgm0 ;

v t
25C2v̄0

2, v̄0
25

e2

mV0
, ~3!

«xy5 i«852
i8pvvmv̄0

2

~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!
;

«zz5«25
Ve

22v2

ve
22v2 , Ve

25ve
214pv̄0

2, ve
25C1v̄0

2;

V1,2
2 5v t

212pv̄0
21vm

2 72Ap2v̄0
41vm

2 ~v t
212pv̄0

2!.

The frequency of the excitations ofPz is ve , and the
frequency of the excitations ofPx and Py is v t . The pres-
ence of spontaneous magnetization lifts the degenerac
the spectrum of excitations ofPx andPy . These excitations
on

r

ing

i-

in

then have the character of left and right circular precessi
aboutm0 with frequenciesv1 andv2 . We see from~3! that
the spontaneous magnetization induces an electric gyrot
«8Þ0 which, however, is very small,«8/«1'4pvm /v t .
The expressions for the nonzero components of the magn
permeability tensor in the IR region of the spectrum have
form

mxx5myy5m5
V0

22v2

v0
22v2 ;

im85mxy5
iv f~V22v2!

v~v0
22v2!

, mzz51;

V254pDg1g2v0v f
21~M102M20!

2; ~4!

v f54p~g1M102g2M20!;

V0
25v0

214pD~g12g2!2M10M20;

v05D~g2M102g1M20!.

In expressions~4! we assume thatD@1, g2M10.g1M20,
g1M10.g2M20.

In the case we are considering here, in which there is
static magnetic field and the magnetic anisotropy is ignor
the activational part of the lower branch of the magnon sp
trum is equal to zero. The pole of the MP corresponds to
frequencyv0 of exchange excitations, which lies in the in
frared, wherem differs little from 1 and the magnetic gyrot
ropy is small. In fact, it follows from~4! that um8/mu is of the
order ofv f /v0 , i.e., is of the order of 4p/D. The gyromag-
netic ratio for an ion is significantly smaller than that for a
electron (g!g1,2), and thereforevm!v f!v0 . The values
of the frequenciesv1,2 of the electric polarization differ little
from v t;v0 .

A static electric fieldE0 couples the excitation of electri
polarization and magnetic moments~see Eq.~2!!. It induces
nonzero components of the magnetoelectric susceptib
Xxx

em5Xyy
em,Xxy

em, the expressions for which, if one neglec
the small corrections of order (gE0 /v0)2 and (vm /v0)2,
have the form

Xzz
em5

]Px

]hx
'

gP0v f~V22v2!

~v22v0
2!~v22v t

2!
; ~5!

Xxy
em5

]Px

]hy
'2

igP0v

v t
22v2 F12

4pDM10M20~g12g2!2

v0
22v2 G .

For frequencies not very close tov0 , one hasuXxx
em/Xxy

emu
'(v f /v0)!1.

MAGNON „TE… AND PHONON „TM… POLARITONS

We obtain the polariton excitations in a ferrimagnet
solving Maxwell’s equations for waves propagating alo
the x axis, using expressions~3! and~4! for the DP and MP.
In the absence of a static electric field (Xem50) the TE and
TM polaritons are independent.

The electric field of magnon polaritons propagati
along thex axis is transversely directed~TE wave!, and the
nonzero field components areez , hx , andhy . The dispersion
relation is
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k25
~Ve

22v2!~v22v̄1
2!~v22v̄2

2!

c2~ve
22v2!~v22V0

2!
, ~6!

where

v̄1,25
1

2
@A~v02v f !

2116pg1g2D~M12M2!2

7~v02v f !#.

A wave vector of zero corresponds to the frequenciesVe and
v̄2.V0 , wherev̄22V0;v f . Near the frequenciesV0 and
ve the wave vector tends to infinity.

The spectrum of TE polaritons consists of three mod
Figure 1a shows the spectrum of TE polaritons for the c
when v̄2,ve or when the phonon antiresonance frequen
Ve is greater than the magnon antiresonance frequencyV0 .
For Ve,V0 the following substitutions should be made
Fig. 1a:V0→ve , v̄2→Ve , ve→V0 , Ve→v̄2 . If the fre-
quenciesV0 and v̄2 are close to the phonon antiresonan
frequencyVe (ve,V0,Ve,v̄2) or to the phonon reso
nance frequencyve (V0,ve,v̄2,Ve), or if they lie be-
tween the phonon resonanceve and antiresonanceVe fre-
quencies, then the middle branch will have anomalo
dispersion~Fig. 1b!. However, this dispersion is very wea
since the frequency interval in which the middle branch
ists is very small, (v̄22V0);v f . The existence of anoma

FIG. 1. Dispersion branches of TE polaritons in the IR region of the sp
trum. For TM polaritons the lower branch starts from the valuev50 at
k50.
s.
e
y

s

-

lous dispersion in the spectrum of TE polaritons when
resonance~antiresonance! frequencies of the DP and MP co
incide is predicted in Ref. 8.

We note that the middle branch of the TE polariton sp
trum is radiative, since it crosses the light linev5ck, i.e., it
can interact resonantly with an electromagnetic wave.

In a phonon polariton wave~TM wave! the nonzero field
components areex , ey , andhz , and the spectral equation fo
it is

k25
v2~v22ṽ1

2!~v22ṽ2
2!

c2~v22V1
2!~v22V2

2!
,

ṽ1,25V t7vm ; V t
25v t

214pv̄0
2. ~7!

The spectrum of TM polaritons is similar to the TE polarito
spectrum presented in Fig. 1a, but with the following re
beling of the frequencies:V0→V1 , v̄2→ṽ1 , ve→V2 ,
Ve→ṽ2 . The frequenciesṽ1 , ṽ2 , andV2 are close to one
another, since (ṽ22V2);(V22ṽ1);vm . In the absence
of magnetization one hasṽ25ṽ15V2 , and the spectrum
contains only two modes. Thus the ME interaction add
new mode. This mode has weak dispersion, lies near
bottom of the upper band, and is radiative, since it cros
the light linev5ck.

RESONANT INTERACTION OF TE AND TM POLARITONS IN
AN ELECTRIC FIELD

The appearance of a new~middle! radiative branch in
the polariton spectrum raises the possibility of a crossing
TE and TM modes, i.e., the probability of a ME resonan
Most often the exchange magnon frequency is lower than
optical phonon frequencyve , which, in turn, in a uniaxial
crystal is lower than the excitation frequencyv t of the trans-
verse components of the electric polarization, i.e.,V0,ve

,v1 . In this situation it is possible to have a crossover
the lower (v,V1) TM mode with the middle TE mode~see
Fig. 1a!. In the absence of a static electric field the TE a
TM modes do not interact~the dotted lines in Fig. 2!. In a
static electric field a magnetoelectric interaction, describ
by the ME susceptibility~5!, arises between the magnon an
phonon polaritons. The electric displacement and magn
induction are given by the following expressions:

-

FIG. 2. Resonant interaction of TE and TM polaritons in an electric fie
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di5« ikek14pXik
emhk ;

bi5m ikhk14pXik
meek ,

where Xik
em5]Pi /]hk ; X ik

me5]mi /]ek , and in the absence
of damping Xik

em5(Xki
me)* . For frequencies that are not clos

to v0 we need consider only the off-diagonal components
the ME susceptibility, assuming that

g524p iXxy
em5

4pgP0v

v22v t
2 . ~8!

Maxwell’s equations relate all of the electric and ma
netic field components in the ferrimagnet:

mhx1 im8hy1 igey50;

2 im8hx1mhy2 igex1vez50;

ighy1«1ex1 i«8ey50; ~9!

ighx1vhz1 i«8ex2«1ey50;

hz5vey , vhy52«2ez , v5ck/v.

In a static electric field (gÞ0) the TE and TM waves are
coupled by the ME interaction. Far from the ME resonan
frequencyv r the admixture of the ‘‘external’’ fields in the
phonon~magnon! branch is small; it is proportional to th
parameterg characterizing the ME interaction. For examp
the longitudinal electric fieldex arising in a ‘‘quasi-TE’’
wave is

ex>
ig«2@«8~m8«11m«8!1m#

«1mv@«1~«12v2!2«82#
ez , ~10!

and the longitudinal magnetic field in a ‘‘quasi-TM’’ wave
given by
f

-

e

,

hx>2
ig@m8«2~«12v2!1«8~«2m2v2!#

«8v@«2~m22m82!2mv2#
hz . ~11!

The admixtures to the fields arise as the crossover p
(kr ,v r) of the noninteracting branches is approached; th

«1«2~m22m82!5m~«1
22«82!,

kr
25

v r
2~«1

22«82!

c2«1
. ~12!

Near the point of the ME resonance (kr ,v r) all of the field
components are of the same order, and a resonant inter
version of TE and TM waves occurs~Fig. 2!.

Thus in a ferrimagnetic crystal in a static electric field
magnetoelectric resonance can arise in the IR region of
spectrum, accompanied by the interconversion of mag
and phonon polaritons. An analogous ME resonance i
static electric field in the IR region of the spectrum may a
occur in other many-sublattice magnets.
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The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivityr of pure polycrystalline aluminum and
copper after plastic deformation is investigated in the temperature interval 4.2–300 K.
Using heat treatment as a tool for changing the crystallite sized and structural perfection of the
sample, it is determined howr depends on the ratio ofd to the electron mean free pathl e

and on the degree of deformation of the Cu and Al. At temperatures below 10 K ther(T) curves
of the deformed samples of polycrystalline copper and aluminum exhibit minima and
maxima. At higher temperatures a more complicated dependence ofr(d/ l e) is observed. It is
found that in the region of the anomalous skin effect the experimentally determined and
theoretically calculated values of the surface resistanceRs agree only in the case when the electron
mean free path is smaller than the size of the crystallites. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1382992#
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in the study of processes of charge carrier s
tering in pure metals and in samples after deformation
with impurities introduced has not waned over the decad
The temperature dependence of the resistivityr of different
metals at helium temperatures has been found1–8 to have
unusual minima, which are, as a rule, due to the Kon
effect,6,9,10 i.e., to the scattering of conduction electrons
magnetic impurities in a spin-flip process. In a comparativ
narrow temperature interval 20–50 K one observes an a
tional resistivity which increases sharply with increasi
temperature and is due to the dislocation contribution.11–15

The dislocation contribution to the temperature depende
r(T) has still not found an unambiguous explanation. N
has the minimum onr(T) been conclusively explained. Fo
example, why do diamagnetic impurities~germanium, lead,
gold, bismuth, zinc! in copper also cause a minimum of th
resistivity, or why do impurities of copper and silver produ
the same effect in gold?7,8 The influence of plastic deforma
tion on r(T) at low temperatures has not been adequa
studied. After a significant plastic deformation, vario
anomalies can arise in connection with, for example,
crystallite sized in polycrystalline samples and the value
d relative to the electron mean free pathl e , grain bound-
aries, the complicated electronic structure of the disloca
4841063-777X/2001/27(6)/9/$20.00
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cores and their surroundings, vibrations of dislocations,16–21

the trapping of impurities by dislocations,22 etc. It is also of
interest to study the resistivityr(T) and the active part of the
impedance,Rs(T), of a deformed metal in the temperatu
region of both the classical and anomalous skin effects.

There are various ways of introducing dislocations into
crystal. In Refs. 23 and 24 it was noted that dislocatio
introduced by bending have a larger scattering cross sec
than those obtained by other ways of deforming a me
although this effect has not yet been conclusively explain

It is known25 that upon the recrystallization of a de
formed metal the number, size, and shape of the crystal
change, as do the dislocation density, internal stresses,
other characteristics that affect the value of the resistiv
Therefore, if one uses recrystallization annealing as a met
of altering the structural state of a sample, then by repeate
annealing a sample at increasingly higher temperaturesTh

and measuringr(T) and the surface resistanceRs(T) and
also the parameters of the crystallites after each heati
cooling cycle, one can obtain information about the tempe
ture dependence of the resistivity of the metal for vario
degrees of structural perfection.~Here and belowTh is the
ratio of the annealing temperature to the melting tempera
of the metal.!

In this paper we present the results of a comprehen
experimental study of the influence of the crystallite size a
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the structural state of pure polycrystalline copper and alu
num on the temperature dependence of the resistivityr and
the surface resistanceRs in the temperature interval 4.2–30
K. The deformation was done by bending at room tempe
ture, and the structural state was changed by annealin
total of 60 copper and 20 aluminum samples were studie

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Samples of M00 and M0b~electrotechnical! grades of
copper and A999 and A996 aluminum were studied. T
surface resistance was measured by a resonator method
this the materials to be studied were made into helical re
nators with the ends of the helices unclosed. The envelop
the resonators was mechanically finished. The internal c
ductors were obtained in the following way. From the init
blanks 70 mm in diameter we cut out blanks with a tra
verse cross section of 10310 mm and length 12 mm, which
were then drawn at 300 K through a system of dies until r
2 mm in diameter and 400 mm long were obtained~relative
elongationd532!. Several of the aluminum samples we
drawn tod540. These rods were twisted into helices 15 m
in diameter. Then the envelope of the resonators and
helices were repeatedly annealed in a vacuum of;1025 torr,
with Th increased in each cycle. To reduce the scatter of
experimental data on ther(T) andRs(T) curves, all of the
samples were annealed for four hours. After each annea
cycle the resistivityr(T) of the copper and aluminum hel
ces was measured by the four-contact method, and a m
lographic analysis of the samples was carried out. After e
anneal a sample 2–3 mm long for metallographic analy
was cut from the helical conductor and then polished a
etched by the standard method.26 The helical resonator wa
then assembled and its Q-factorQ(T) was measured at
frequency of 400 MHz in the temperature interval 4.2–3
K. The value ofRs(T) for the metals studied was obtaine
from the geometric factor. The temperature measurement
stabilization system permitted varying the temperature of
sample in the range 4.2–300 K with the aid of helium vap
and was capable of stabilizing the temperature to a preci
of 60.25 K in the temperature interval 30–300 K an
60.1 K for T,30 K.27 In the measurements of the resisti
properties the error was 1% throughout the entire temp
ture interval. To reduce the measurement error the temp
ture dependence of the resistivity was measured sev
times and the values measured at the same temperature
averaged.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Characteristics of the structural state of copper

The characteristics of the structural state of a sample
M00 copper deformed by drawing through dies and then
bending into a helix and subsequently annealed at diffe
temperaturesTh are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure
shows histograms of the transverse dimensionsd of the crys-
tallites in the copper sample for different annealing tempe
turesTh : 0.2 ~i.e., without annealing after deformation! ~a!,
0.5 ~b!, and 0.75~c!. Metallographic studies established th
for an annealing temperatureTh50.5, twins appear at the
center of the samples, and the transverse dimensions of t
i-
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twins increases with increasingTh . New twins are formed
closer to the surface of the sample but are not observed
layer of the order of 200mm from the surface. Figure 1 als
shows histograms of the transverse dimensionsdt of the
twins in an M00 copper sample annealed at different te
peraturesTh : 0.5 ~d!, 0.75 ~e!, and 0.95~f!. We note that
after annealing atTh50.95 the mean transverse dimension
the copper crystallites isd;200mm ~not shown in Fig. 1!.
At places where large crystallites come together, small cr
tallites also form, possibly of a twinned orientation. Sm
crystallites also appear near the surface of the sample.

Figure 2 shows how the transverse dimensionsd of the
crystallites and the dimensionsdt of the twins in an M00
copper sample depend onTh . Also shown are plots of the
electron mean free pathsl e , calculated from the resistivityr
at temperatures of 30 and 4.2 K, as functions ofTh .

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF r AND Rs IN THE
INTERVAL 10–300 K

Figure 3 shows the curves ofr(T) measured in the tem
perature interval 10–70 K for the M00 copper sample a

FIG. 1. Percent distribution of transverse sizes of the crystallitesd ~a–c!
and twinsdt ~d–f! in an M00 copper sample after annealing at differentTh :
0.2 ~a!, 0.5 ~b,d!, 0.75 ~c,e!, and 0.95~f!.
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nealed at different temperaturesTh : 0.2 ~1!, 0.5~2!, 0.75~3!,
0.84~4!, and 0.95~5!, and the inset shows the same curves
the temperature interval 70–300 K.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence ofr mea-
sured in the temperature interval 10–70 K for a sample
A999 aluminum deformed atTh50.32 ~1! and annealed a
Th50.75~2!; the relative elongationd540. ~Here and below
the values corresponding to the deformation temperat
i.e., 300 K, areTh50.2 for copper andTh50.32 for alumi-
num.!

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the
face resistanceRs relative to Rs(300) for the deformed
samples of M00 copper~a! and A999 aluminum~b! after
annealing at various temperaturesTh : 0.2 ~1!, 0.3 ~2!, 0.5
~3!, 0.65 ~4!, 0.75 ~5!, and 0.95~6! for the copper@Fig. 5a#
and 0.41~1!, 0.75 ~2!, and 0.95~3! for the aluminum@Fig.
5b#.

Figure 6 shows the ratior(T* )/r(300) as a function of
Th for samples of M00 copper atT* 530 K ~1! and 10 K~2!
and A999 aluminum atT* 510 K ~3!. Also shown are the

FIG. 2. Dependence onTh of the transverse sized of the crystallites: mean
~1!, minimum ~2!, and maximum~3!, and of the sizedt of the twins: mini-
mum ~4! and mean~5!, for an M00 copper sample. The electron mean fr
path l e(Th) at temperatures of 30 K~6! and 4.2 K~7!.
n

f

e,

ur-

curves ofRs(T* )/Rs(300) for the same copper and alum
num samples atT* 510 K ~curves4 and5, respectively!, and
the ratio of the surface resistanceRs(e) obtained experimen-
tally to the theoreticalRs(t) calculated by the Chamber
formula28 from the measured values ofr as a function ofTh

for the samples of copper~curve6! and aluminum~curve7!.
We see from Fig. 3 that in the temperature interval 7

300 K annealing has practically no effect on the value ofr.
In the temperature region 12–70 K the resistivityr decreases
with increasing Th , reaching a minimum value atTh

50.75. The resistivity of the Cu sample subjected to h
treatment atTh.0.75 is higher than that for the sample a
nealed atTh50.75. ForT,12 K the lowest value ofr is
obtained for samples annealed atTh50.4– 0.5, while the re-
sistivity of the samples heat treated atTh.0.75 increases
Thus the resistivity has a minimum valuermin at a certain
annealing temperatureTh .

These features are not observed on the temperature

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofr for an M00 copper sample annealed
different Th : 0.2 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 0.75 ~3!, 0.84 ~4!, and 0.95~5!. The inset
showsr(T) for the M00 copper sample in the temperature interval 70–3
K after annealing atTh50.2– 0.95.
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pendence of the surface resistanceRs of copper and alumi-
num. As can be seen in Fig. 5, theRs(T) curves measured
after annealing at differentTh do not cross, unlike those o
r(T). With increasing Th the resistanceRs decreases
reaches a minimum value atTh50.75, and again increase
for samples annealed atTh.0.75.

RESISTIVITY OF COPPER AND ALUMINUM AT
TEMPERATURES BELOW 10 K

When the temperature is lowered below 10 K, the te
perature dependence ofr for different samples or for the
same samples but differently annealed and deformed ex
features in the form of a minimum, a minimum with a su
sequent maximum, or a plateau. For approximately 80%
all the samples studied ther(T) curves atT,10 K have a
minimum or a minimum followed by a maximum. The re
maining samples, deformed and annealed under the s
conditions, have a plateau.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence ofr for a
sample of M00 copper measured in the temperature inte
4–16 K after annealing at the following temperaturesTh :
0.2 ~unannealed sample! ~1!, 0.75~2!, 0.84~3!, and 0.95~4!.
These curves were obtained on the same copper sampl
which ther(T) curves atT.10 K are shown in Fig. 3. It
follows from the Fig. 7 that for this copper sample the te
perature dependence ofr has a minimumrmin at T'9.5 K
and a maximumrmax at T'6.5 K. For aluminum the curve
of the temperature dependence ofr at T,10 K are analogous
to those of copper. Figure 8 showsr(T) for the same grade
A999 aluminum sample as in Fig. 4 (T.10 K) after it was
annealed at different temperaturesTh : 0.32 ~1!, 0.37 ~2!,
0.75~3!, 0.84~4!, and 0.95~5!. We see that for the deforme
Al sample the minimum on ther(T) curve is observed a
T'6.7 K and the maximum atT'5.9 K.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofr for a sample of A999 aluminum
deformed at room temperature~1! and annealed atTh50.75 ~2!.
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We note that annealing of metal samples has vary
effects on the behavior ofr(T). In the majority of copper
and aluminum samples the ratiormax/rmin decreases mono
tonically with increasing annealing temperature up toTh

50.75. Figure 7 showsr(T) for such a copper sample. Fo
the more strongly deformed samples, however, the r
rmax/rmin increases with increasingTh and then, after pass
ing through a maximum atTh50.4– 0.6, decreases. This so
of dependence is seen in Fig. 8 for an Al sample deformed
drawing to a relative elongation of 40.

One should note the group of deformed samples
which r(T) at T,10 K has a plateau rather than a minimu
and maximum, i.e., for which in a certain temperature int
val the resistivity is practically independent of temperatu
These samples were prepared and annealed under the
conditions as those for which ther(T) curve has a minimum

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the ratioRs /Rs(300) for samples of
M00 copper~a! and A999 aluminum~b! annealed at differentTh : 0.2 ~1!,
0.3 ~2!, 0.5~3!, 0.65~4!, 0.75~5!, 0.95~6! ~a! and 0.41~1!, 0.75~2!, 0.95~3!
~b!.
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488 Low Temp. Phys. 27 (6), June 2001 Dmitriev et al.
and maximum. Figure 9 shows the temperature depend
of r for a sample of M0b copper, measured after annealin
the following temperaturesTh : 0.2 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 0.75~3!, and
0.84~4!. It is seen that the width of the plateau increases w
increasingTh , and forTh50.75 ther(T) curve has a mono
tonic character. Thus for the same sample at different deg
of its structural perfection, ther(T) curve can have a platea
or a minimum.

It follows from Figs. 7–9 that a general property of a
the samples of the metals studied is that after annealin
Th50.7– 0.75 theirr(T) curves do not exhibit any anoma
lies and acquire a monotonic character. After heat treatm
of the samples atTh.0.75– 0.85 the anomalies reappe
~curve3 in Fig. 7, curve4 in Fig. 8, and curve4 in Fig. 9!,
and for these same samples annealed atTh.0.85 they again
vanish~curve4 in Fig. 7 and curve5 in Fig. 8!.

If the deformed sample is annealed at the optimum te

FIG. 6. The ratior(T* )/r(300) versusTh for an M00 Cu sample atT*
530 K ~1! and T* 510 K ~2! and an A999 Al sample atT* 510 K ~3!;
Rs(10)/Rs(300) versusTh for Cu ~4! and Al ~5!; Rs(e)/Rs(t) versusTh for
Cu ~6! and Al ~7! at T54.2 K.
ce
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perature (Th50.7– 0.75) and then again deformed by ben
ing, the anomalies onr(T) are restored. Figure 10 shows th
r(T) curve for an M00 copper sample annealed atTh

50.75 ~curve 1! and twice straightened out from the hel
and again twisted into a helix at room temperature~curve2!.
The repeat deformation of the copper sample by bend
after it was annealed atTh50.75 leads to the appearance
a minimum onr(T) independently of the type of anomal
prior to annealing. Figure 11 shows the temperature dep
dence ofr for a grade-M0b copper sample. It is seen that
r(T) curves for the deformed and unannealed sample
the sample annealed atTh50.5 does not exhibit an anomal
in the form of a plateau~curves1 and 2!. For the sample
annealed atTh50.75 ~curve 3! the curve has a monotoni
character. A repeat deformation of the sample by bend
after it was annealed atTh50.75 leads to the appearance
a minimum on ther(T) curve ~4!.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

From Figs. 1–5 one can see how the temperature de
dence of the resistivityr and surface resistanceRs of copper

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence ofr for an M00 copper sample deforme
beforehand atT5300 K and then annealed at different temperaturesTh : 0.2
~1!, 0.75 ~2!, 0.84 ~3!, and 0.95~4!. The dashed curve shows the functio
r(T)} ln(1/T).
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and aluminum samples with different annealing temperatu
Th change upon changes in the size of the crystallitesd and
the electron mean free pathl e .

It is seen in Fig. 2 that at temperatures above 30 K
mean free pathl e ~curve 6! is much smaller than the mini
mum transverse size of a crystallite~curve2! at all annealing
temperaturesTh . This means that each crystallite is in e
sence a bulk conductor and, hence, its resistivity is ma
determined by the electron–phonon interaction. Therefor
temperaturesT/Q.0.5 one observes a linear trend ofr(T)
~Q is the Debye temperature,QCu5343 K, QAl5420 K!. At
T/Q50.5 the resistivity has a temperature depende
r(T)}Tn, whereh<5.29 Since the size of the crystallite
increases and the structural perfection of the metal impro
with increasingTh , in the samples studied the exponentn
increases from 2.4 atTh50.5 to 3.5 atTh50.75, in good
agreement with the results of Refs. 29–31.

At helium temperatures the resistivityrph caused by
scattering on thermal vibrations of the lattice is small. F

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence ofr for a sample of A999 aluminum
deformed beforehand atT5300 K and then annealed at different tempe
turesTh : 0.32 ~1!, 0.37 ~2!, 0.75 ~3!, 0.84 ~4!, and 0.95~5!.
s

e

ly
at

e

es

-

thermore, upon annealing the interstitial atoms and vacan
of deformational origin are ‘‘lost,’’ as are some of the disl
cations influencing the value ofr. Therefore, in this tempera
ture regionr is governed by factors that are either indepe
dent of temperature or which depend weakly on temperat
The resistivity is influenced mainly by the number of imp
rities in the metal and its structural perfection.

Calculations show that at both room temperature a
nitrogen temperatures the skin depth at 400 MHz is less t

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence ofr for an M0b copper sample after an
nealing at differentTh : 0.2 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 0.75 ~3!, and 0.84~4!.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence ofr for an M00 copper sample afte
annealing atTh50.75 ~1! and a subsequent deformation by bending~2!.
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the size of the crystallites of the samples annealed atTh

,0.95. Since this is the region of the classical skin effe
here the surface resistanceRs(T)}r(T)0.5 and is indepen-
dent of the dimensions of the sample. At temperatures be
130 K the anomalous skin effect begins to play a role; it
known28 that in this effectRs consists of two components
one of which is independent ofr, while the other goes asr l

~l varies from 0.82 for specular reflection to 1.1 for diffu
reflection!.

It is known25 that in the plastic deformation of a met
the subsurface layer is the most deformed~the Beilby layer!.
In reality this means that the dc current density is nonu
form over the transverse cross section of the sample an
minimum in the subsurface layer. Therefore, the measu
integral value of the resistivity of a metallic sample diffe
from its value near the surface. If it is taken into account t

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence ofr for a copper sample annealed
different Th : 0.2 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, and 0.75~3! and also deformed by bendin
after annealing atTh50.75 ~4!. The dashed curve shows the functio
r(T)} ln(1/T).
t,

w
s

i-
is
d,

t

a high-frequency current flows through the sample o
within a skin layer ~i.e., the most deformed layer of th
metal!, then the variation ofr over the transverse cross se
tion of the sample is a source of error in the value ofRs

calculated from the measuredr for a deformed sample. Hea
treatment improves the structural state of the subsurf
layer and thus decreases the error in the calculation ofRs

from r, and annealing the Al and Cu samples at the optim
temperatureTh allows one to obtain close values for th
calculatedRs(t) and experimentalRs(e) surface resistance
~curves6 and7 in Fig. 6!.

By analyzing ther(T) curves for the copper~curves1
and 3 in Fig. 3, curves1 and 2 in Fig. 7! and aluminum
~curves1 and3 in Figs. 4 and 8! samples, we can conclud
that an appreciable deformation contribution to the resistiv
is observed atT.10 K. This contribution may be caused b
dislocations and interstitial atoms and vacancies arising
deformation. For example, Fig. 12a and 12b for the cop
sample and Fig. 12c for the aluminum sample show the
cess resistivityDr obtained as the difference of the values
r for a deformed and unannealed sample and a sample
nealed at the optimum temperatureTh50.75. Figure 12a
shows the temperature dependence ofDr that is widely dis-
cussed in the literature.1,11–18,21,32In the papers cited this
dependence is explained by the dislocation contributi
since the contribution due to interstitial atoms and vacanc
vanishes at low annealing temperatures, while the contr
tion due to dislocations persists up to the optimum annea
temperature. Figure 12b and 12c showDr(T) curves which
reveal a large dislocation contribution tor(T) at T.10 K
and also reflect the features on ther(T) curves in the form a
minimum and maximum atT,10 K.

These features atT.10 K are less sensitive to the degre
of deformation of the sample and are observed in some f
or other for all of the samples subjected to plastic deform
tion.

The causes of the features in the form of minim
maxima, and a plateau on ther(T) curve atT,10 K are not
so obvious, although a number of mechanisms to exp
them have been proposed in the literature. For example
was predicted in Ref. 33 that, depending on the ratio of
transverse dimensiond of the sample to the electron–phono
mean free path of the electron, a minimum or a plateau
appear on ther(T) curve.

We note that the minimum ofr(T) due to the size
effect33 should be observed only for bulk samples. For th
samples the temperature dependence ofr should have a pla-
teau. However, we have observed a minimum on ther(T)
curve only for those Al and Cu samples which contain
small crystallites. As a result of a high-temperature annea
the size of the crystallites increased, and the minimum
r(T) gradually vanished. Therefore the features that we h
observed on ther(T) curve cannot be explained by the siz
effect.33

The temperature dependence of the resistivity of me
and alloys found in an amorphous state also has
minimum.34–37

We believe that the anomalies we observed on ther(T)
curve cannot be explained by an amorphous state of the
and Cu samples, for at least two reasons. First, ther(T)
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curve of amorphous materials exhibit only a minimum,
though, as in the Kondo effect,r(T) increases logarithmi-
cally with decreasing temperature after the minimum.36,37

Second, we were studying polycrystalline samples of cop
and aluminum. In the undeformed samples and in
samples annealed atTh50.75 a minimum on ther(T) curve
was not observed. This agrees with the data of Ref.
where it was stated that for a pure single-crystal sample
aluminum there is no minimum onr(T). According to Ref.
26, deformed metal samples have a fine-grained struc
with crystallite dimensions down to submicron sizes. And,
spite of the fact that numerous defects arise up
deformation,38 the metal retains its former crystalline stru
ture. We did not observe any signs of amorphization of
Al and Cu samples as a result of their deformation or ann
ing.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the deformation contribution to
resistivity of samples of copper~a,b! and aluminum~c!.
-

er
e

9,
of

re
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e
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It can be supposed that the observed features are a m
festation of the Kondo effect.9,10 Moreover, with decreasing
temperature after the minimum the resistivity increases b
logarithmic lawr} ln(1/T) ~curve 1 in Fig. 7 and curve4
~dotted! in Fig. 11!. However, our results contradict those
Ref. 6, in which it was shown that the minimum ofr(T) due
to scattering on magnetic impurities in gold appeared p
cisely as a result of careful annealing, which lowered
residual resistivity. Upon plastic deformation of the samp
the minimum on ther(T) curve was not observed. In ou
experiments it is precisely for the deformed samples that
minimum is observed onr(T) ~see Figs. 7 and 11!. This is
particularly well demonstrated in Fig. 11, where it is se
that the minimum on ther(T) curve ~4! appears as a resu
of deformation by bending of the sample annealed at
optimum temperature~curve3!.

It is known that deformation alters the properties of co
per, and at a certain degree of plastic deformation a transi
occurs from the diamagnetic to a paramagnetic state.39 A
subsequent annealing of the deformed copper sample
stores it to the diamagnetic state. It is also known that so
diamagnets can acquire paramagnetic properties when
crystallites are made very small.39 In Ref. 40 it is noted that
upon the transition to the paramagnetic state during pla
deformation the 3d shell of copper goes from being com
pletely filled in the diamagnetic state38 to partially filled, and
so copper behaves as a transition metal.40 Thus the necessar
conditions for the onset of the Kondo effect can be create
the deformed copper sample. This may be the reason
impurity copper in gold, for example, leads to the appeara
of a minimum on ther(T) curve.8 We note, however, tha
attempts to detect the dislocation magnetism of copper h
so far been unsuccessful.2,17 Since the behavioral features o
r(T) are observed for aluminum as well as copper, th
cannot be explained by dislocation magnetism.

CONCLUSION

Let us summarize the main results. Plastic-deformati
induced anomalies are observed on the temperature de
dence of the resistivityr in pure samples of copper and alu
minum. In addition to the increase in resistivity observ
previously by many authors, which is due to a dislocati
contribution atT.10 K, anomalies are also observed o
r(T) as the temperature is lowered: these are in the form
minimum, a plateau, or a minimum with a subsequent ma
mum. The features on ther(T) curve forT,10 K are more
sensitive to the deformational state of the metals than is
increase in r due to the dislocation contribution atT
.10 K. None of the existing theoretical models that w
know of predicts the anomalies onr(T) due to plastic defor-
mation atT,10 K.

We have established that at low temperatures the re
tivity r of highly deformed samples of copper and aluminu
have a complicated dependence on the crystallite sized. The
character ofr(d) is different in the temperature region whe
the resistivity is governed by the electron–phonon inter
tion and in the region of residual resistivity.

We have shown experimentally that the value of the s
face resistanceRs calculated from the measured values ofr
and the value measured experimentally in the region of

e
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anomalous skin effect agree only in the case when the m
free path of the electrons is smaller than the crystallite s
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Magnetic state in URu 2Si2, UPd2Al3, and UNi 2Al3 probed by point contacts
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The antiferromagnetic~AFM! state is investigated in the three heavy-fermion compounds
URu2Si2, UPd2Al3, and UNi2Al3 by measuringdV/dI(V) curves of point contacts at different
temperatures 1.5–20 K and magnetic fields 0–28 T. The zero-bias maximum indV/dI(V)
for URu2Si2 points to a partially gapped Fermi surface related to the itinerant nature of the AFM
state, contrary to the case of UPd2Al3, where analogous features have not been found. The
AFM state in UNi2Al3 has more similarities with URu2Si2. For URu2Si2, the same critical field of
about 40 T along the easy axisc is found for all features indV/dI(V), corresponding to the
Néel temperature, the gap in the electronic density of states, and presumably the ordered moments.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382993#
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The U-based heavy-fermion~HF! systems URu2Si2,
UPd2Al3, and UNi2Al3 exhibiting antiferromagnetic~AFM!
order followed by a superconducting transition at lower te
peratures attract much interest in view of the possible c
pling between superconducting and magnetic order.
AFM ground state in the HF compounds mentioned while
first sight similar, reveals essential differences. While
URu2Si2 neutron-scattering experiments below the Ne´el tem-
peratureTN517.5 K resolved an AFM ordered structure wi
a tiny ordered moment (0.0360.01)mB/U-atom along thec
axis,1 UPd2Al3 below TN514 K has aligned U moment
equal to (0.8560.03)mB in the basal plane.2 Although the
latter compound has the largest moment among the HF
perconductors, it has the highest superconducting crit
temperatureTc of about 2 K, compared to the typical valu
of 1.4 K in URu2Si2. UNi2Al3 has been investigated muc
less than the other two compounds, probably because of
tain difficulties in the preparation of good samples. Th
compound is isostructural and isoelectronic to UPd2Al3, but
has a few times smaller magnetic moment of about (0
60.10)mB ~Ref. 3! as well as lower critical~;1 K! and Néel
~;5 K! temperatures.

Pronounced anomalies in the specific heat, magnetic
ceptibility, resistivity, etc., for all three compounds indicate
phase transition to an AFM state. The resistivity has a w
definedN-like structure atTN in URu2Si2, which looks like a
kink for UPd2Al3 and is even more shallow for UNi2Al3. For
the interpretation of these anomalies a transition to a s
4931063-777X/2001/27(6)/5/$20.00
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density wave~SDW! state has been considered,4 with a par-
tial opening of a gap of about 10 mV at the Fermi surface.4–6

Tunneling experiments which can determine the gap in
electronic density of states~DOS! and its anisotropy yield for
all three compounds a gap in the range 10 to 20 mV in
basal plane.7,8 However, far-infrared absorption9 did not re-
solve any gap-like features for UPd2Al3, unlike in URu2Si2.
For URu2Si2, the most investigated compound among th
class of HF systems, it is still under discussion how the la
anomalies in the transport and thermodynamic propertie
TN can be reconciled with the tiny ordered moments. The
fore, understanding the nature of the magnetic order par
eter in the AFM state of URu2Si2 remains a challenge. Re
cent transport and neutron scattering measurements in a
magnetic field revealed different transition fields for t
AFM order orTN ~;40 T; Ref. 10! and for the tiny staggered
magnetic moments~;14 T; Ref. 11!. This has led to a specu
lation about some additional ‘‘hidden’’ magnetic order p
rameter in URu2Si2.

To clarify some aspects of the aforementioned magn
ordered state, we have performed a comparative po
contact study on these U-based HF compounds in str
magnetic fields. Of the three compounds the normal s
properties have been investigated previously using po
contact spectroscopy only for URu2Si2 ~Refs. 12–15!, al-
though not in applied magnetic fields. ThedV/dI(V) char-
acteristics of point contacts with URu2Si2 show anN-type
feature related to local contact heating above the N´el
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Two types of behavior,~a! and ~b!, in the dV/dI(V) curves for single crystal URu2Si2 homocontacts established in the basal plane at increa
temperature up toTN . The curves are offset vertically for clarity. The insets show the temperature dependence of the zero-bias resistance, which mimr(T)
for bulk samples.
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temperature15 and a zero-bias maximum which has been a
lyzed in terms of a partial suppression of the density of sta
related to an itinerant AFM ground state.12,14,15The present
study allows one to follow these characteristics of the AF
ground state in a magnetic field with a complete temperat
dependent study of the phenomena.

We have investigated both homocontacts between
same HF compounds and heterocontacts between a HF
pound and normal metals like Cu or Ag. The main differen
was only in the degree of asymmetry of thedV/dI(V) curves
with respect to bias-voltage polarity, which is more pr
nounced for heterocontacts. The origin of the asymmetr
still under discussion.15 Because this effect has no influen
on the main conclusions of the present investigations,
will devote no more attention to it. In the case of th
URu2Si2 single crystal, the heterocontacts were establis
in such a way that both the contact axis and magnetic fi
were parallel to thec axis or perpendicular to it. For th
UPd2Al3 single crystal the contact axis and magnetic fie
were aligned along the easy basal plane direction, whe
we used UNi2Al3 samples of unknown orientation. The me
surements were carried in magnetic fields up to 28 T at 4.
~but for UNi2Al3 up to 10 T at temperatures down to abou
K!.

The measureddV/dI(V) curves of URu2Si2 contacts can
be separated into three groups. In the first group
dV/dI(V) curves mimic the behavior of bulkr(T). The dif-
ferential resistance increases with voltage and exhibits
N-type feature at about 20 mV~Fig. 1a! similar tor(T) atTN

~Ref. 6!. The second type ofdV/dI(V) curve exhibits a pro-
nounced asymmetric zero-bias maximum~ZBM! with a
width of about 10 mV indV/dI(V) ~Fig. 1b!, followed by
gradually increasing signal at higher voltages. The th
group contains simultaneously both kinds of structures
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dV/dI(V). We note that the temperature dependence of
contact resistance~Fig. 1, insets! corresponds in all cases to
r(T) independent of the type ofdV/dI(V) behavior. This
indicates that the material in the constriction reflects the b
properties. The features mentioned, namely theN-type kink
and ZBM, vanish at the Ne´el temperature~Fig. 1! and are
therefore connected with the magnetic state.

The voltage position of theN-kink ~marked byVk in Fig.
1a! is determined byTN and corresponds to the transition
the contact region from the AFM to the paramagnetic sta
most likely due to bias-voltage heating in the constrictio
The temperature dependenceA12(T/TN)2 of Vk shown in
Fig. 2a is expected for such a local contact heating.15 The
ZBM is more pronounced for curves with shallow or unr
solved kink anomalies. Moreover, the ZBM cannot be d
scribed in the thermal model, as can be seen directly u
comparingdV/dI(V.0) with dV/dI(V50,T)5R(V50,T)
~see Fig. 1b!. These observations point to the spectral nat
of the ZBM. The latter has been related~see, e.g., Ref. 15!
with the existence of a gap in the excitation spectrum of
electrons due to the formation of a SDW belowTN . The
ZBM has a width which is comparable to the gap value
timated in Refs. 4 and 6–8. The intensity of the ZBM d
creases gradually with increasing temperature,12,15 analo-
gously to the intensity of AFM Bragg peaks describing t
behavior of the staggered magnetic moments or the o
parameter.16 Therefore, it is tempting to relate the ZBM als
with the magnetic order parameter, although the microsco
nature of the tiny staggered magnetic moments in URu2Si2
and their influence on the measureddV/dI are still unknown.
Because the intensity of the ZBM depends on the cho
criterion for subtraction of the increasing-with-voltage bac
ground, we suggest taking the voltage position of the mini
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the reduced voltage positionsVk ~a! andVm ~b! ~for definition see Fig. 1! for a few URu2Si2 homocontacts establishe
in the basal plane. The solid circles for both figures correspond to the same homocontact. The solid line in both figures is the mean-field BCS de
while the dashed curve describes the thermal regime behavior.15
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Vm ~see Fig. 1b! as an additional measure of the magne
order parameter, as supported by the mean-field~BCS-like!
Vm(T) dependence in Fig. 2b, which was also found in Re
13 and 14.

The point-contact data presented in Fig. 3a for magn
fields parallel to the easy axisc exhibit both types of feature
discussed above, i.e., ZBM andN-kink. The integrated inten-
sity of the ZBM ~after subtraction of a polynomial voltage
dependent background! is close to aA12(B/Bc)

3/2 behavior,
like that for magnetic moments.11 As is shown in Fig. 3b, the
same dependence is found forVm as well. On the other hand
Vk follows a magnetic field dependence (12(B/Bc)

2) like
that for TN ~Ref. 10; shown in Fig. 3b!. The latter depen-
.

ic

dence is found also for the width of the ZBM~not shown!,
which is related to the SDW gap. Thus the abovementio
features indV/dI(V) –Vk , the ZBM width, and the ZBM
intensity or Vm measured on the same contact —are
scribed by the magnetic field dependencies characteristic
the behavior of the transition temperatureTN , magnetic gap
width,10 and magnetic order parameter,11 respectively. More-
over, as can be seen in Fig. 3b, independent of the typ
behavior, in all cases the critical field is estimated to be ab
40 T, which coincides with theBc values measured by
magnetoresistance.17 Therefore, unlike in Refs. 10 and 11
where for the ordered magnetic moments the critical field
estimated to be about 14 T, our data show the presenc
ep
y
r

FIG. 3. dV/dI(V) curves for a URu2Si2– Cu heterocontact in magnetic fields along the easy axisc at T54.2 K. The solid curves correspond to the field swe
up, while the dashed curve is for the field sweep down. The arrows indicate the kinkVk and minimumVm positions. The curves are offset vertically for clarit
~a!. Dependence ofVk ,Vm and ZBM integrated intensityI M versus magnetic field. Note, that the position ofVk ,Vm , and ZBM intensity was taken afte
symmetrizing of thedV/dI(V) curves. The solid lines represent the dependence (12(B/Bc)

2) characteristic forTN(B) and the spin-wave gapD(B),10 while

the dashed lineA12(B/Bc)
3/2 is taken from Ref. 11 for staggered magnetic moments~b!.
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FIG. 4. dV/dI(V) curves for a
UPd2Al3– Cu heterocontact withR0

54.3V at different magnetic fields
along the basal plane andT54.2 K. The
horizontal line with arrows indicates the
width of the minimum. The curves are
offset vertically for clarity~a!. Width of
the minimum versus magnetic field fo
the previous contact and for another co
tact with R050.09V ~b!. Magnetoresis-
tance of the contact withR054.3V at
zero bias and at 10 mV. The vertica
dashed line marks the position of th
metamagnetic transition at 18 T~c!.
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one order parameter, which vanishes atTN517.5 K andBc

.40 T. This is in line with the recent observation of va
Dijk et al.16 that the ordered moments remain coupled to
energy gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum in fields
to at least 12 T. We should emphasize that in measu
URu2Si2 contacts in a field perpendicular to the direction
the easy axisc we did not find any noticeable influence o
magnetic field ondV/dI(V), testifying that the point contac
data really reflect the bulk properties.

Let us turn to the other compounds. ThedV/dI(V) curve
of UPd2Al3 contacts~see Fig. 4! show a minimum atV50,
with edge maxima or shoulders which are connected with
AFM transition due to the heating effect,18 analogously to
the N-type feature in the case of URu2Si2. However, for
UPd2Al3 contacts we have never seen even a shallow Z
neither for homo- nor for heterocontacts after a study
more than 20 contacts both below and above the Ne´el tem-
perature. Therefore no evidence of the partially gapping
the Fermi surface is observed for UPd2Al3, unlike in
URu2Si2, a finding which points to a quite different magnet
ground state as well as to a different nature of the orde
moments for the two compounds.

A magnetic field along the easy basal plane modifies
dV/dI(V) curves of UPd2Al3, as can be seen from Fig. 4
The maxima shift slightly~'15%! to lower energies and
broaden with increasing magnetic field up to 18 T, and th
vanish in higher fields. The width of thedV/dI(V) minimum
at V50 has a minimum at 18 T, while the contact resistan
has a kink at this field both at zero bias and finite bias v
age~see Fig. 4b,c!. Hence the metamagnetic transition at
T19 is clearly resolved in the point-contact measureme
while no other phase boundary was observed both at lo
and higher fields up to 28 T. From measurements of the
susceptibility, dc magnetization, transverse magnetoresi
ity, and magnetostriction, Grauelet al.20 have also found a
phase boundary in UPd2Al3 at a critical field of about 4 T
along the basal plane. However, the influence of this lo
field transition on the resistivity is at least one order of ma
nitude smaller than for the transition at 18 T. Moreover,
fact that de Visseret al.19 did not find a transition at 4 T in
their magnetoresistance data indicates that a reorientatio
the AFM domains could play a role in this phenomenon.

The dV/dI(V) curves of UNi2Al3 usually represent a
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smooth, broad, almost symmetric minimum around z
bias. However, often a shallow ZBM can be observed aro
V50 ~Fig. 5!. The distance between the minima
dV/dI(V) with a ZBM is a few mV~often up to 10 mV!, and
the ZBM disappears at about 5 K~between 10–15 K for
wider maxima!. For a ZBM with a critical temperature o
about 5 K the critical field was about 10 T. From this point o
view UNi2Al3 behaves similarly to URu2Si2, hinting at the
development of a magnetic state with a partial gapping of
Fermi surface in this compound, too. It should be noted t
for UNi2Al3 we did not resolve any feature indV/dI(V)
~Fig. 5! connected withTN , like that in URu2Si2 ~Fig. 1a!
and UPd2Al3 ~Fig. 5!. This transition atTN is also very shal-
low in the r(T) dependence of UNi2Al3. Probably a better
quality of the UNi2Al3 samples is required to register th
AFM transition and to study the temperature behavior of
ZBM in dV/dI(V).

Summarizing, the point-contact measurements for the
vestigated U-based heavy-fermion compounds yield inf
mation on the differences in the AFM ground state of the
systems. The ZBM structure indV/dI(V) for the URu2Si2
contacts points to a partially gapped Fermi surface in

FIG. 5. Comparison of thedV/dI(V) curves for homocontacts with the
three HF compounds studied: UPd2Al3 ~R050.61V, T54.2 K!, UNi2Al3

(R051.5V, T52.3 K!, and URu2Si2 (R053.2V, T54.2 K!. A ZBM is
only resolved for the latter two compounds. The curve for URu2Si2 is shifted
down by 0.15.
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magnetically ordered state, but no evidence of an analog
structure has been found in the case of UPd2Al3, unlike for
UNi2Al3, where it is possible to resolve a shallow ZBM. Th
results for URu2Si2 in the H –V, T diagram yield only one
critical Néel temperature of 17 K and one critical field o
about 40 T along the easy axisc for all features in
dV/dI(V), testifying that they result from the same ord
parameter in the magnetic state.

*E-mail: naidyuk@itl.kharkov.ua
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

Quantum biexcitonic liquid in monoclinic ZnP 2 crystals
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A phonon–roton dispersion relation is proposed for the elementary excitations of a quantum
biexcitonic liquid in semiconductors. The proposed dispersion relation is used as a starting point
for a calculation of the photoluminescence spectrum of the liquid and an analysis of its
behavior under variation of temperature and density of the biexcitonic liquid. The parameters of
the dispersion curve of elementary excitations of the quantum biexcitonic liquid are
evaluated by fitting the calculated photoluminescence spectrum to the experimental spectrum of
the biexcitonic liquid of semiconductingb-ZnP2 crystals. Experimental studies of how the
photoluminescence spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid inb-ZnP2 depends on the temperature and the
intensity of the laser excitation confirm the initial theoretical model. The dependence of the
temperature of the crystals on the excitation intensity is measured, and for some of the samples an
anomalous dependence is found: the temperature of the crystal decreases as the excitation
intensity increases. This effect is probably a consequence of the giant thermal conductivity of the
superfluid biexcitonic liquid inb-ZnP2 crystals. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382994#
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INTRODUCTION

For a long time the phenomenon of superfluidity w
observed exclusively in liquid4He at temperatures below
2.17 K. It is well known that the dispersion relation for e
ementary excitations in superfluid He II is characterized b
so-called roton gap. A dispersion relation of this sort was fi
proposed by Landau1 and later investigated theoretically b
Feynman,2 and it was subsequently confirmed in neutr
scattering experiments.3 Among the Bose liquids,4He is
unique in that it remains liquid at atmospheric pressure do
to the lowest temperatures. Other Bose liquids crystallize
temperatures above those at which superfluidity can a
Crystallization sets in because the energy of the intermole
lar interaction is greater than the vibrational energy at te
peratures above the temperature of the onset of superflu
Since the vibrational energy goes as\vvibr}m21/2 ~m is the
mass of the molecule!, superfluidity is more likely to arise in
liquid molecular hydrogen than in other liquids. Howev
even in the case of liquid H2 the energy of the intermolecula
interaction is too large, and crystallization sets in before
perfluidity as the temperature is lowered.

The analogy between Wannier–Mott excitons in sem
conductors and atomic hydrogen is well known. This an
ogy extends to excitonic molecules~EMs or biexcitons! and
to the hydrogen molecule. The problem of Bose conden
tion and superfluidity in a system of excitons has been v
popular in semiconductor physics for the past 20–25 ye
~see, e.g., Refs. 4–6!. The possibility of superfluidity of ex-
citons in a strong magnetic field was pointed out in Ref.
An unusual ballistic solitonlike regime of exciton motion
Cu2O crystals was observed in Ref. 6. This effect was int
4981063-777X/2001/27(6)/6/$20.00
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preted as evidence of superfluidity of Bose-condensed e
tons.

Guided by the analogy between excitonic molecules a
hydrogen molecules, one can analyze the possibility for
perfluidity to arise in such a biexcitonic~molecular! liquid.
The existence of a biexcitonic liquid in semiconductors w
first considered in Ref. 7. As we have said, superfluidity
not observed in liquid hydrogen because of the earlier on
of crystallization. However, the effective mass of exciton
molecules is 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than tha
the H2 molecule, and crystallization of a biexcitonic liqui
probably should not occur at all. Therefore, at sufficien
low temperatures a biexcitonic liquid can go into a superfl
state. However, as it turns out, the formation of a biexcito
liquid itself is extremely problematical. Keldysh8 and later
Brinkman and Rice9 pointed out two important difference
between H2 molecules and EMs in typical semiconductor
First, since the effective masses of the electron and hole
often of the same order, the binding energy of the excito
molecule, measured in units of the binding energy of
exciton~atom!, should be much less than 0.35 for the hydr
gen molecule. Second, the contribution of the energy of ze
point motion is considerably larger in a system of biexcito
because of the small mass of a biexciton. For these two
sons, as experiments have shown, in typical semiconduc
~Si, Ge, and a number of others! at high excitation intensities
an electron–hole Fermi liquid is formed. One therefore e
pects that the formation of a biexcitonic Bose liquid c
occur only in crystals in which the effective masses of t
electron and hole are sufficiently different. Furthermore,
mass of the EM should be sufficiently large that the con
bution of the zero-point motion is sufficiently small and
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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becomes possible for a molecular liquid to form. At the sa
time, the mass of the EM must be small enough that ‘‘ear
crystallization cannot occur.

Crystals of monoclinic zinc diphosphide (b-ZnP2) meet
the stated requirements. This crystal is characterized by
appreciable difference of the electron and hole effect
masses (s5me /mh50.06), a rather large value of the tran
lational mass of the biexcitonmbex53m0 ~m0 is the free
electron mass!, and a very strong anisotropy of the effectiv
masses of the carriers. For example, the anisotropy param
g5m i /m' is equal to 0.19~m i andm' are the values of the
reduced masses of an exciton in the directions parallel to
perpendicular to theZ (c) axis of the crystal!. As we know,
the anisotropy leads to an increase in the binding energ
free electron–hole complexes, i.e., excitons, biexcitons,
their condensates. Therefore, the excitonic molecule
b-ZnP2 has a rather high binding energyEbex

b 56.7 meV
50.15Eex

b .
The excitonic state with the lowest energy in this crys

is the dipole-forbidden 1S state of the orthoexciton.10 This
makes it rather easy to create an appreciable concentratio
excitons and, hence, biexcitons under laser excitation. S
ies by the authors have shown that the condensation of b
citons inb-ZnP2 crystals occurs via a hydrogenlike scenar
i.e., unlike the case of typical semiconductors, a liquid of
molecular~insulator! type forms in them. In the photolumi
nescence~PL! spectrum of these crystals one observ
the so-calledC line, which is due to two-photon annihilatio
of biexcitions1! condensed into a molecular~insulator!
liquid.11–13 In Refs. 12 and 13 the phase diagram
a biexcitonic liquid was measured and its critical parame
were determined: TC54.9 K, nbex,C54.131018cm23

(r bex,C'63 Å54.2aex, whereaex is the excitonic Bohr ra-
dius!.

In this paper we propose a model for the quantum bi
citonic Bose liquid and calculate its emission spectrum.
the framework of this model we analyze the experimenta
observed features of the fine structure of the emission lin
a biexcitonic liquid inb-ZnP2 ~theC line! as the temperature
and the intensity of the laser excitation of the crystal
varied.

DISPERSION RELATION FOR ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS
OF A QUANTUM BIEXCITONIC LIQUID

Thus we assume that the biexcitonic liquid does
crystallize down to the temperatures at which quantum
fects become important. What sorts of elementary excitati
can exist in a quantum biexcitonic Bose liquid? It is logic
to assume that, first, there are acoustic phonons. Their
persion relation is given as

E~k!5\uk, ~1!

where u is the sound velocity, andk is the wave vector.
Second, we assume that owing to the intermolecular inte
tion in the liquid a collectivization of the intramolecular e
citations can occur in it. Since the lowest-energy exci
state of an excitonic molecule is a rotational state,15 these
collectivized molecular excitations can be rotational exc
tions of the molecules. Here, following Landau,1 these col-
lectivized excitations/quasiparticles will be called roton
e
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Rotons in a biexcitonic~molecular! liquid can be regarded a
molecular Frenkel excitons. The excitation energy of t
molecule in the presence of phase correlation between
molecules in the liquid can be written as

DE5DE01D12M cos@~k2k08!a#, ~2!

whereDE0 is the excitation energy of a free molecule,D is
the change of the interaction energy of a given molecule w
its neighbors upon its excitation,M is the matrix element for
the transfer of the energy of excitation from the excited m
ecule to a neighbor in the ground state,a is the average
distance between these molecules, andk is the wave vector
of a Frenkel exciton, i.e., in our case the roton. The last te
in Eq. ~2! describes the dispersion relation of rotons and
physically meaningful foruDku5uk2k08u<p/2a. Thus the
photon–roton dispersion relation for elementary excitatio
of a biexcitonic liquid can be written as

E~k!5\uk for 0<k,k082p/2a

and k.k081p/2a; E~k!5\uk2g cos@~k2k08!a#

for k082p/2a<k<k081p/2a, ~3!

whereg522M . For smalluDku the second relation of sys
tem ~3! can be written in the form

Er~k!5D1
\2~k2k0!2

2mr
. ~4!

Equation~4! is exactly the same as the equation proposed
Landau1 for describing the dispersion relation of rotons
superfluid He II. Thus our choice of the term ‘‘roton’’ is no
arbitrary but is based on the similarity of the dispersion
lations of rotons in helium and the collectivized molecu
excitations of a biexcitonic liquid. In Eq.~4! we have intro-
duced the following notation:mr52\2/2Ma2 is the roton
effective mass,k05k082mru/\ is the wave vector corre
sponding to the roton minimum of the dispersion relatio
and D5\uk012M1mru

2/2 is the energy gap in the spec
trum of elementary excitations of the biexcitonic liquid.

Starting from the dispersion relation~3! for a quantum
biexcitonic liquid, let us calculate the PL spectrum for su
a liquid. The spectrum we are looking for can be obtain
by convolution of the slit function and the functio
I (E)5I 0r(E) f (E), where I 05const, r(E)5r0k2(E)
3(dk(E)/dE) is the density of states of the liquid, which i
determined from the dispersion relation for the element
excitations (r05const); f (E)51/@exp(E/kBT)21# is the dis-
tribution function for the excitations/quasiparticles of the li
uid ~the Bose–Einstein distribution function!. The zero of
energyE is taken as the value corresponding to the radiat
transition from the state withk50. For the parameters of th
dispersion curve we used the values obtained from a bes
of the calculated luminescence spectrum to the experime
PL spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid, recorded for ab-ZnP2

crystal of high purity. Figures 1–4 show the calculated
spectra of a quantum biexcitonic liquid of various densit
at different temperatures and also the characteristics of th
spectra as functions of temperatureT and the square of the
excitation intensityI exc

2 ~the density of the biexcitonic liquid
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FIG. 1. Evolution with temperature of the calculated photoluminesce
spectrum of a quantum biexcitonic liquid with a phonon–roton dispers
relation for the elementary excitations. The arrow labeledl indicates the
low-energy (l ) component of the spectrum, and the arrowh the high-energy
(h) component.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the characteristics of the theoretic
spectrum of a quantum biexcitonic liquid:I l /I tot is the ratio of the intensity
of the l component to the total intensity of theC spectrum,I h /I tot is the
same for theh component~a!; I l /I h is the ratio of the intensities of thel and
h components~b!; the positions of the maxima of the components~c!; the
spectral distance~splitting! between the maxima of the components~d!; the
half-widths of the components~e! and ~f!.
is proportional toI exc
2 ). It is seen that the PL spectrum of

biexcitonic liquid should have a two-component structure.
the proposed model it is assumed that the shape and pa
eters of the dispersion curve are independent of tempera

e
n

PL

FIG. 3. Evolution of the theoretical PL spectrum of a quantum biexcito
liquid under variation of the square of the excitation intensity~density of the
liquid!: n}I ex

2 . The curves are labeled with the value ofI exc
2 in arbitrary

units.

FIG. 4. Characteristics of the theoretical PL spectrum of a quantum bie
tonic liquid as functions of the square of the excitation intensity~density of
the liquid!. The notation is the same as in Fig. 2.
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and depend only on the density of the liquid. The density
the liquid influences the shape of the dispersion curve a
through it, the shape of the PL spectrum. We used the
lowing proportionalities relating the parameters of the d
persion curve and the density of the liquid~which is propor-
tional to the square of the excitation intensity!: average
intermolecular distancea}n21/3}I exc

22/3, sound velocity
u}n1/2}I exc, k08a5const, and the modulus of the matrix e
ement for the excitation transfer between molecules of
liquid uM u}a23}I exc

2 .
In concluding this Section we must mention the follow

ing. A pronounced short-range order should be establishe
the system of biexcitons due to the substantial interac
between them; however, there is apparently no long-ra
order. The presence of short-range order ensures that rel
~2! will apply at least in a qualitative way. On the other han
because of the absence of long-range order in the case
strong interaction between excitonic molecules, quasim
mentum should not be conserved in optical transitions. T
allows us to ignore the quasimomentum conservation law
the expression for the luminescence spectrum and to ass
that the spectrum is completely determined by the shap
the dispersion curve.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We studied semiconducting single crystals of monocli
zinc diphosphide of high purity, grown from the gas pha
The technology of the synthesis and growth of these crys
is described in Ref. 16. For excitation of the luminescen
we used a cw Ar1 laser~emission line 5145 Å!.

During laser excitation the temperature of the crysta
the point of excitation differs substantially from the tempe
ture of the external environment, i.e., of the helium ba
surrounding the sample and the unilluminated region of
sample. This makes it impossible to use a thermosenso
precision temperature measurements, as one would get s
averaged temperature. It was therefore necessary to us
internal temperature standard~ITS! that would make it pos-
sible to determine the temperature of the crystal at the p
of excitation. For this standard we used the temperature
pendence of the spectral position of the narrow, intensB
line of the PL spectrum~the emission line of the free forbid
den orthoexciton!. Because of the variation of the energy g
Eg with changing temperature, theB line changes its spectra
position~shifts to lower energy with increasing temperatur!.
Since the shift of the B line with temperature is sm
(dT/dlB53.625K/Å), for correct measurement we re
corded a reference line of neon in the investigated spec
region simultaneously with the PL spectrum. This techniq
made it possible to determine the temperature of the sam
at the point of excitation to an accuracy of 0.05 K.

BIEXCITONIC LIQUID IN b-ZnP2 CRYSTALS. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At excitation intensities above 1 kW/cm2 and tempera-
tures below 5 K the PL spectrum ofb-ZnP2 crystals, as we
have said, contains an emission line of the biexcitonic liq
~the C line, henceforth called theC spectrum!. As we see
from Figs. 5–9 theC spectrum has a two-component form
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as was predicted by the model set forth above. Using
dispersion relation of elementary excitations of a biexcito
liquid ~3!, we fit the experimental PL spectrum of the bie
citonic liquid ~Fig. 5!, which was obtained for a sample o
high purity ~excitation energy 3 kW/cm2!. This made it pos-
sible to determine the parameters of the dispersion curv
the elementary excitations:D50.49 meV, k059.83106

cm21, u51.43105 cm/s, andmr52.2m0 ~m0 is the free
electron mass!, and also the value of the intermolecular di
tance in the liquida592 Å56.1aex and the temperature o
the crystal at the point of excitation,T51.5 K. The values
obtained are physically reasonable, a fact which, in our vi

FIG. 5. Experimental PL spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid in ab-ZnP2

crystal ~solid curve! and its approximation by the theoretical spectru
~dashed curve! ~a!; the dispersion curve for the elementary excitations of t
quantum biexcitonic liquid with the parameters obtained by fitting the t
oretical PL spectrum to the experimental spectrum~b!. Excitation intensity
3 kW/cm2.

FIG. 6. Evolution of the experimental PL spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid
a b-ZnP2 crystal under variation of the temperature of the sample at
point of excitation. Excitation intensity 4.8 kW/cm2.
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tends to confirm that the proposed theoretical model is c
rect. Further evidence of this is the good agreement of
experimental and theoretical spectra, in view of the appro
mate, model character of the dispersion curve given by E
~3!.

The evolution of the shape of theC spectrum and the
behavior of its characteristics under variation of the tempe
ture and the square of the excitation intensity are shown
Figs. 6–9. The behavior of the experimental spectrum un
variation of the temperature~Figs. 6 and 7! is similar to that
of the theoretical spectrum~Figs. 1 and 2!. Analysis of theC
spectrum under variation of the excitation intensity is ma
difficult by the fact that simultaneously with the variation
the excitation intensity there is also a change in temperat
which has a definite effect on the shape of the spectrum
comparing Figs. 2, 4, and 9 we can conclude that the cha
in the C spectrum at moderate levels of excitation is pro
ably due mainly to the influence of temperature~the rise in
temperature with increasingI exc), while at higher excitation
intensities the evolution of the shape of theC spectrum oc-
curs mainly on account of the increase in the density of
liquid with increasingI exc. What we have said agrees wit
the intensity dependence of the temperature of the cryst
the point of excitation, shown in Fig. 10. Thus the expe
ment is described by the theory in a completely satisfact

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the characteristics of the experim
PL spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid in ab-ZnP2 crystal. The notation is the
same as in Figs. 2 and 4. Plotted along the vertical axis in part Fig. 7c is
difference@Em(T)2Eb(T)#2@Em(T0)2Eb(T0)#, whereEm is the position
of the maximum of thel or h component, andEb is the position of the
maximum of the narrow line of the forbidden free orthoexciton (B line!,
which was used to determine the temperature of the crystal at the poi
excitation, andT0 is the minimum temperature reached in the experime
r-
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way. The shape of theC spectrum can differ substantially fo
different samples. This is due to the fact that at the sa
values of the excitation intensity and crystal temperature
liquid of higher density should arise in purer samples than
less pure samples. Consequently, the shape of the PL s
trum of the liquid varies with its density.

The results presented above suggest that a quantum
citonic liquid characterized by a phonon–roton dispers
relation for the elementary excitations can form inb-ZnP2

crystals under certain conditions. This sort of dispersion
lation, as we know, is evidence that superfluidity can arise
a Bose liquid, in particular, in liquid4He. Is it possible that
superfluidity can arise in a biexcitonic liquid in ab-ZnP2

crystal? To answer this question we performed the follow
experiments. For some of the samples~Fig. 10! we studied
the temperature of the crystal at the point of excitation a
function of the intensity of the excitation. The normal situ
tion is for the temperature of the crystal to increasing w
increasing excitation intensity. Besides the normal monoto
cally increases behavior ofT(I exc

2 ) ~curve 1!, for several
samples we obtained anomalousT(I exc

2 ) curves: decreasing
~curve 2! or nonmonotonic~curve 3!. We think that the
anomalousT(I exc

2 ) curves can be explained by an anom
lously large~giant! thermal conductivity, which accompanie
the appearance of the superfluid (s) component in a quantum
liquid below the superfluid transition. Such an effect is w
known for superfluid He II. We propose the following expl
nation for the anomalous behaviors observed. At a cer
excitation intensity the density of the liquid reaches valu
sufficient for a transition of the liquid to the superfluid sta
Upon further increase inI exc the density of the liquid in-
creases, with the result that the temperature of the super
transition increases and, with it, thes-component fraction.

tal

he

of

FIG. 8. Evolution of the experimental PL spectrum of a biexcitonic liquid
a b-ZnP2 crystal under variation of the square of the excitation intens
The curves are labeled by the value ofI exc

2 in (kW/cm2)2.
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This can increase the thermal conductivity, i.e., the ther
energy should be removed more efficiently from the exc
tion region of the crystal, and so the temperature of the c
tal should decrease with increasing excitation intensity. A
parently those crystals with a monotonically decreas
T(I exc

2 ) curve ~curve 2 in Fig. 10! are the purest and mos
perfect: they have a low concentration of lattice defects,
therefore a biexcitonic liquid is formed in them with a suf
ciently high density for the onset of superfluidity and t

FIG. 9. Characteristics of the experimental PL spectrum of a biexcito
liquid in a b-ZnP2 crystal upon changes in the square of the excitat
intensity. The notation is the same as in Figs. 2 and 4 and 7. Plotted a
the vertical axis in Fig. 9c is the difference@Em(I exc

2 )2Eb(I exc
2 )#2@Em(I 0

2)
2Eb(I 0

2)#, whereEm is the position of the maximum of thel or h compo-
nent,Eb is the position of the maximum of theB line, andI 0 is the lowest
excitation intensity used in the experiment.

FIG. 10. Temperature of the crystal versus the square of the excita
energy for different samples: ZJ09-9~1!, ZJ09-14~2!, and ZD99-1~3!.
al
-
s-
-
g

d

corresponding giant thermal conductivity. Those cryst
with a nonmonotonicT(I exc

2 ) curve ~curve 3 in Fig. 10!
would be less pure. The liquid formed in them is of a low
density but is nevertheless sufficient for the appearance
the s component. However, this component represent
smaller fraction than in the perfect crystals, and the gi
thermal conductivity provides a sufficiently effective heat r
moval only up to certain values of the incoming laser pow
When the power is increased further, the temperature of
crystal begins to grow. In those crystals with a monotonica
increasingT(I exc

2 ) curve ~curve1 in Fig. 10! the concentra-
tion of defects is rather high, and therefore the density of
liquid in them does not reach the values necessary fo
transition to the superfluid state and the resulting onse
giant thermal conductivity. As a result, the temperature of
crystal at the point of excitation increases with increas
excitation intensity.
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Basic Research of the Ministry of Scientific and Technolo
cal Affairs of Ukraine~Project No. 2.4/311!.
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1!In two-photon annihilation there is no recoil particle that could take

appreciable part of the momentum of the annihilating EM. For this reas
since the photon momentum is very small, momentum conservation al
two-photon decay only for an EM withk'0, i.e., the two-photon PL line
should be very narrow.14 In two-electron~one-photon! transitions, in which
only one exciton of a molecule annihilates, the second, surviving exc
can take an arbitrary quasimomentum, i.e., the one-photon PL lines
rather wide. This makes it possible to distinguish the two-photon PL li
of free biexcitons and of a biexcitonic liquid, unlike the case of the o
photon PL lines.
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Phonon scattering by structural defects in solid p -H2 and in p -H2– o -D2 solutions
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A study is made of the influence of structural defects on the thermal conductivity in
parahydrogen crystals and in parahydrogen–orthodeuterium solutions. The defects in the crystals
are generated by means of a thermal shock. The temperature dependence of the thermal
conductivity is analyzed in the framework of the Callaway relaxation model in the Debye
approximation for the phonon spectrum with allowance for phonon–phonon scattering processes
and Rayleigh scattering on isotopic defects and structural defects such as dislocations and
low-angle boundaries. The effect produced in the sample by the thermal shock is found to depend
on the deuterium concentration. In pure parahydrogen an increase in the dislocation density
is observed, and in parahydrogen–orthodeuterium solutions an increase in the density of low-
angle boundaries. The change in the density of low-angle boundaries in the solutions after
the thermal shock depends linearly on the concentration ofo-D2. © 2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1382995#
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INTRODUCTION

Structural defects have a strong influence on the pro
ties of simple molecular crystals having a van der Waals t
of interaction~cryocrystals!. There is published research o
the plastic deformation of solidified inert gases and crys
line hydrogen1,2 and on the influence of structural defects
the thermal conductivity of cryocrystals.3–5 At present there
is still an open question as to the factors that influence
formation of the dislocation structure in a crystal.

The presence of stacking faults in a lattice can be
sessed from the character of the temperature dependen
the thermal conductivity of the crystal. The behavior of t
thermal conductivity is governed by the frequency dep
dence of the relaxation time of the phonons participating
scattering processes on structural defects. Depending on
density of dislocations in the crystal, they can be trea
either as individual simple scattering centers that do not
teract with one another or as dislocation walls~low-angle
boundaries!, which divide the crystal into subgrains.6–8 The
frequency dependence of the phonon relaxation time will
different in each case.

In this paper we present the results of a study of h
structural defects formed as a result of thermal stresses a
the thermal conductivity of crystalline samples of pu
parahydrogen and of parahydrogen–orthodeuterium s
tions.
5041063-777X/2001/27(6)/5/$20.00
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EXPERIMENT

Measurements of the thermal conductivity at tempe
tures ranging from 1.5 K to the melting temperature of t
sample were carried out by a modified thermal potentiome
method.9

A sample of parahydrogen~7.0 mm in diameter and 75
mm long! was investigated the measurement cell descri
in Ref. 10 in the temperature interval from 1.5 to 12
Samples of ap-H2-o-D2 solid solution witho-D2 concen-
trations c50.001, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 were investigated
temperatures from 1.8 K to the melting temperature in a n
measurement cell. A diagram of the low-temperature cel
shown in Fig. 1. The ampoule for growth of the crystal a
for measurement of its thermal conductivity is a stainle
steel tube1 with an inner diameter of 4.6 mm. Thermomete
2 and3 ~TSU-2, made by the All-Russia Scientific-Resear
Institute of Physicotechnical and Radio Engineering Me
surements, Moscow! were placed on the outer surface of th
tube, 20 mm apart. The upper part of the tube contain
heater4 for producing a heat flux along the sample. T
lower part of the tube is mounted to a cooled copper bloc5
with a heater and a temperature sensor6. The cooling of the
copper block5 was done with a Wheatley chamber com
bined with a heat exchanger7. In the interval range 5–300 K
helium vapor from a helium bath8 enters the chamber7
along a tube9 with a diameter of 1 mm. The flow of helium
vapor into the heat exchanger is regulated by a lo
temperature valve10. To obtain temperatures below 5 K the
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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valve 10 was closed off, and helium from the helium ba
entered through a throttle11. The filling of the cell by the
substance to be studied was done with the use of a capi
inlet 12 connected to the upper part of the ampoule1 for
growing the sample. The temperature of the capillary in
was monitored both during the growth of the crystal a
during measurement of the thermal conductivity of t
sample with the use of a copper block13 and a capillary
heater. The temperature of the capillary was monitored by
(Au1Fe!–Cu differential thermocouple~15! and Manganin–
Constantan thermocouples16. In the thermal conductivity
measurements, in order to eliminate the leakage of heat f
the sample heater through the inlet capillary and the cond
ing leads of the heater and thermocouple, the temperatu
the copper block13 was set equal to the temperature of t
gradient heater4. The low-temperature cell was surround
by a radiation shield.

The growth of a crystalline sample and measuremen
its thermal conductivity was a completely automated p
cess. The measurement process was controlled by a per
computer.

The hydrogen for the experiment was cleaned with
palladium filter. The concentration of chemical impurities
the cleaned hydrogen was not above 131027, and the con-
centration of isotopic impurity was at the natural level
around 131024. The initial deuterium gas had a chemic
purity of 99.67%. Parahydrogen containing 0.21% ortho
drogen and orthodeuterium containing 2% paradeuter

FIG. 1. Diagram of the low-temperature measurement cell:1—ampoule for
growing the sample;2,3—TSU-2 thermometers;4—gradient sample heater
5—heat sink;6—temperature sensor;7—Wheatley chamber combined with
a heat exchanger;8—helium bath; 9—capillary; 10—low-temperature
valve; 11—throttle; 12 inlet capillary for the gas under study;13—copper
block; 14—capillary heater;15—~Au1Fe!–Cu differential thermocouple;
16—Manganin–Constantan thermocouples.
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were obtained by catalytic conversion of Fe~OH!3 at a tem-
perature near 20 K.9

Solid solutions with a low concentration of structur
defects were grown, annealed, and cooled by a techn
which made it possible to obtain reproducible results
samples of good quality.10 The crystals were grown directly
from the gas phase at a temperature slightly below the m
ing temperature.

The thermal deformation procedure~thermal shock! was
as follows. At 4–5 K the temperature of the upper part of t
crystal was sharply raised almost to the melting tempera
by means of the gradient heater. This produced a gradien
2–3 K/cm along the sample. Then the gradient heater
turned off, and the temperature along the crystal rapi
equalized to its original value~4–5 K!. This whole proce-
dure took 5–6 min. Structural defects were produced on
count of the plastic deformation of the sample under
influence of the thermal stresses and to the deformation a
ing because of the difference in the coefficients of therm
expansion of the sample and the cell in which it was locat

The relative random error for the thermal conductiv
measurement was not over 2% in the entire temperature
terval investigated except for temperatures below 2 K, wh
it was around 5% as a result of the lower temperature gr
ent produced. The combined error in the thermal conduc
ity measurements was not over 10% and was mainly due
error in the determination of the geometric parameter of
measurement cell. The error in the determination of the c
centration was less than 15% of the indicated value of
concentration.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the t
mal conductivityK(T) for a sample of purep-H2 before and
after the thermal shock. Before the thermal shock the ther
conductivity displayed the typical behavior for a perfect i
sulator crystal, with a distinct maximum atT53.0 K and a
temperature dependenceK(T)}T3 below the maximum. Af-
ter the thermal shock the value of the thermal conductivity
the maximum decreased by a factor of 3, and its tempera

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivityK of pure
parahydrogen before~m! and after~.! the thermal shock; the solid curve
show the result of a fitting by the Callaway formula.
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dependence to the left of the maximum became weaker
T3. At temperatures in the region where phonon–phon
scattering processes are dominant, the curves of the the
conductivity obtained before and after the thermal shock
the same.

For the p-H2–o-D2 solutions the temperature depe
dence of the thermal conductivity prior to the thermal sho
was governed mainly by impurity scattering of phonons. A
ter the thermal shock the thermal conductivity of the so
tions at 1.8 K decreased by a factor of 1.5–2. The differe
between the thermal conductivity curves before and after
thermal shock became smaller as the temperature was ra
and above a certain temperature these curves practically
incide. This means that the thermal shock does not des
the continuity of the samples, in contrast to the data of R
3, where the thermal conductivity of a4He crystal after a
thermal shock decreased in the entire temperature inte
investigated. The results of the measurements of the the
conductivity of the solutions before and after the therm
shock are presented in Fig. 3.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the experimental data was done in
framework of the Callaway model with allowance for th
normal phonon–phonon scattering processes~N processes!.11

The inverse relaxation time of theN processes were de
scribed by the expression12

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity o
p-H2–o-D2 solution foro-D2 concentrationsc50.001; 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2
m—immediately after growth of the sample~growth from the gas for 300
min, annealing, and slow cooling!; .—the same sample after a therm
shock; the solid lines show the calculated curves.
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tN
21~x,T!5ANx2T5,

wherex5\v/kT andv is the phonon frequency.
The relaxation rates of the following resistive process

were taken into account:
—phonon–phonon scattering~U processes!:

tU
21~x,T!5AUx2T3e~2E/T!;

—Rayleigh scattering of phonons on impurities~D2 mol-
ecules!:

t imp
215

GV

4ps3 v4;

—scattering of phonons on the boundaries of the cr
talline grains:

tb
215s/L,

whereV is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal lattice,G
is a parameter characterizing the properties of the impu
scattering center~it takes into account the relative change
the mass at the impurity site, the lattice distortion, and
change in the interaction constants!,10 s is the speed of
sound, andL is the mean grain size.

The values of the parametersAU and E for phonon–
phononU processes in pure parahydrogen agreed with
values obtained in Ref. 10:AU55.693107 s21 K23, E
536.57 K. The values of the parameterAN that determines
the intensity of the normal scattering processes for p
parahydrogen was taken from Ref. 9 (AN56.7
3104 s21 K25). For the solutions the intensity of the norm
scattering processes (AN) was calculated from the
expression12

AN'991.6
\g2N/A

5/3

mV2/3Q5
,

wherem is the molar mass,g is the Grüneisen constant,NA

is Avogadro’s number, andQ is the Debye temperature. I
was taken into account thatQ and V are functions of the
concentrationc. The Debye temperature for the solution w
calculated according to the procedure proposed in Ref. 1

Q~c!5Q~0!S V~0!

V̄
D gS M ~0!

M̄
D 1/2

,

whereV̄ andM̄ are the mean molar volume and mass of t
solution, which depend on the deuterium concentration:

V̄5cVD2
1~12c!VH2

,

M̄5cMD2
1~12c!MH2

.

The average speed of sound in the solutions was ca
lated from the Debye temperature. For pure parahydro
the following characteristic parameters were used:Q
5118.5 K, s51340 m/s,V523.06 cm3/mole, andg52.

The relaxation of the phonons on account of structu
defects depends on the type and number of defects and
spatial configuration. The rate of relaxation of the phono
due to the stress fields of individual dislocations is usua
calculated from the expression14

a
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shock,
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TABLE I. The parameters found as a result of a fitting of the calculated curves to the experimental dat
first row for each concentration corresponds to the thermal conductivity of the sample before the thermal
the second row~sh! to after. The values ofND were calculated from Eq.~2! on the assumption thatd550b. The
column labeledtb,sh

-1 2tb
-1 gives the rate of relaxation on individual dislocations at 2 K for purep-H2 after the

thermal shock.

co-D2

tb
21,

106 s21
L,

mm
tb,sh

21 2tb
21,

s21
Ndisl ,

108 cm22
ND ,

1011 s22 G

0 1.14 1.18 – – – 0
0~sh! 1.14 1.18 4.273105 2.9 – 0

0.001 3.1 0.433 – – – 0.0018
0.001~sh! 4.59 0.292 1.493106 – 4.11 0.0018
0.05 1.11 1.187 – – – 0.0828
0.05~sh! 4.93 0.269 3.823106 – 4.46 0.0828
0.1 0.642 2.042 – – – 0.1737
0.1~sh! 4.48 0.293 3.8383106 – 4.10 0.1737
0.2 0.993 1.294 – – – 0.4682
0.2~sh! 10.5 0.122 9.5073106 – 9.82 0.4682
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21~v!5Ndisl~gb!2v, ~1!

whereNdisl is the density of dislocations andb is the Burgers
vector; for hydrogenb53.75310210m.

The adjustable parameters used to fit the calcula
curves were the phonon mean free pathL for scattering on
boundaries, the Rayleigh scattering parameterG for each
concentration ofo-D2, and the density of dislocationsNdisl .
The thermal conductivity of a sample of pure parahydrog
not subjected to thermal shock was described using two
sistive scattering processes~scattering on boundaries an
phonon–phonon scattering!. For a description of the therma
conductivity after the thermal shock it was necessary to t
into account the scattering of phonons by dislocations~for-
mula ~1!!. After the thermal shock the dislocation dens
obtained from the fitting procedure wasNdisl52.9
3108 cm22.

In the analysis of the data for the solid solutions prior
thermal shock the Rayleigh scattering on impurity molecu
was taken into account in addition to the boundary a
phonon–phonon scattering. The parameterG characterizing
the intensity of this scattering was determined for all t
samples not subjected to thermal shock. Its values rema
the same for the samples after thermal shock. The exp
mental curves of the thermal conductivity of the solutio
subjected the thermal shock could not be described by
pression~1! as they could in the case of pure parahydrog
These curves can be explained by a growth of the contr
tion from the frequency-independent scattering of phon
~scattering on boundaries!. The results of a fitting are show
by the solid curves in Figs. 2 and 3. The best-fit parameterL,
G, andNdisl before and after the thermal shock are presen
in Table I. For a given concentration, the first line gives t
thermal conductivity of the sample before the thermal sho
and the second line the value after the thermal shock.

It follows from the above analysis that the main cause
the difference in the thermal conductivity curves of t
p-H2–o-D2 solutions before and after thermal shock is d
to a scattering mechanism whose contribution is proportio
to T3. Good agreement~see Fig. 3! is obtained between th
calculated curves and the experimental data. It follows fr
the calculation that after the thermal shock the intensity
phonon scattering on boundaries in the impure sample
d
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increased severalfold~see Table I!. In the general case th
sources of such phonon scattering can be both the o
boundaries of the sample and grain boundaries, and disl
tions bunched into regular rows that interact with one a
other ~low-angle boundaries!.8 Deuterium impurity mol-
ecules are pinning centers for dislocations and ther
stimulate the generation of dislocations in the crystal whe
is deformed. The increase in the intensity of scattering
boundaries upon the thermal shocking of impure samples
be interpreted as the formation of new dislocation wa
which divide the crystal into a large number of subgrain
The formation of low-angle boundaries is characteristic
an impure crystal during its polygonization~microcrystalli-
zation!. If the distanced between dislocations in a disloca
tion wall is much shorter than the phonon wavelength, th
the rate of relaxation of phonons at such a defect is indep
dent of frequency and will be described by the expressio14

t«
215

NDs~gb!2

36d
, ~2!

whered is the distance between dislocations in the dislo
tion wall, andND is the effective density of dislocations. I
the wavelength becomes small compared to the distancd,
the dislocations will scatter the phonons independently,
expression~2! goes over to~1! if s is replaced byvd. For
the crystals studied the condition that the phonon wavelen
be sufficiently large holds throughout the entire existen
region. Therefore, such a phonon scattering mechanism
entirely probable, as is confirmed by the results of the ab
analysis of the experimental data.

Table I gives the values ofND calculated on the as
sumpiton thatd550b ~the value usually used for analysis
similar situations3,8,15!. The values ofND are quite large and
correspond to crystals that have been subjected to pla
deformation. It should be kept in mind that theND are cer-
tain effective densities of dislocations in the sample wh
are determined from the fitting of the experimental data a
which are related to the numerical coefficients determined
Ref. 16 for the case of phonon scattering by the stress fi
around an isolated dislocation. At the same time, they ar
complete agreement with the values of the dislocation d
sities obtained in experiments on the plastic deformation
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normal hydrogen.2 Unfortunately, the only study that w
know of on the scattering of phonons by a dislocation wa17

does not give the expression that may have been used fo
phonon relaxation times in the analysis of the experime
results on the thermal conductivity.

In the case of pure parahydrogen, which is a highly pl
tic crystal, the thermal deformation leads to the formation
isolated dislocations with a density of the order of 108 cm22.
Since the impurity molecules are pinning centers for dis
cations, the dislocation structure of the sample depends
the concentration of deuterium molecules. In the case of
solution of hydrogen with deuterium the crystal becom
stiffer and the formation of low-angle boundaries occu
Figure 4 shows how the change in intensity of the bound
scattering before and after the thermal shock depends on
concentration of the orthodeuterium impurity. The data c
respond completely to a linear dependence. Probably
density of low-angle boundaries is directly proportional
the concentration of impurity orthodeuterium.

We note one more difference between crystals with a
without impurities. The density of dislocations for the pu
crystal after thermal shock corresponds to the case o
elastic straining. At the same time, for samples contain
impurities the density of dislocations attests to a plastic
formation regime, and so the impurity makes the crys
stiffer.

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the relative change in intensit
scattering on boundaries as a result of a thermal shock forp-H2–o-D2

solutions.
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Thus the result of the action of thermal stresses o
sample depends on the concentration of deuterium impu
molecules. In the case of a sample with the minimum p
sible deuterium content~pure p-H2! the result of the action
of the stresses is the generation of a large number of i
vidual dislocations, while in the case of the H2–D2 solutions
it is an increase in the density of low-angle boundaries.
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The influence of small impurities of 4He on the melting curve of 3He

A. N. Ganshin, V. N. Grigor’ev, V. A. Ma danov, A. A. Penzev, E. Ya. Rudavski ,*
A. S. Rybalko, and E. V. Syrnikov

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The melting curve of3He containing a small4He impurity is measured in the temperature range
20–600 mK. It is found that the coordinates of the minimum of the melting curve are
shifted, that hysteresis appears, and that the slope of the melting curve at low temperatures is
changed. The data obtained agree with a calculation that takes into account the change
in the coordinates of the minimum due to the entropy of mixing of the3He–4He solution. The
results of the experiment are used to estimate the error arising when the melting curve of
3He is used to determine the temperature. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1382996#
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Thermometers based on measurement of the me
curve of3He are now widely used in the physics laborato
for temperatures in the millikelvin range. The idea of usi
the melting curve of3He as a sensitive thermometer for u
tralow temperatures belongs to Scribner and Adams,1 who
noticed that the relation between the pressure and temp
ture at melting of3He is universal and can be measured
high accuracy. Straty and Adams2 developed a technique o
precise measurement of the pressure at low temperature
means of a capacitive membrane pickup, refined modifi
tions of which are widely used for thermometry based on
melting curve of3He.

An important advantage of thermometers based on m
surement of the melting curve of3He ~crystallization ther-
mometers! is the presence of three reliable reference po
on the melting curve: a clear minimum, a point of transiti
of normal3He the superfluidA phase, and a point of trans
tion of solid 3He to a magnetically ordered state. By now
of the singular points on the melting curve of3He have been
well determined, reconciled with one another, and consti
a practical temperature standard in the range from 1 mK
1 K.3,4

In spite of the widespread application of crystallizati
thermometers, there has remained an unanswered quest
to the possible influence of4He impurities on the melting
curve of3He. This question is especially topical because3He
of ‘‘commercial purity’’ usually contains 0.2–0.6%4He. In
Ref. 5 an estimate was made of the effect of4He impurities
on the coordinates of the minimum of the melting curve
3He. It was assumed that the main role in the shift of
position of the minimum, which is known to arise where t
entropies of the liquid and crystal are equal, is played by
entropy of mixing of the solution. However, these estima
could not be checked because of a lack of experimental d
The solidification curves of3He–4He solutions have bee
well studied only at large4He concentrations~10–100%! and
5091063-777X/2001/27(6)/2/$20.00
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in the region of high temperatures up to 0.3 K.6–8

At impurity concentrations in the range 1–2% the
should be noticeable effects at millikelvin temperatur
since, on the one hand, separation of both the solid and liq
solutions should occur, and, on the other hand, the solid
cation pressure and the melting pressure for solid soluti
do not coincide. Therefore, it is advisable to check the deg
to which small impurities of4He deform the melting curve o
3He in the millikelvin temperature range.

In the experiment we used two crystallization thermo
eters placed on the same copper slab of a dissolution ch
ber. In one of the thermometers pure~99.99%! 3He was used
as the working substance, and in the other,3He containing
;2.1% 4He in the gas phase.

The low-temperature part of the experimental appara
used in this study is described in detail in Ref. 6. The pr
sure was changed by means of a General Radio 1615-A
pacitive bridge, and the temperature was determined fr
the melting of the pure3He with the use of the polynomia
proposed in Ref. 3. Also placed on the slab of the dissolut
chamber were several resistance thermometers which
been calibrated with the crystallization thermometer. T
temperature range investigated was 20–700 mK.

After blocking off the capillaries of the crystallizatio
thermometers containing pure3He and a solution with 2.1%
4He, the temperature was lowered in small steps,
temperature-stabilizing system was turned on, and the e
librium pressure in each pickup was measured. The hold t
at each temperature step was 40–60 min. Measurem
were made both on cooling and heating. The results are
sented in Fig. 1.

It can be clearly seen that the melting–solidificati
curve of3He containing4He impurities has a number of im
portant differences from the melting curve of pure3He:

—The results of the pressure measurements made
cooling differ appreciably from the data obtained on heat
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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in the range 180–480 mK; the maximum disparity is o
served in the region of the minimum—around 0.1 atm. T
is because, as we have said, the melting pressure in a
tion does not coincide with the solidification pressure.

—The pressure at which the minimum is observed
the melting–solidification curves is much lower than for pu
3He.

—The position of the minimum is shifted appreciably
higher temperatures.

—At low temperatures the slope of the melting curve
the solution begins to differ noticeably from that for pu
3He.

For a more precise determination of the position of
minimum, Fig. 2 shows the results of the measurements
pure3He and for the isotopic solution on an expanded sc
for the region near the minimum. The minimum on the me
ing curve of the solution is observed atT5333 mK, which is
substantially higher than for pure3He ~315 mK!, i.e., the
temperature of the minimum for the solution under study
shifted by 18 mK to higher temperatures, while the press
at the point of the minimum is shifted lower by;104 Pa as
compared toPmin for pure 3He. These results can be com
pared with the estimates of the influence of4He impurities on
the position of the minimum of the melting curve of3He
which were made in Ref. 5, where the shift of the minimu
of the pressure due to the change in the entropy of mixin
given as

DPmin5a xT. ~1!

FIG. 1. Melting curve of a3He–4He solution containing 2.1%4He: s —
cooling,d — heating. The solid line is the melting curve of pure3He ~Ref.
3!.

FIG. 2. Melting curve in the region of the minimum; the points were o
tained on heating of a solution containing 2.1%4He, the curve is for pure
3He.
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Here x is the 4He concentration,a573106 Pa/K, andT is
the temperature, and the corresponding change in the
perature of the minimum is

Tmin8 5Tmin1ax/2b, ~2!

whereb53.83106 Pa/K2. Estimates according to formula
~1! and ~2! for the solution investigated here giveDPmin54
3104 Pa andDTmin518 mK, in agreement with our experi
mental data.

Thus the presence of4He impurities~with concentration
x) in 3He will cause the measured temperatureTx to differ
from the real temperatureT by an amountD5T2Tx . The
resulting relative error in the determination of the tempe
ture is presented in Fig. 3. Here it was assumed that
accordance with formulas~1! and~2!, the shifts of the coor-
dinates of the minimumDPmin and DTmin for the solution
relative to pure3He are proportional to the4He concentra-
tion. The deviation of the melting curve of the solution fro
the melting curve of pure3He was also taken into accoun
over the entire temperature interval. Figure 3 may be use
estimate the error of a temperature determination by me
of a crystallization thermometer if the working substan
contains a4He impurity.

*E-mail: rudavskii@ilt.kharkov.ua
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Phonon echo in hydrogen-containing metals
L. L. Chotorlishvili,* I. A. Tutberidze, and G. R. Kakabadze

I. Dzhavakhishvili Tbilisi State University, pr. Chavchavadze 3, 380028 Tbilisi, Georgia
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The phonon echo due to the tunneling of the hydrogen atom between two equilibrium positions
in hydrogen-containing niobium NbOxHy is investigated. The time dependence of the
intensity and shape of the two-pulse echo signal is obtained. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1382997#
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Amorphous systems characterized by the presence
two-level tunneling systems~TTSs! have been well studied.1

The TTS model has been applied to hydrogen-contain
metals such as NbOxHy and NbOxDy (0.005<x,y<0.02).2,3

According to Refs. 2 and 3, around an oxygen impur
atom there are 16 tetrahedral interstitial positions in wh
hydrogen atoms can be trapped. These 16 positions
grouped in pairs, forming 8 tunneling systems. As compa
to the standard model of TTSs, the model used for hydrog
containing metals has a number of specific features, inc
ing the absence of dependence of the distribution function
the tunneling energyD0 ~in view of its constancy!. It is this
circumstance that leads to distinctive temperature and
quency behavior of the various physical quantities.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the t
pulse phonon echo in NbOxHy due to the tunneling of the
hydrogen atoms. As we shall show below, by studying
phonon echo one can determine the structure and l
temperature properties of hydrogen-containing metals.

We write the Hamiltonian of the system as

H5ESZ1
g

2 FD0

E
~S11S2!1

2~E22D0
2!1/2

E
SZG

3cosvt1HSS1H int , ~1!

where SZ is the pseudospin operator of the TTS,E is the
energy splitting of the TTS,g is the coupling constant o
ultrasound with the TTS,HSS is the dipole–dipole interac
tion Hamiltonian of the TTS, andH int is the interaction
Hamiltonian of the TTS with the conduction electrons, whi
has the form

H int5
1

N (
k,p

@Vi~q!SZ1V'~q!Sx#Ck
1Ck1q , ~2!

whereCk
1 andCk are the creation an annihilation operato

for electrons in states with wave vectork, andVi andV' are
interaction constants whose explicit form is given in Ref.
In the case when the Nb is found in the normal~nonsuper-
conducting! state, the longitudinalT1 and transverseT2 re-
laxation times of the TTSs are determined by the interac
of the TTSs with the conduction electrons~Korringa
relaxation!,4 and so in order of magnitudeT1;T2 .
5111063-777X/2001/27(6)/2/$20.00
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The dominance of the Korringa relaxation in the form
tion of the timeT1 is due to the high density of states o
conduction electrons.5 The Korringa relaxation will also be
the governing influence in the formation ofT2 , since the
dipole–dipole interaction between two-level systems, eve
their maximum concentration,6 is less efficient than the in
teraction with nonlocalized conduction electrons, with an e
traordinarily high density of states at the Fermi level.7 With-
out going into the simple calculations, we shall state that
using the Kubo method8 one can obtain for the relaxatio
rates of the TTS

1

T2
;

1

T1
5

p

4\
~r̃V'!2E coth

E

2T
, ~3!

where r̃5N(«p)/V is the density of electron states at th
Fermi level.

Substituting into~3! the standard valuesT51 K, E/\
'1 GHz, V''0.1 eV, andr̃'1 eV21, we obtainT2;T1

;1029 s.
Such small values of the timesT2 andT1 in comparison

with the values ofT2 andT1 associated with the spin–lattic
and dipole–dipole interactions are due to the high elect
density of states at the Fermi level«F .

We obtain expressions for the time dependence of
intensity and shape of the echo signal by the method
scribed in Ref. 9. That paper9 reports a study of the rotationa
echo in spin glasses due to oscillations of the macrosco
electric polarization at the effective Rabi frequency. Later
analogous technique was used to study the rotational ech
amorphous ferromagnets.10 The echo signal contains contr
butions from tunneling systems with different effective Ra
frequencies~owing to the different energy splitting of th
TTSs!. The peculiarity of the formation of the phonon ech
lies only in acoustic action on two-level systems. The expr
sion for the shape of the echo signal is

A~ t !5E
D0

Emax
p~E,D0!

D0

E

g cosvt

ucosvtu FVR

V G3

3exp~2b~ t22tp!2! sin@V~ t22tp!#dE, ~4!

wherep(E,D0) is the distribution function for TTSs over th
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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energy splitting E for hydrogen-containing metals,VR

51/\(D0 /E)g is the Rabi frequency,V5AVR
21va

2,

va5v2
E

\
; b5

1

V S va
2

T2
1

VR
2

2T1
1

VR
2

2T2
D ,

and tp is the time interval between pulses.
Using numerical methods for the standard parameter

ues D0;0.01 K, Emax;10 K, v;10 GHz, T;1 K, tp

;10210s, we calculated the time dependence of the sh
and intensity of the two-pulse echo signal~Figs. 1 and 2!.

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the shape of the two-pulse echo signa

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the intensity of the two-pulse echo sign
l-

e

The results can be used to determine experimentally the
gitudinal and transverse relaxation timesT1 andT2 , respec-
tively.

For experimental determination of the relaxation tim
T1 andT2 we deemed it advisable to use the technique
scribed in Ref. 11. Ordinarily the determination ofT1 re-
quires a three-pulse echo, but since in our caseT1;T2 , the
two-pulse echo investigated here is entirely satisfactory.
cording to Ref. 11, we have forT2 ~formula ~4.1.2! of Ref.
11!

T2524
tp2tp8

ln I ~ tp!/ ln I ~ tp8!
,

whereI (tp)5(A2(tp))1/2 is the intensity of the echo signa
Using the two-pulse echo signal for different time interva
tp between pulses, one can determineT2;T1 , which, in
turn, gives an idea of the value of the interaction constan
the TTSs with the conduction electrons in hydroge
containing niobium. Moreover, as we have said, the distri
tion functionp(E,D0) of the TTSs, which was used to ave
age the results obtained in Ref. 9, has in the case
hydrogen-containing metals a number of specific feature2,3

that distinguish it from the standard model.1 In particular, the
distribution function of the TTSs does not depend on
tunneling parameterD0 . Because of this, as can be seen fro
Eq. ~4!, one can determineD0 by varying uA(t)u, i.e., one
can obtain information about the structure of the TTSs, a
that may prove useful in the study of hydrogen-contain
metals.

*E-mail: Lchotor@usa.net
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